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ABSTRACT
Most current research on discipline problems and practical

popular solutions focus on individual students, teachers or

administrators as the prime "cause" of the problem.

It

is

focuspossible to interpret and resolve discipline problems
ing on system "causes."

This dissertation explores the im-

and concludes
plications of these alternative points of view

equally plausible, more
that the system-blame orientation is
These conclusions
just, more efficient and less oppressive.
on school discipline
are based on a review of the research
discipline conflict over
(Chapter 2), statistical patterns of
school
urban desegregated junior high
a two year period in one
of the school disciplin(Chapter 3), extensive observations
(Chapter 4), and a brief
and classroom interactions
predominance of person-blame
historical explanation for the

ary

explanations and solutions (Chapter

5)

.

The concluding chapter

contains recommendations for system-oriented solutions to school

discipline problems.
While the majority of research on school discipline
is

"objective" in the methods employed, they are used to

investigate questions with hidden ideological and political
commitments.

For example,

if a researcher only asks "what

are the characteristics of individuals involved in discipline

problems?", the conclusions will say very little about systemcauses, no matter how objective and sophisticated the methodology.

Virtually every person-blame research question and

empirical finding can be reinterpreted from an equally plausible

system-blame viewpoint.
The study of discipline problems in one urban desegre-

gated junior high school provided an opportunity to develop

appropriate diagnostic questions and methods.

The first set

official
of data consisted of all the written anecdotal and
discirecords kept by the assistant principals in charge of

pline during the first semester of 1972 and 1973.

The roughly

coded into nine
1,000 recorded incidents each semester were

categories.
neutral (neither person or system-blame)

Fre-

tabulated by such
quencies of occurrence of each type were
week, teacher,
variables as sex, race, track, day of the
interpreted as
High frequency associations were
grade, etc.
Vll

’’markers" of discipline conflict situations, not as character-

istics of individuals.
(1)

The most important findings were

the referral and dismissal rates two to three times higher

than the reported national average,

(2)

there were

a

markedly

disproportionate percent of black students referred and dismissed compared to their percentage of the school population,
and (3)

first year of teaching, grades, track, day of the

week marked high conflict situations.

Observations constituted the second set of data.

The

statistical patterns identified the most salient conflict
situations to observe and explain in the classroom and dis-

ciplinarians office.

The most important system-blame hypo-

thesis emerging from these observations was that both the

high overall rate of referral and the disproportionate rate
of referring black students was related to the mismatch of

preferred teaching styles with preferred learning styles.
Given the viability of system-blame explanations, why
do person blame explanations dominate?

An historical review

served
of schooling suggests that discipline practices have
the interests of (1)

socio-economic elites who have supported

urban
the use of schooling to domesticate the immigrant,
and inpoor, and (2) educators seeking the opportunities

bureaucracy.
dependence of expanding, more powerful educational
serve these interests.
The person-blame status quo continues to

vm

The new possibilities for research and practice generated
by a system blame orientation are illustrated by 28 different

ways to improve pre-service and in-service education, dis-

ciplinary policies, patterns of teacher- student interaction
and school policies.

This approach to discipline problems

should make education itself more just, effective and liberating

.

IX

>

PREFACE
This study is
to an educational

a

reflection of my personal commitment

ideal.

I

believe liberating education

requires authentic involvement of all persons in shaping
the social systems in which they participate.

By contrast,

schooling is oppressive to the degree that individuals do
not influence the decisions, rules, roles, policies, practices, and norms that effect their lives.

By studying the

social system of one urban junior high school,

I

hoped to

make the decision making processes and outcomes more visible to members of this school community.

By naming and

analyzing one central aspect of this school (discipline),
hoped it would enable teachers, students and administra-

I

lives.
tors to become more active decision makers in their own
I

believe the more persons exercise their uniquely human

transform
capacity to collaborat ively name, reflect on, and

their social realities, the more human they become.

Truly

humanist education has this process at its center.
This study is one aspect of

a

collaborative, long-term,

one communaction-oriented effort to improve schooling in
in several schools
At present, this effort is continuing
The results
study.
including the one described by this

ity.

of this study are intended primarily for the use of those

working together to improve these schools.

Only secondar-

ily does this study attempt to provide data and analyses

which can be generalized to other situations and used to

understand and transform other schools.

The name Urban

Junior High School was selected for convenience and should
not be understood to imply this school is typical of other

urban junior high schools.

This study is intended to avoid

the exploitative nature of educational or social science

research which takes the results out of the situation to
be used by the researcher for purposes not defined by those

studied.

By contrast, this study is part of a solution

process defined by the educators involved in the school.
The success of this work can be assessed by the school com-

munity^ actual use

of these data and analyses.

From the

beginning of this project we avoided associating money pay-

order
ments or academic credit with our work in the school in
and our own
to ensure that the school personnel's responses

self-interest
were based on mutually perceived needs, not
alone

without the
This study would not have been possible
at U.J.H.S..
open-handed help and support of all the staff

particularly supportive, even
The school's secretaries were
XI

when it meant interruptions and additional work.

The

climate of trust which allowed this study to be accomplished
was developed slowly, and has continued to develop since
that time, due to the sincere efforts of many persons.

Throughout our work at U.J.H.S.

there has been an assumption

that we would use whatever we found in our discipline

study responsibly and for the benefit of all involved.

Vigorous debate may follow the introduction of this
Throughout this study

report to the school and community.
I

have tried to remain faithful to the data and to my views

of what constituted liberating education.

Current orienta-

tions to discipline are debatable, but at present only one
side of that debate is heard.

have tried to interpret

I

all the data in this study from both points of view and, in

the final chapter, state the reasons for my strong conviction

that current discipline practices are unjust, inefficient
and undemocratic.

This study is not

a

criticism of schooling

or of individuals, but an optimistic statement of

a

funda-

unsolved
mentally new way of dealing with one of the oldest,

problems in schools- -discipline
is

likely to stir debate..

.

Any radical alternative

It is my hope and intention that

beneficial, liberating
this debate will have constructive,
schools.
effects on all participants in these

Xll
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION:

I

PERSON-BLAME VERSUS SYSTEM-BLAME

EXPLANATIONS OF SCHOOL DISCIPLINE CONFLICT
Narrative Background of the Study
This study resulted from

a

rather self-conscious

effort by several graduate students and faculty from the
School of Education of the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst to apply the spirit of Paolo Freire's ideas

concerning liberating education to our relationship with
one urban junior high school.

Although we all had strong

notions about what was wrong with various features of
schooling, we deliberately attempted to put aside our

previous work and enter into dialogue with the teachers,
We

faculty, and students without preconceived agendas.

put ourselves at their service; and in the first year or
so we were invited to help with various projects:

work-

shops for social studies teachers on motivation, consulting with students on techniques for conducting human

relations class meetings, assistance in developing

curriculum proposals, and so on.
During this initial involvement we searched for
what Freire called the generative theme of an environment:

Around what issues was the energy of the participants most

2

directly engaged (Freire, 1970, 1972, 1973)?

In Latin

America Freire found the conflict between peasants and
landowners over rents and debts to be indicative of the

generative theme.
was dominat i on

,

The fundamental theme of our time

according to Freire, "which implies its

opposite, the theme of liberation as the objective to
be achieved"

(1972:93).

In Urban Junior High School

(U.J.H.S.) the generative theme that emerged during our

work together was discipline conflict.

Discipline

conflict revolved around students, teachers, and administrators dominating and being dominated.

These struggles

absorbed tremendous energy from all school participants.
Urban Junior High School's participants were unable
to imagine ways to intervene in fundamental ways to

reduce or eliminate the constant discipline conflict.
(1972) words,

In Freire'

s

reality,"

(36)

of events.

they were "submerged in

able only to drift along with the tide

In response to this inability to see the

nature of discipline conflicts, or to imagine themselves

intervening in different more effective ways, the

university team initiated two strategies designed to
make such conflicts and their causes more visible and,
perhaps, changeable.

We began to develop

a

statistical

the
picture of serious school discipline conflict using

3

anecdotal records kept by the disciplinarians, and we

began to develop

a

public vocabulary to describe class-

room discipline conflicts.

The university and school teams developed this

information collaboratively

,

but the meanings they

assigned to the information were very different.

It

was apparent that teachers often saw the vocabulary
and analyses of conflict as weapons to use unilaterally
in their struggle for control and domination of stu-

dents.

In addition,

the disciplinarians and some

students saw the disproportionately high rate of black
students'

involvement in conflicts as "evidence" of

flaws in character, upbringing, or constitution.

These

"flaws" made disproportionate black conflict inevitable,
and the subsequent punishments deserved.

The university team interpreted the magnitude of
the problem indicated by the rates and classroom obser-

vations differently, as well, taking the view

(1)

that

such conflicts were so spirit-killing that almost any-

thing would be preferable; and
were so important

a

(2)

that such conflicts

means of sorting students into social

that
roles consistent with their social class and race

they must be stopped.

4

The crucial difference between the meanings assigned
to the rates by the university group and the school

participants was their conception of who or what was to
blame.

1

he university group blamed a dysfunctional social

system in which conflict victimized everyone.

The school

participants saw dysfunctional persons causing conflicts.
As

a

result, the university group convinced the teachers

of the need to develop a curriculum for social
By social

literacy.

literacy they meant the ability to see, name,

and transform the social relations in which one partici-

pates.

For example, social literacy in

a

classroom meant

the collective ability to see and name how conflict was

systematically produced and the ability to transform the
social

relations in the classroom to reduce the conflict.

The central themes of such

a

strategy were dialogue and

collaboration; social literacy required solutions with
teachers and students and never for them or imposed upon
The goal was not simply to reduce discipline con-

them.

flicts, but,

in Freire’s terms,

to increase the humanity

of educators and students as they increasingly became

subjects in the world who created, recreated, and decided
(Freire

,

1973: 5)

.

Students and educators both resisted explanations
of discipline conflicts that did not blame persons.

This

5

was not surprising in the light of Ryan's

(1971) persua-

sive analysis of the blaming the victim ideology
which

dominates United States' thinking about social problems.
One sees persons, while social systems

beliefs, demands, pressures, etc.,
Thus, the need for

a

--

--

roles, norms

are invisible.

systematic diagnosis of discipline

conflict became apparent:

a

diagnosis which (1) identified

the quantitative magnitude of the conflicts using rates

generated from school records;

(2)

used the rates as

clues to the causes of such conflicts; and

(3)

followed

up the clues identified by analyzing the rates to develop

plausible system-blame as opposed to person-blame
explanations of the rates.
Research Background of the Study

Educators and the general public assigned discipline
conflicts first importance as an educational issue in
recent polls
1965).

(Harris,

1969; McCurdy,

1973; Vredevoe,

Both in quantity and quality the educational

research (Smith, 1969; Woodruff, 1960), however, reflected
a

very low priority for discipline conflict as an edu-

cational problem.

This discrepancy in emphasis between

public concern and research practice paralled an analogous discrepancy between the often punishing, classist

6

and racist functional outcomes of schooling and the ideal,

humane, and egalitarian goals of schooling.

Most edu-

cational research had been conducted on the assumption
that the ideal goals of education were also the operative

goals, i.e., school's function to provide social mobility
and equity of opportunity for the development of all

children.

Katz (1971a, 1971b), Greer (1971), and others

persuasively demonstrated this function had never been
true of schools.

historians

However, until recently, educational

had cooperated by writing educational history

supporting the legend rather than the reality of the
functional outcomes of school, e.g., Butts and Cremin
(1953).

The result has been

a

disproportionate lack of

emphasis on one of the most central problems and processes
in schooling,

discipline.

The legendary educational history led

a

few researchers

of school discipline conflict, such as Willower and

Jones (1963) to report studies of what happened when pupil
had
control became the institutional theme, as if there

ever been another theme.

Similarly, Carlson (1964)

occurring
expressed concern about the goal displacement
control displaced
in schools where concerns for student
learning
concerns for student learning, assuming that

goals once dominated control goals.

Research' on school

7

discipline conflict, for the most part, has ignored the
historic pervasiveness of discipline concerns among
educators and made the assumption that such conflicts
were recent phenomena or unique to one or

a

few schools.

The ideology implicit in these studies usually

blames the victims.
a

This ideology involves identifying

social problem (such as school discipline conflict),

discovering how the victims of the problem are different
from others, asserting the victims' difference (non-

/

standard speech, "lack of values," etc.) as the "cause"
of the social problem,

and finally prescribing a solution

to the problem designed to eliminate the difference

between the victims and the rest of the people.

By this

analysis, discipline conflict in schools which involved

poor or black children in disproportionate numbers could
simply be blamed on them (or

a

few incompetent or racist

teachers or administrators)

Blaming the victim is an ideology in the sense that
it is

a

systematically motivated, unconscious set of

concepts and beliefs which have the effect of maintaining
the economic and social status quo of

advantaged group.

a

relatively

The blaming the victim ideology Ryan

(1971:16) identified as basic to United States’

toward social problems depends on just such

a

attitudes

8

particularistic,

ahistorical understanding of problems

like school discipline.

Researchers blamed the victims

of school discipline conflict using the exceptionalistic

assumption identified by Ryan.
"unusual

...

The conflicts were

an exception to the rule

.

.

.

(and)

must be remedied by means tailored to the individual
case"

(17).

Ryan proposed an alternative universalistic

assumption about school discipline conflict:

that such

conflicts result "from public social arrangements which
are quite imperfect and inequitable; such problems are

both predictable and more important, preventable through

public action"

(17).

Exceptionalistic explanations led

to a person-blame solutions; universalistic explanations

led to system-blame solutions.

The exceptionalistic, person-blame biases of disci-

pline conflict research are apparent in surveys of

discipline conflict which merely tally teachers’ personblame biases in several categories:

disobedience, and disrespect.

insolence, rudeness,

Similar bias pervaded the

cluster of isolated- variable analyses of school discipline
conflict which correlated person characteristics with

discipline conflict involvement to "account for" variance
in such involvement.

For example, rather than asking how

conflict,
the school systematically selected blacks for

9

such studies typically implied blacks were the sole

causes of the conflicts.
A third cluster of school discipline conflict studies

focused on discovering the predictors and controllers of

classroom conflicts.

These studies straightforwardly

attempted to identify and validate

a

technology of

teacher control of student classroom behavior.

This

effective technology implicitly blamed students for

previous misbehavior; resulting in the need for teachers
to unilaterally shape students toward appropriate class-

room behavior.
A final cluster of studies of schools as social

systems provided some universalistic

system-blame

,

These studies

explanations of discipline conflicts.

demonstrated how aspects of school social systems generated
conflict, but typically did not provide any sense of the

relative magnitude of conflicts.

As

a

result, priorities

conflict, or
for change among social system causes of

difficult to
the seriousness of conflict itself, were

establish
Statement of the Problem
explanations of
Are person-blame or system-blame
adequate, useful, and
school discipline conflict more

10

equitable?

Can the nature and extent of serious school

discipline conflict incidents be more adequately, usefully, and most important, justly, explained by personal

characteristics of conflict participants or by regularities in the school social system?

Purposes of the Study

Three purposes guided the development of this study:
(1)

to provide a needed additional,

detailed description

of the nature and extent of discipline conflict in one

urban, desegregated junior high school;

(2)

to provide a

needed demonstration that discipline conflict rates could
be plausibly accounted for in either person- or system-

blame terms

(a)

through awareness of the ideological,

historical context of schooling producing the conflict
rates,

and

(b)

through interviews and observations of

regularities in the school social system that generated
the conflict rates;

and (3)

to provide a way to diagnose

the most important dysfunctional features of the school's

social system producing discipline conflicts.

Significance of the Study

Institutionalized racism in United States' schooling
systematic
has meant the intentional and unintentional,

delivery of illegitimate privilege to white children and
the immediate and long-term economic and social -status

subordination of poor or black children.

Although many

other socio-economic factors outside schools contribute
to this

systematic subordination, schooling is of

undeniably central importance in the process.

For

example, the expulsion rate for blacks was three times
that for non-minority students in 1970-71, and the life-

time cost of not finishing high school for these black

students averaged $73,000 to $76,000 (Robert

F.

Kennedy

Memorial, 1973:1,24).
The creation and resolution of discipline conflicts
in schools plays a role in the implementation of

institutionalized racism.
a

The present study identifies

few of the hidden and not so hidden processes of racial

subordination in schooling.

The children of the poor,

regardless of race, also were subject to the same processes
of subordination.

The significance of the present study

facts, but
rests not with reestablishing these well-known

with identifying how the poor and black were selected
for conflict.

Educators and others have

a

strong vested interest

organization and its functional
in the status-quo of school
purposes.

shown
They are not likely to change, even if
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how.

Nevertheless, the model demonstrated here for

discovering the magnitude of discipline conflicts and
their system causes could provide

community with

a

a

receptive school

more humane, just strategy for change

and the reduction of discipline conflict.
task is urgent, because

This possible

discipline conflict situation

a

such as this study documents, is not only racist and

classist in its outcomes, but

is

spirit-killing for

all students.

Outline of the Dissertation
The argument of this dissertation is that school
4

discipline conflict can be understood and reduced from
the value perspective that education must be liberating

rather than to domesticating.
that

(1)

Liberating education requires

the ideological, historical context promoting

person-blame explanations and solutions to discipline
conflict be brought to awareness;

(2)

the research on

such conflicts should avoid erroneous, person-blame impli-

cations and the creation of more effective tools for student domestication;

(3)

the rates of discipline conflict

in single social systems
of conflict participants)

(and accompanying characteristics

should be used to guide explo-

school's
ration of how such rates are generated by the
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social system; and (4) solutions to the
discipline

problem be designed to liberate students, teachers,
and
administrators from the inhumaneness of discipline
conflicts and protect students from the inequitable

allocation to subordinate social roles by identifying
and changing features of school's social system.
In Chapter II,

I

describe the predominant person-

blame ideology which results in one or more parties
to a conflict being assigned sole blame for its

occurrence.

I

show how this person-blame ideology

shapes current social science research, in spite of

several recent examples of the possibility and usefulness of system-blame research on important social

problems.
a

The remainder of Chapter

II

is

composed of

review of the literature on school discipline conflict

research; emphasizing the person- versus system-blame

implications of the studies' methods and findings.
particular,

I

In

examine the extent to which studies with

system-blame implications contain quantitative data
indicating the relative importance of various system
causes of discipline conflict.

Chapter III contains the findings of

a

systematic

analysis of the discipline records at Urban Junior High
School over

a

two year period.

I

analyze these rates of
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discipline conflict in terms of participant
or situation
characteristics, demonstrating that either personor

system-blame analyses of such rates are equally
plausible.
In Chapter IV,

report the results of observations

I

and interviews guided,

m

Chapter III.

in part,

by the statistical findings

The statistical findings are used as

clues to potential social system dysfunctions, leading
to a focus on how conflicts are systematically generated

and how the system might be changed to eliminate them.

Chapter V contains

a

review of the history of school

discipline conflict demonstrating that the emphasis on
pupil control at Urban Junior High School is not new.
This emphasis is consistent with historical trends toward
(1)

the bureaucratic organization of schooling,

(2)

the

educational goal of socializing (domesticating) the poor
for exploited productivity,

and

(3)

the school functioning

to sort children into social status roles roughly congruent

with their parents.

These emerging patterns of structure

and function for schooling are in conflict with ideals of

education as humane, liberating and
mobility.

Sadly,

a

vehicle for social

the actual present structures and

functions of schooling apparently result in discipline
conflicts which are used in turn to justify further
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bureaucratic controls and victimization of poor, black, female
students
In Chapter VI,

I

summarize the findings from the

statistical analysis and accompanying observations
reported.

The implications of these findings are

explored from the points of view of
responsibilities,
(3)

to

(2)

students’

schoolings' efficiency.
(1)

I

(1)

educators’

socialization, and
suggest further research

to identify both unique and general social system

causes of discipline conflicts, and

(2)

to refine the

methods needed to isolate those systemic causes.
I

ethical

Finally,

identify needed developments in practical methodology

educators and students could use at the school level to

implement an increasingly system-blame approach preventing
and resolving conflict.

CHAPTER

II

RESEARCH ON SCHOOL DISCIPLINE CONFLICT:
PERSON- BLAME VERSUS SYSTEM- BLAME

INTERPRETATIONS

Researchers have studied school discipline conflict
using the tools of every social science.

Each method

has generated explanations for and solutions to school

discipline conflict.

This chapter contains

a

review of

the research on school discipline conflicts intended to

show the degree to which reported studies support pre-

dominantly person-blame as opposed to predominantly

system-blame explanations and solutions of such conflicts.
The chapter begins with

a

section describing the

"blaming the victim" ideology (Ryan, 1971) that has

characterized research on social problems in general.
Some concrete evidence of the dominance of person-blaming

methods in research on social problems

is

presented.

Then, examples of research that overcame the tendency

toward blaming the victim in the course of identifying

systemic dysfunctions in prisons and mental hospitals are
described.
The remainder of the chapter discusses the findings of

discipline conflict research in terms of

(1)

the way the
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research method defined the problem;

(2)

the locus of

blame for such conflict implied by the problem
definition;
and (3) the conflict reduction methods and target
implied
in the inquiries and findings.

Four broad categories of

empirical studies related to discipline conflict are
considered; beginning with studies lending themselves more

readily to person-blame interpretations and solutions,
and ending with those studies more readily interpreted in

system-blame, system- change terms.

with

a

The chapter concludes

summary of the advantages and defects of the

various discipline research methods and related solutions.
This summary indicates the need for studies which focus
on the systemic causes of and solutions to discipline

conflict and, also, provide

a

quantitative profile of

conflict that is useful in establishing action priorities.

Blaming the Victim:

The Role of Ideology in the

Solution of Social Problems

Research correlating individual’s characteristics
with the occurrence of social problems is likely to
result in those individuals being assigned blame for the

problems, particularly by social policy makers or institutional practitioners anxious to cure such problems.
The error of confusing a correlation and

particularly dangerous when blame

is

a

cause are

being assigned.

In
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fact, such errors are consistent features of the blaming
the victim ideology

(Ryan,

1971) which characterizes

most social science research in the United States.

process of blaming the victim involves
social problem,

(b)

(a)

The

identifying

a

seeing how those affected by it are

different from the rest of us as a consequence of

deprivation and injustice,

(c)

as the cause of the problem,

to correct the differences

defining those differences

and (d) developing a program

(Ryan,

1971:10).

Blaming the victim comprises an ideology in the sense
that "it is

a

set of ideas and concepts deriving from

systematically motivated but unintended distortions of
reality" having the effect of supporting the status-quo
for a relatively advantaged social-class group.

For

example, three times more black babies die in the first
Since blacks when surveyed

year of life than white babies.

did not have as much information about the need for pre-

natal care as whites, one argument was that blacks do
of
not choose to obtain necessary prenatal care, because

their ignorance of the need.

Thus,

a

program was

instituted to "cure" this ignorance through television
advertising among other means.
part of this
Of course, the need for information was

problem, but emphasizing such

a

psuedo- solution masked
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more powerful systemic variables.
for money.

Medical care is sold

Blacks have been systematically subordinated

economically.

Thus, they are less able or willing as

a

group to buy private medical services, particularly

preventive services, when other survival needs, e.g.,
food and rent are pressing.

Although free, public

health facilities are available, they are often dehu-

manizing because they are understaffed and under financed.
Thus,

a

system-blame explanation of the disparity

in infant mortality between blacks and whites as groups

would assign primary importance to the inability of
blacks to compete financially for the prenatal care they
need.

provide

A system-blame solution would, at
a

a

minimum,

subsidy to poor, black, pregnant women allowing

them to compete equally for the necessary services.
from
Alternatively, doctors could be assigned patients
a

and
pool without reference to their ability to pay,

state.
the doctors could be employees of the

Both of

undermine the relative
these system-blame solutions would
group," the
advantage of an "advantaged social-class
solution
The blaming the victim or person-blame
whites.
of providing information,

on the other hand, would

advantage in tact.
inevitably leave whites relative
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System-blame explanations look for "defects in
the

.

(Ryan,

.

.

environment, rather than in the individual"

1971:15-16).

Identifying predictable regularities

among such defects may provide clues to the system-

causes of problems, allowing one to avoid the error of

ascribing the causes of problems to the individual victims
of them.

For example, public health is

approach to disease.

a

system-blame

Typhoid fever results from certain

regularities in the water supply, sewage system, and food

preparation practices, rather than any characteristic
susceptibility to the disease among certain members of
the population.

Typically, system-blame approaches focus

more often on prevention than on treatment of the social

problems

Caplan and Nelson (1973) have urged psychologists to
pay attention to whether their definition of the problem
was essentially person-blaming or system-blaming when

they conducted studies for the purpose of contributing
to the solution of social problems.

They proposed that

because problems were defined in person- centered versus

situation-centered terms, social policy makers were likely
change
to implement person- change versus situation-

solutions.

of
For example, person-centered explanations

or
delinquency (e.g., inability to delay gratification
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incomplete sexual identity) required person- change treatments such as counseling to help the person develop
self-control.

Situation- centered explanations of delin-

quency required situation- change solutions, such as
the creation of "suitable opportunities for success and

achievement along conventional lines

....

Existing

physical, social, or economic arrangements, not individual
psyches, would be the targets for change" (201).

Caplan and Nelson studied all the reported psychological research on blacks from January to June, 1970, and
found that 82% of the reported studies lent themselves to
an interpretation explaining "the difficulties of black

Americans in terms of personal shortcomings" (204).

The

fact that most person- centered psychological research
was correlational- -measuring person, situation, and

problem characteristics, but implying nothing about causal
relations - - does not deter non-psychologists from wrongly

inferring such causal relationships between personal

characteristics and social problems.

Person-blame infer-

ences from psychological research typically overwhelm

system-blame inferences when social policy planners use

psychological studies to plan solutions to social
problems
of the
Caplan and Nelson found no studies reported

characteris Lies
type using both personal and situational
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as

independent variables in causal relation to

characteristic as
a

a

a

problem

dependent variable, even though such

design was "often held up as

gists to follow" (204).

a

model for social psycholo-

An example of this type of study

on school discipline might involve collecting data on the

persons and situations involved in discipline conflicts,
and conducting statistical path analyses of the relation-

ships between the person and situations on the one hand
and the conflict incidents on the other.

Such studies, possibly, were hindered by the lack of

availability of the tools of analysis themselves.

To

cite just one example, in the widely used Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences

(Nie, Bent,

$

Hull, 1970)

program, researchers had available only P-type factor
analysis:

the type allowing analysis of the clustering

variables such as
of person-characteristics related to

discipline incident involvement.

Q-type factor analysis

incidents
would allow analyzing clusters of discipline
variable,
related to both participant and situation
si tuation interproviding clues to problematic personnecessary
The Q-type factor analysis, although

actions.

problem definitions and
to many situation- centered
or any other prepackaged
analyses, was unavailable in SPSS
Massachusetts at Amherst.
program at The University of
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To conduct educational or social science research

which avoids "blaming people in difficult predicaments
for their own situations"

determination.

(Ryan,

1971:202) requires

Recent studies of mental hospitals and

prisons demonstrated the type of determined creativity

necessary to accomplish situation- focused understanding
of social problems in institutions.

Zimbardo (1972) created

a

simulated prison in which

college students, screened for psychological normality,
were assigned randomly to prisoner and guard roles.
The experiment had to be terminated after six of the

planned fourteen days, because of experimenters' fears
of further emotional breakdowns and serious emotional

or physical damage.

Almost every pathological prison

behavior typically attributed to person-characteristics,
such as authoritarianism in guards or double-Y chromosomes
in prisoners,

occurred in this

s

imulated prison among

normal healthy, educated young college students.

Some

"guards" force-fed, physically manhandled, and used night
sticks and fire extinguishers to keep "prisoners" in line.
"No guard ever intervened in any direct way on behalf of
the
any prisoners, ever interfered with the orders of

crudest guards or ever openly complained about

the sub-

human quality of life that characterized this prison" (49).
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Ninety per cent of prisoners'
conversations came to
be about the prison - visits,
guards,
food, etc., and as

they watched each other being
continually humiliated they
lost any respect for each other or
themselves.
This was

reflected
851

m

the recorded prisoner conversations
in which

of the references to other prisoners
were derogatory.

The behavior of the prisoners and guards
in Zimbardo's
prison would have been labeled pathological
elsewhere.
\he pathology was "appropriate" in this setting

,

in the

sense that it emerged primarily as the product of
these

normal young men's transactions with the environment
in

which they found themselves.

As Zimbardo pointed out, if

the same behaviors were observed in a real prison, a

typical psychiatrist might label the prisoners' personalities maladjusted.

A prison system critic might call

the guards' behavior psychopathic.

In fact,

they were

just normal young men responding in an isolated situation

where one either had complete power or none.

The situation

seems more to blame for the "pathology" than the individuals'

personalities

Rosenhan (1973) found similarly powerful situation
forces shaping patients' behavior in mental hospitals.

Twelve persons with no psychiatric history, who Rosenhan
coached to describe vague, potentially schizophrenic
symptoms, offered themselves to be committed to twelve
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different hospitals.

All were admitted and kept from

seven to fifty-two days with an average stay
of

nineteen days, even though they stopped simulating
symptoms immediately after being admitted.

Most of the

pseudo- pat ients reported beginning to experience thems

elve s as somewhat crazy. This was not surprising,
given

some of the dehumanizing treatment they experienced.
For example, the fake patients systematically asked the

staff legitimate questions, such as "When will

eligible for an outdoor exercise period?"

I

be

Out of 1,468

attempts, 71% of the psychiatrists questioned and 88% of
the nurses and attendants made no response, walked by

with head and eyes averted.
university campus or in

a

No busy professionals on

a

research hospital turned away

or ignored such requests for information from strangers.

Attendants beat regular patients in front of the
pseudo-patients, stopping when any other staff member
appeared.

Patients could not be reliable witnesses, and,

in fact, were not human in this context.

Even the

writing the pseudo-patients did to record their observations often was noted in the nurses' log as "compulsive

writing behavior."
The idea that these people were mentally disturbed

dominated the staff's perceptions of patients and made
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"sane" persons invisible.

Thirty-five of 118 patients

in the admissions ward voiced their suspicion that the

pseudo-patients were reporters or evaluators studying
the hospital, while no staff member ever expressed

similar doubts.

Rosenhan concludes:
It could be a very unfortunate mistake to
consider that what happened to us derived
from malice or stupidity on the part of the
staff.
Quite the contrary, our overwhelming
impression of them was of people who really
cared, who were committed and who were
uncommonly intelligent. When they failed,
as they sometimes did painfully, it would
be more accurate to attribute those failures
to the environment in which they, too,
found themselves than to personal callousness.
Their perceptions and behavior were
controlled by the situation, rather than
being motivated by a malicious disposition (8).

Labeling and expectation appears to play as powerful
a

role in schools as in prisons and mental hospitals.

The analogies to discipline conflicts in school settings
are compelling.
as

Fuchs

(1968),

(1969),

Studies of life in urban schools, such

Leacock (1969), Levy (1970), and Roberts

report similar phenomena.

Given the remarkably

diverse personalities of teachers, it is remarkable that
teachers rarely intervene to protect students from other
teachers.

Teachers

often

expressed surprise at their

own cruelty in the service of maintaining order.

typically, referred to themselves derogatori ly

,

Students,

especially
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in

slow track” classes.

Students labeled troublemakers

by teachers often complained they could not shake their

reputations

(or the reputations of their family or

ethnic group) and continued to be ’’selected” for disci-

pline conflicts.

As another example, children who had

the same teacher as an older brother or sister were

found to have learned more than expected in that

teacher's class, if their older sibling had done well,
and learned less than expected, if the older sibling

had done poorly.

Expected levels of learning were

determined by test scores and children with and without
the same teachers as an older sibling were compared
(Kohn,

1973).

This clear expectancy effect undoubtedly

also occurred in relation to discipline conflict

participation.

Siblings of "well-behaved” children

assigned to the same teachers as their older brother or
sister would probably be labeled "well-behaved” by the

teacher and perhaps

actually behave better than

siblings of well-behaved children who did not share
the same teacher.

Situation-centered awareness, action, or research
on social problems remains the exception.

For the most

part, person-blame ideology shapes the way persons are

treated in institutions and society.

Person-blame

and
ideology controls how social problems are defined
•
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researched, and what solutions are
attempted.

Person-Blame Versus System-Blame Studies
of Discipline Conflicts:

A Review

of the Literature

The following review of empirical studies of
school

discipline conflict reveals many studies that illogically
blame the victims of such conflicts.

The findings from

the discipline conflict research reviewed in this chapter
are

analyzed to determine

(1)

the way the research method

or question defines the problem of discipline conflict,
(2)

the locus of blame for the conflict implied by the

problem definition, and

(3)

the target of the solution

implied by the problem definition and findings.

This

review of the school discipline conflict literature

is

in a sequence, beginning with those studies lending them-

selves most easily to person-blame explanations of the

conflicts and concluding with those lending themselves

most easily to system-blame explanations.

The conscious

intentions of the researchers are not at issue.

Rather,

this review focuses on the relative ease with which

reported findings lend themselves to the interpretation
of discipline conflicts as having been caused by the

personal shortcomings of either teachers, students,
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administrators, or parents.
The sequence of studies moving from person-blame
to system-blame are:

Surveys of discipline conflict

.

Who, what, when

where, why, and to what extent did various discipline

conflicts occur?
2

•

I

solated- variable analyses of discipline conflicts

.

For example, what was the relationship between student

grades

(marks) and involvement in discipline conflict

incidents ?
3

.

Discovering predictors and controllers of classroom

conflict

.

What teacher behaviors elicit orderliness;

what reinforcers shape "desirable” student behaviors?
4

.

Discipline conflict as

social system

.

a

feature of the schools

*

What norms, roles, policies, and beliefs

provide motives, causes, and rationale for the discipline
conflict behavior of all participants?
Surveys of Discipline Conflict

Surveys of discipline conflict occurred during the
last 50 years with

a

regularity that was indicative of an

active, stable interest among educators and others in this

phenomena.

Such surveys consistently indicated the

magnitude of the discipline conflict problem.

Most of
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these surveys either asked teachers
or administrators
how bad their discipline problems
were in terms of both

frequency and severity, or they examined
school records
to get the same information.

Wickman (1928), Thompson (1940), Hayes
(1943),
Schrupp and Gjerde (1953), Stouffer and Owens

(1955),

Garrison (1959), and Horowitz (1963) were all examples
of the type of survey using educator or student self-

report.

As might be expected, the types of discipline

conflict incidents varied among the studies.

However,

categories of conflict incidents were all named to imply
that students caused and were to blame for the incidents.
As a typical example, when Kooi and Schutz

reanalyzed the data reported in Hayes'

(1965)

(1943) survey,

they identified five clusters of classroom disturbances:
I.

Physical aggression.

The student who causes

disturbances by attacking others.
II.

Peer affinity.

The student who will do almost

anything to get his peers' attention.
III.

Attention seeking.

The student who will do almost

anything to get anyone's attention.
IV.

Challenge of authority.

The student who is always

challenging the authority figure or any other authority
figure present.
V.

Critical dissension.

The student who always complains,
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or tries to get others to complain for him, about the

amount of work assigned, seating arrangement, meals
in the cafeteria,

etc.

(
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)

.

These descriptive categories assume that these

student behaviors are unprovoked.

They completely ignored

the fact that the "disturbances" occurred in a relation -

ship between teacher and students and in

comprised of

a

physical setting, and

norms, roles, and allegiances.

.

.

."

.

--

.

.

situation

complex set of

a

The Kooi and Schutz

labels for disturbance categories

causes

a

who will do anything

--

.

’’The
.

.

student who

who will always

suggested unequivocally that children who were

chosen for sanction had "bad behavior" traits

.

Rather

than assume some mysterious inner force suddenly propels
this "bad behavior/' is it not reasonable to ask, "What

provoked this behavior?"
The potential for racial discrimination inherent
in such person-blame descriptions

(labels) of disci-

pline conflicts was demonstrated by Gottlieb’s (1964)
finding that 50% of the white teachers in

a

ghetto school

described their black students as "lazy," although only
19% of the black teachers chose that adjective.

White

teachers also described their black pupils as "highfellow
strung" 39% of the time versus 3% of their black

teachers.

Black teachers emphasized shortcomings
of

physical settings.

White teachers focused on student

shortcomings

Another survey method of researching features of
discipline conflict incidents

--

frequency, severity

and other features -- was the analysis of school
disci-

pline records:

referrals, anecdotal records, etc.

Since

schools typically recorded data on student characteristics
too,

it was possible to explore relationships between

conflict incidents and student characteristics such as
sex,

race, social class, etc.

As one would expect,

the

collection and analysis of school discipline conflict
data from records kept by schools led to person-blame

research questions and answers.
Three large surveys of discipline records provided
examples of defining the problem of discipline in such

a

way that person-blame explanations of conflicts were
inevitable.

In Florida,

the Governor's Task Force on

Disruptive Youth (1973) studied so-called disruptive
youth in two high schools in each of 10 Florida counties.
The study defined disruptive youths as high school

students having been suspended or expelled from school.
The study asked:
(1) Could a demographic description of those
students who had been characterized as
disruptive be developed; (2) could variables
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be isolated that would be predictive of
disruptive youth; and (3) could the frequency
and type of disruption and suspension or
expulsion be identified (2)?

Once one knew who the ’’disruptive" were likely to be,
the implication was,

they could then be "rehabilitated.”

The questions asked by this survey generate findings

amenable only to student-blame interpretation.
natively, the study might have asked

(1)

Alter-

could

a

description of classroom instructional practices and
school organizational structures characterizing

disruptive school be identified?, or

(2)

a

could the

variables of school social systems predictive of conflict
and student punishment be isolated?

Predictably, the Florida study included student-

blaming "solutions" to the discipline conflict problem,

suggesting the academic tracking of students fairly early
in their educational career and attempting to provide

specialized instruction, especially in verbal and reading
areas.

This suggestion was based on the finding that

last year's grade average,

a

sixth grade reading test,

and a ninth grade verbal aptitude test were the strongest

predictors (in multiple regression analysis terms
causally) of "potentially disruptive youth."

solution confounds correlation and cause.
it ignores recent findings

(Summers

5

--

not

This

In addition,

Wolfe, 1975)
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confirming that early academic tracking reduces
low
achievers'

learning, although students performing above

grade level are not particularly affected.
The Florida survey prescribes remedial action for

students, alone, although

(1)

four or five teachers in

the survey often made 801 of the referrals for
sus-

pension; and (2) black students comprised 23% of the

student body in Florida yet received 44% of the suspensions and expulsions (10-11).

Of course, one can

simply label these teachers and black students disruptive.

However, the teachers are not punished, and,

one can argue, the black students are at least partially

being programmed for suspension by school norms which

conflict with black cultural norms (Cay
1972)

Ej

Abrahams,

or by the personal racism of white educators

(Rosenfeld, 1971).

Such alternative person- or system-

blame explanations are masked by the dubious use of

sophisticated statistical interpretation.

The connection

between victim-blaming social science and subsequent
social policy was tighter than usual in this study, because
it was

a

report by an official task force of the governor

of Florida.

Black children were again the blamed victims

of white social science rushed hot off the presses to the

white social-problem-solvers.
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Zeitlin (1962) studied discipline
problems in seven
Phoenix high schools the year they
desegregated.
He
collected data from all teacher discipline
referrals
for one year and asked the following
questions:
(1)

How many students were disciplinary problems?

(2)

What did they do?

(3)

Were there differences between

males and females or between Browns, Blacks, and
Anglos?
and (4) How did teachers compare with respect to
disci-

pline referrals?

The person-blaming character of the

findings from this analysis were suggested by the three

category names chosen by Zeitlin for the most frequently

reported discipline conflicts:
and disrespect.

disturbance, disobedience,

These categories tally problems in

relationships within

a

specific context, although these

labels imply a failure of morality or self-control by

only one party to the relationship, the student.

Zeitlin allowed that "disturbance, disobedience,
and disrespect" may be considered normal behavior for

adolescents" (120).

Therefore, the study recommended

training courses for teachers in "handling teenagers"
as

a

possible strategy for solving the discipline

problem.

Zeitlin argued students caused the problems,

but could not be changed, only controlled.

As an

example, Zeitlin gave credit for black students'
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adjustment in the (newly desegregated)
Phoenix High
Schools to the former principal of
all-black Carver
High School. At the time of the study,
the former

principal was an administrative counselor
working on
problems arising from desegregation. Thus, Zeitlin's
solutions reflect his initial problem definition,
i.e.,

individual educators' competence in "handling

teenagers" is the key variable in reducing conflict.

Zeitlin's

study begged the question, however,

whether or not discipline conflicts could accurately
be labeled "disturbance, disobedience or disrespect"

with their implications of student culpability, when
201 of the teachers experienced no discipline conflicts

and one teacher participated in 243

such conflicts.

Apparently, certain teachers were more prone to conflict, in spite of the student-blaming labels for such

conflict.

One interpretation of these data might blame

the teachers for provoking disrespect.

However, turning

the blame on the teachers rather than the students

continues to ignore that such conflicts happen in

a

highly structured institutional environment of norms,
policies, and practices.
The Zeitlin study also provided some findings about

features of the institutional environment supporting

a
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system-blame interpretation of discipline conflict.

No

action suggestions were made based on these findings,
except to point out that since 46% of discipline

conflicts occurred during the last three months of
school, extending the school year might cause mental

health problems.

In addition, he pointed out that more

conflicts were reported on Tuesdays and during the first
and last class periods.

Such findings are difficult to

interpret in terms of the personal characteristics of
students.

Thus, rather than take the logical step of

examining system causes, such findings are usually

effectively ignored.
Porter (1972) studied anecdotal discipline records
in 18 high schools in Oklahoma.

He wanted to assess the

influence of the type of offense committed, appearance,
and previous behavior of student (s) on discipline

decisions by high school disciplinarians.
the questions:

(1)

Porter asked

What school discipline conflicts

were recorded in the schools records?

(2)

How seriously

did disciplinarians view these incidents? and (3) Did

disciplinarians judge students on their offense, past
record or appearance?

By their very nature,

these

questions were likely to generate person-blame findings.
First, it was implied that unprovoked students unilaterally
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committed

offenses.”

This implication was apparent

in the labeling of the five clusters of discipline

incidents that Porter developed from

a

factor analysis

of his data:
1.

Civil offense too serious for school to handle.

2.

Moral offenses and petty crimes.

3.

Aggression and disrespect for others.

4.

Violation of school conduct and dress codes.

5.

Lethargy and/or disinterest in school (114).

The second person-blame finding was that 120 high school

disciplinarians had violated principles of justice by
punishing students more for their appearance than their
past records and the type of so-called offense committed
combined.

In fact. Porter’s person-blame findings --

that students were to blame and school disciplinarians

were to blame
that he posed.

--

were inevitable results of the questions
The criticisms of the student-blame

labels for conflict types lodged against Zeitlin (1962)
and the Governor’s Task Force on Disruptive Youth (1973)

also apply to Porter's labeling.

The student-blame categories for types of conflict
in the Phoenix, Oklahoma,

and Florida large-scale

surveys of discipline records are remarkably similar.
from
The differences in magnitude stemmed partially
from
differences in data sources and probably partially
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regional and/or urban rural differences.

The findings

of the types of conflict found in the three surveys are

summarized in Table

1.

Insert Table

1

about here

These data confirm the large magnitudes of discipline conflicts, even in schools outside our largest
cities.

Although there are some large differences in

the relative occurrence of various conflict types, e.g.,

only .5% disturbance conflicts in Florida, these may be

more artifacts of the data sources and their categorization, then of actual events in school.

The Florida

study was based only on suspended or expelled students'
records, and disturbances (talking in class, etc) are
not typically suspension offenses.

What

:Ls

relatively

certain is that sutdents were blamed and punished for
these "offenses," as if they were solely responsible.
The conflict rates reported by Zeitlin (1962), Porter
(1972)

and the Governor's Task Force on Disruptive

Youth (1973) are labeled and interpreted so as to
support person-blame causal explanations of such conflict.

Rhodes

(1970) proposes an alternative method

of interpreting and using such conflict data.

Rather

Table

4n

1

Types of Discipline Conflict
Reported in Large-Scale
Surveys of School Discipline
Records

Types of
Discipline
Conflict

Phoenix
No.

Disturbance 3680

Percent

Oklahoma
No.

Percent

Florida
No.

Percent

25.8

394

13.0

35

0. S

3526

24.7

372

12.3

2239

30.7

465

3.3

2

S

7.1

894

12.3

436

3.1

176

5.8

. _

Disobedence

Disrespect

1

Mi srepre-

sentat ion

Ignoring

health and
safety

factors

380

2.8

199

6.6

186

2.2

Smok i ng

218

1.5

139

4.6

517

7.1

Fighting

162

1.1

212

7.0

1113

15.3

146

1.0

--

--

254

3.5

100

0.7

175

S. 8

Gambling

6S

0.5

--

4.7

Theft

61

0.4

143

4.7

Cheating

59

0.4

196

6.5

--

Other

--

16.9

17

Property
damage
Prof ani ty/

obscenity

Truancy and

14251

NOTE:

--

51 l

34.8

289

9.6

2040

28.0

100.0

3021

100.0

7295

100.0

0.2

b

tardiness 4953
Total

a

- -

Data from all three surveys were regrouped into
Zeitlin's (1962) categories to allow comparison.
Data
Source

Survey
Phoenix

Semesters
Surveyed

7 high schools'
teacher referrals

Total
Enrol lment

1

2

,000^

Oklahoma

18

5

Not reported

Florida

10 high schools'

2

Not reported

high schools'
anecdotal records

permanent records
of suspended students

This number of "other" includes the categories
"inferior school work, outside responsibilities interfering with school work, acts requiring assistance of
law enforcement agencies, and other" (Porter, 1972:
54- SS)

.

^Tardiness and truancy are set apart, because none
of these investigators considered them to be conflicts.
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than singling out children and marking them as the

possessors of disturbance, these children, together,
"can be thought of as pointer (s), gauges (s), or indicator(s)
of something which is maladaptive in the responsivi ty"
(313)

of the school.

If large scale conflict occurs

in the planned school environment,

identifying who is

involved may point to system dysfunctions, as well as

dysfunctions in the conflict participants themselves.
The meaning of conflict rates, like those in Table

1,

cannot be derived from the rates along, regardless of
the person- blaming categories into which they are

grouped.
A similar magnitude of conflict in schools was

reported by the Children’s Legal Defense Fund (1974).
They surveyed families door to door to discover the

number of occasions the families’ children had been

suspended from school and for what offenses.
few of the categories of conflict reported

Although

a

by parents

("teacher doesn’t like student" and "unjustly accused
by teacher") would not be found in the schools' records,

both the types and relative frequency of the "offenses
are similar to findings based on school records.

The

Children's Legal Defense Fund study reported the
truancy,
following breakdown of reasons for suspensions;
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24.

fighting, 36.1%; behavior
problems, 13.6%;
arguments, 8.5%; and other reasons
(primarily rulebreaking) 16.8%.
Again, these rates can be
interpreted
as either person- or sys terndys functi on
One way to
establish which interpretation makes
most sense is to
use the rates as guides to further
inquiry about how
the rates are generated.
The portion of discipline
0

,

.

conflict resulting from maladaptive
characteristics of
the schools'

social setting is substantial, in the

light of Mitchell and Shepherd’s (1966) finding
that

children who were "behavior problems" at home were not
typically the same children as those who were "behavior
problems

at school.

Only one child in five among the

most deviant 10% of children at home were also among the

most deviant

10-6

of children at school

(249).

Either home

and school settings provoke different levels of problematic

behavior among different children, or the adult definitions
of what is problematic at home and school may differ, but

given such findings, some aspect of these settings accounts
for a substantial portion of the conflict.

To summarize the survey studies of discipline

conflict:

(1)

there had been

a

stable interest in

discovering the nature and extent of school discipline
conflict;

(2)

the categories of such surveys typically

assume that bad behavior springs from the bodies of bad
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youngsters, in spite of evidence to the contrary in the
surveys, themselves, and (3) the action suggestions of
such surveys mirrored the person-blame bias with which

they were conducted.

Nonetheless, these surveys do

serve a purpose; they demonstrate the magnitude of
the discipline conflict problem.

I

solated- Variable Analyses
of Discipline Conflicts

Researchers have consistently attempted to explain
discipline conflict incidents by uncovering the correlation

between such conflicts and one or

a few key

variables.

Statistically significant relationships could readily be
found among discipline conflict participants and

a

variety of person variables, such as sex, age, race, I.Q.,
social class, years of teaching experience, degree of

authoritarianism in teacher's personality, and so on.

This

preoccupation with discovering the key relevant variables -- as opposed to exploring the interrelated context-

bound factors undoubtedly responsible for such conflicts

mirrored the practices of educators.

Teachers typically

cited single factors to account for the so-called behavior

problems in their classrooms.

Barnes

(1963)

found the

factor teachers most frequently focused upon was "differences
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in children's background
experiences."

Portions of the variance in student involvement
in
discipline conflict have been accounted for by
studies
of aspects of student personality

(Goff,

1954), family

background (Russell, 1957), and social class (Reeves
and Goldham,

1957).

Other portions of the variance in

discipline incidents have been accounted for by aspects
of teacher personality

(Crispin, 1968) or inexperience

and poor teaching technique (Eaton et al.,

1957).

The

Florida Governor's Task Force on Disruptive Youth (1973)
report also
key variable
home,

a

,

prime example of attempting to discover the

identified sex, race, social-class, broken-

I.Q., psychological referral, extra curriculum

involvement, and academic achievement as the key person-

blaming variables resulting in discipline conflicts.

Interestingly enough, however, all together these accounted
for only 31% of the average variability among "disruptive"
and "non- di srupti ve" high school students.
as

Studies such

these defined the problem of discipline conflict as

having been brought to school by educators and students.
The school itslef was viewed as a more or less benign

arena for action by the participants, whereas, in fact,
even if students were totally responsible for that 31%,
at least 69%

of the variance might reasonably be attributed

to factors in the school.
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A classic example of the flaws of isolated person-

variable explanations of discipline conflicts
S

tinchcombe

’

s

is

(1964) study, Rebellion in the High School

Stinchcombe argues that

a

.

composite variable he labels

expr ess ive - al i enation" explains rebellious behavior
among high school students.

Expressive alienation

is

caused, he proposes, by three factors

social structural, of which the most
important component is the degree of
articulation between high school
curricula and the labor market;
cultural, of which the most important
component is the degree of acceptance
of the doctrine of adolescent inferiority;
and psychological, the most important
component of which is exposure to
failure when one has deeply internalized
success norms (1972).

Expressive alienation is characterized by short run
hedonism, negativism, perception of the school as unfair,
and claims for autonomy.

Persons who exhibited these

characteristics also exhibited so-called rebellious
behaviors.

Stinchcombe diagrammed the relation between

expressive alienation and rebellion as follows:
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Figure

1:

The Relation Between Expressive Alienation
and Rebellion (S t inch comb e 1964:171).
,

The Stinchcombe study moves the causes of conflict

outside the school and outside the family.

The causes of

rebellious behavior reside inside the individual and the

individual’s perceptual and conceptual systems.
combe described discipline conflicts as

".

.

.

Stinch-

basically

an inconvenience to teachers and administrators" caused

by expressively alienated children who found their

adolescence meaningless.

An alternative to this no-solution,

person-blame approach involves shifting our attention and
research efforts to the "factors not studied
Figure

box in

1.

If,

in fact,

it can be established that the major

problems
causes of discipline conflicts reside in regular
system,
in the relationships within the school social

then
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it

becomes apparent that analyses of such isolated

variables are misguided, dead-end detours that distract

attention from the causes of discipline conflict.

The

school social system, itself, defines certain behaviors
as misbehaviors.

Sex, race, social- cl ass

,

and per-

sonality have an influence on variations in discipline
conflict occurrences, but only within

a

school situation

comprised of remarkably stable roles, norms, and

expectations

Another set of isolated variable explanations for
discipline conflict incidents grows out of extra-

polations from psychotherapy and psychological research.

Dollard et al.'s(1939) frustration- aggression hypothesis,

when extended to schools, implies that learning task
frustration leads to aggression and discipline conflict.
Yarrow (1963) and Redl and Waltenberg (1960) provide
additional experimental and clinical support for
f rus

trati on- caused discipline conflicts.

Similarly, the

notion that such conflicts resulted from the displacement
of hostilities that children actually felt towards their

parents received support from Thurston, Feldhusen, and
Benning’s

(1964)

study of the psycho-social correlates

of classroom behavior.

Alternatively, Kagan’s (1958)

analysis of the concept of identification suggested that
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many of the behaviors of children
which led to discipline conflict incidents were
probably only imitations
of some adult model.
Where behavior was originally
learned should not be confused, however,
with the
causes of its occurrence in a specific
situation. All
three explanations -- frustration
caused aggression,

displacement, and identification

--

define or imply that

the problem of discipline is primarily
in the child.

A third popular isolated variable explanation
of

discipline conflict identifies the needs of children,
as

causes of such conflict.

The notion is that the

need-fulfillment activity of the child
producing.

is

conflict

Dreikurs and Grey (1968), extrapolating and

applying Adler’s insights, identify the need to belong
as

the basic human need.

Conflict results, according to

this theory, when children can not gain recognition

through constructive activities.

Belongingness needs

are served by pursuing one of four goals which often

cause discipline conflicts:

attention-getting, struggle

for power, revenge, and the use of disability as an

excuse (37).
it

Yet,

if the need to belong is basic,

seems as reasonable to blame the situation that

frustrates the realization of this need, as the frustrated
child who is merely seeking alternative routes to satisfy
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the need to belong.

Similarly, Glasser's (1969) work in psychotherapy
and the improvement of public schools led him to assert

that failure to achieve love and self-worth accounted
for all other kinds of failure behavior including school

discipline conflicts.

Children are uninvolved, according

to Glasser when they cannot fulfill their needs at home.

Both Dreikers and Grey (1968) and Glasser (1969) place

responsibility for the lack of children's success in
meeting their needs squarely on their early family
experiences where they learned the conflict-producing
need- fulf i llment behaviors.

Both were optimistic about

the school's potential for overcoming these difficulties.
As should be apparent, all these isolated-variable

studies and speculations fixed the blame for school

discipline conflict outside the school or inside the
school participants.

Discipline conflict solutions

guided by such ideas inevitably require either controlling
the conflict-producing characteristics of students and

educators or changing the school participants in some
way.

from

Many of the confli ct- reduct ion strategies resulting
is

o 1 at ed-

var i ab 1 e explanations do work.

learning frustrations

(Yarrow,

1963)

,

Reducing

providing students

positive alternative adult models with whom to identify
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(Kagan,

1958), systematically meeting the needs of

children to belong and be involved (Glasser,
1969) and
simultaneously ensuring the failure of students'

"anti-

social" methods for achieving their belongingness
goals, all have been reported as successfully
reducing

school discipline conflicts.
It is noteworthy,

however, that the programs

developed to meet these needs/goals have all involved
changing the systematic aspects of relationships or

situations, not students.

For example, Glasser did not

attempt to talk children out of their need to belong;
rather he instituted regular classroom meetings, in

which each and every student had

a

voice, as

a

way of

meeting the students’ belongingness needs.
The fact that these system change strategies- were

successful suggests that the situations and patterns of
relationship, not the students, were to blame in the
first place.

Interestingly enough, only

teachers questioned in

a

81

of the

recent study (Barnes, 1963) used

"needs theory" to explain discipline conflict and propose
the system-change solutions the "needs" explanation

requires
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Predictors and Controllers of

Classroom Conflict
Two principle lines of inquiry dominated recent

attempts to develop empirically-based predictors and

controllers of classroom discipline conflicts.
(1970)

Kounin

and his colleagues made extensive observational

and experimental studies to determine what teacher

behaviors elicited orderliness in classroom groups.

The

experimental approach of Kounin and his colleagues
attempted to define the ecology of the classroom.
Becker, et al.,

(1967), Masden, et al.,

(1968),

and

others made extensive experimental studies of the

reinforcers shaping "desirable" and "undesirable" student behaviors.

These investigators conducted studies

in which reinforcement contingencies were systematically

manipulated, in order to demonstrate how appropriate

behavior could be shaped.

The approach of Becker, Masden,

and others was called applied behavior analysis:

the

extension of Skinner’s (1953) operant learning principles
to complex,

practical social settings.

Both types of discipline conflict research defined

their problem similarly:

how should

a

teacher handle

child or group of children who misbehave?

a

Neither blame

misbehavior
the children for their misbehavior, because
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was viewed as an outcome of the environment.

Rather, both

identified the processes used to conduct the class and
manage contingencies of reinforcement, particularly the
methods used to shape and sanction student misbehavior
(aspects of the situation

,

not the student), as the

appropriate targets of efforts to reduce discipline
conflicts.

The success of ecological or applied behavior

analyses ultimately rested on one criteria:
students behave?

did the

Although these researchers did not

explicitly blame students for misconduct, they shaped

powerful new tools of domestication for educators and
others who did blame students.

Initially, Kounin attempted to discover the teacher

"desist techniques" most effective in controlling student
misbehavior.

He was particularly interested in the

techniques resulting in the least work disruption and
No such universally effective

most work involvement.

desist technique emerged from the video-taped observations

conducted by Kounin and his colleagues because of what
they labeled the "ripple" effect.

Gnagey

(

1960 ),

and Ryan

(

Kounin and Gump, (1968),

1959 ) found both student attitudes

subsequent
toward the teacher and the likelihood of

deviance varied with

(1)

the deviant target’s status and

submissiveness or defiance in response,

(2)

the seriousness
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of the deviancy,

of pupils,

(3)

the teacher's reputation, knowledge

and "newness," and (4) specific qualities

of the desist technique which affected students'

resultant

liking for the teacher and motivation to learn, all
aspects of role relationships in a group, not individual

characteristics
Kounin stressed that classrooms were not child

psychotherapy clinics or recreation centers, and that
understanding classroom discipline must be based on
research conducted in the classroom milieu.

Kounin

conducted such classroom research and identified five
dimensions of "teachers' classroom management styles"

related to increased work involvement and reduced discipline conflict:
"

1.

Withitness" and overlapping

communicating one

-

knows what's going on regarding children's behavior and

attending to two simultaneous issues when present.

Smoothness and momentum

2.

-

effective movement during

recitation and at transition periods.
3.

Group alerting and accountability

-

maintaining group

focus versus single student immersion.
4.

Valence and challenge arousal

specific, deliberate

-

attempts to motivate students at transitions.
5

.

Seatwork variety and challenge

activities with
(Kounin,

a

-

programming learning

variety and intellectual challenge

1970:144).
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These dimensions, emerging as they
did from observations of teachers in actual
classroom situations, reveal
how deeply embedded in conventional
school practice
"workable" classroom control methods are.
Ideal edu-

cational theory would never suggest that
teachers avoid

attending to

a

single child (single student immersion),

but that is what Kounin found to be
"necessary" in

practice.

If discipline can be caused by better
manage-

ment practices, it is at least plausible to suggest
that

mismanagement was

a

major cause of the problem initially

--

not merely teacher personality or student's personality.

Kounin suggests that proficiency in group management,
i

along the lines suggested by the dimensions of successful

management style, would enable
concern about management.

a

teacher to be free from

Presumably, Kounin meant

teachers would then be free to do what was important:
teach the curriculum.

However, one can argue that the

application of such "effective" management techniques
comprise

a

crucial element in what Bloom (1972) calls

the "latent curriculum" -- the domestication of students.

Many recent studies have demonstrated the possibility
of increasing appropriate and decreasing disruptive

student behavior through modifying the contingencies of

reinforcement in the classroom.

Teachers have been trained
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in the use of such techniques

1968; Thomas, Becker,

$

(Hall, Lund,

5

Jackson,

Armstrong, 1968; Hamblin,

Buckholdt, Ferritor, Kozloff,

§

Blackwell, 1971).

These techniques have been used by beginning
teachers
(Hall, Panyan, Rabon,

§

education classes (Hall

Broden, 1968), with special
§

Broden, 1967; Patterson, 1966)

and with students in a secondary classroom
(McAllister,

Stachowiak, Baer,

$

Conderman, 1969).

Studies have been

conducted successfully with single subjects (Wasik,
Senu, Welch,

§

Cooper, 1969), special problem subjects

(Broden, Bruce, Mitchell, Carter,

$

Hall, 1970) and

with an entire class (McAllister, et al.

,

1969).

these studies followed the same basic format:

All

decide

what disruptive, or inappropriate behavior needs
reduction; count the occurrence of that behavior over
time to establish

a

base rate; systematically vary some

contingency of reinforcement (e.g., praise or attention
from teacher, extra free time, popsicles, etc.); check

rates of disruption against base rates to see if the

contingencies being varied are having the desired
shaping effect.
For example, McAllister, et al.,
a

(1969) worked with

high school English teacher whose students were talking

and turning in their seats to an extent that disrupted
the teacher’s work plans.

The investigators established
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basic rates for these behaviors.

The teacher then began

to verbally sanction talking when it did occur,

ignoring

other misbehaviors that might bo occurring simultaneously.

Talking behavior was reduced to

problematic to the teacher.
teacher

s

a

point where it was not

Notice that neither the

personality or the student's personality

changed here; only the previously unstated norms and rules
of the teacher- student relationship.
In an elementary school,

Packard (1970) applied

similar verbal contingencies to non- attending behavior
with irregular results.

However, when

a

light-timer

device, which recorded total "paying-attention time,"
was installed in the view of the class, the whole

class consistently paid attention to task as instructed
70-85% of the time.
1972;

Similar studies

Barrish, Sanders,

5

Wolf,

(Medland

1969)

5

Stachnick,

of a "good behavior"

game in the classroom also utilized the light-timer device.

Each of two teams in the class competed for prizes and

extra recess; prizes were awarded to the team which

exhibited the least out-of-seat, talkipg-out
ruptive responses.

,

and dis-

These responses were reduced from

their baseline rate by 97-99% in both groups.
the "rules" of the classroom

game

--

social relationships in the classroom

Again,

the patterns of
--

were changed.
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A logical extension of the studies of
contingency management and applied behavior analysis has led
to widespread
research on and use of token economies in classrooms
(Patterson, 1971).
Although the problems arc seen as existing in

individual students, e.g., "pre-delinquent boys," "emotionally
disturbed boys," or "oppositional children," the solution
involves reorganizing the classroom.

Through the careful

management of rewards (candy, pool table time, toys, etc.) for
"appropriate" behavior, deviant behavior

is

decreased.

Then,

contingencies designed to strengthen academic skills are introduced.

Typically, after

a

period of time in the token economy

classroom, students return to their regular classes.

Patter-

son (1971) concludes from his review of over 50 studies of

token economy classrooms:

"the sum of evidence from these

studies supporting the effectiveness of token systems in

altering deviant social behavior for groups of children

overwhelming" (769).

is

While these token economies are seen by

teachers as changing students (and in fact some long term

behavior change occurs), they actually change the system of
rewards, decision-making, and relationship between students
and teachers.

Gray, Granbard, and Rosenberg (1974) chose to teach
the contingency management techniques to students who

had been labeled problems.
students, members of

a

A group of junior high school

special class for students con-

sidered incorrigible, were taught to shape the behavior
of their teachers,

friends, and parents, so as to achieve
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more positive responses towards themselves (the students).
The students first recorded baselines for positive
and negative responses from teachers.

Interestingly, the

students needed an additional observer to help them
see" the positive responses, because they were so

accustomed to failure and so attuned to receiving negative
treatment.

These "incorrigible" students then began

systematically rewarding teachers for behaviors that were
positive towards them.

Rewards included smiling, eye

contact, sitting-up straight, and verbal praise such as
"I

like to work in

kids."

a

room where the teacher is nice to

The students, with some difficulty, mastered
i

sincerity as an aspect of praise and learned how to make
They gave teachers

small talk with teachers.

a

sense of

accomplishment, by asking for explanations of points
they already understood.

Half-way through

a

second

explanation the student would have an "ah-hah" reaction,
"Ah-hah, now
From

a

I

understand."

baseline of about eight positive and 18

negative teacher- student contacts per week; students
were able in five weeks of experimenting to increase

positive teacher-student contacts to 32 and reduce
negative contacts to zero.

Although two or three teachers

admitted their behavior had changed, most teachers tended
students
to think of the project as having changed the

.

Both interpretations are correct and both miss the point.

The implicit rules governing the relationship were changed.

These studies successfully controlled disruptive

student behavior and increased apparent attention to task
in the classroom.

The question remained:

did such

effective control tactics increase learning?

Ferritor,

Buckholdt, Hamblin, and Smith (1972) found that specific

contingencies could either decrease disruption
learning, but not both.

If one

0£

increase

wanted to increase

learning, specifically designed contingencies for the

target behavior were required.

Nevertheless, both the

applied behavior analysis studies cited here and Kounin’s

ecological studies assumed that increases in students

paying attention and decreases in disruptiveness would
result in increased learning.

Studies aimed at the prediction and control of classroom conflict focus on one question, "How can
be better controlled?"

s

tudent

This person-blame way of formulating

the problem of school discipline conflicts has paradoxically

resulted in

a

variety of studies in which teachers uni-

laterally change the sys tern of their classrooms to control

student deviance.

The ingrained person-blame perspective

apparently prevents either teachers or researchers from
I

taking the next logical step and asking to what extent
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the discipline conflicts are products of the school
and

classroom social systems, themselves.
Teachers and researchers attempting to solve the

discipline problem have painted themselves into
corner by

(1)

focusing attention solely at the level

of management skills,

(2)

treating the classroom as

separate entity not embedded in
(3)

a

a

a

larger social structure,

assuming the students who get in trouble are the

problem, and (4) implicitly accepting present classroom

learning structures as given (e.g., the teacher- centered
30 student,

level).

lecture- recitation method at the secondary

From such a corner, teachers, alone, are

required to control student behaviors that are deviant
only in this situation, and that are caused, in fact,
by patterned features of the situation that teachers are

not able or allowed to change.

From this perspective

one can argue that the ecological and applied behavior

analysis "solutions" to the discipline problems are,
in fact,

symptoms of ingrained person-blame beliefs

combined with an erroneous acceptance of the present
structure of schooling as fundamentally sound.
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Discipline Conflict As

a

Feature of the

School Social System

Studies of the school social system inevitably

explore the issue of discipline conflict.

Inquiries

into the school social system have been conducted using
a

variety of social science methods, including the

sociological (Waller, 1932; Becker, 1953; Gordon, 1957;
Smith

Geoffrey, 1968; McPherson, 1972), the ecological

§

(Barker

Gump, 1964), and the enthnographic (Sarason,

1971; Wolcutt,

1973; Davis,

1972).

All these inquiries

share the position of classical sociology that behavior
can be explained by examining group life (Cicourel,

Studies of group life in schools, when they

1964).

focused on discipline conflict, ask the question:

What

structural patterns of discipline conflict occur in
schools and what functions or purposes does such conflict
seem to serve?

Several studies of schools' social systems (e.g.,

Barker

§

Gump,

1964; Wegeman,

1972) used a strictly

structural- external perspective, asking no questions
about what concepts or beliefs school participants held

about their activities, including discipline.

studies
1972)

(Smith

$

Other

Geoffrey, 1968; McPherson, 1972; Davis,

attempted to "get inside" participants' experiencing
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of their school setting in order to identify patterns

of belief and perception which play an important role

in shaping discipline conflict occurrences.

These studies

assume there are patterned social processes through

which students and teachers come to be defined as discipline problems and subsequently treated as such.

In

other words, the social order of the school shapes
educators' perceptions and beliefs about what is

pline conflict, who is
a

a

a

disci-

discipline problem, and what

is

disciplinary solution.
The social order of the school also shapes behaviors

that may or may not become discipline problems.

adopting

a

Studies

structural-external approach explore how the

social order causes the deviant behavior, while
ing a phenomenological- internal

studies us-

approach explore the process

by which individuals and actions come to be labeled

"discipline problems."

Both approaches bear directly on

the central argument of this study which is that conflict

behavior can be plausibly explained as
schools'

a

featrue of the

social system, even though participants are

socialized to explain such behavior

in

person-blame terms.

The following review of the discipline conflict related

findings from studies of school social systems emphasizes
beliefs,
the socialization of discipline perceptions and
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as well

as the social

structuring of discipline behaviors.

Barker and Gump (1964) reported that differences
in the occurrence of discipline conflicts are related
to the size of the school.

They used the methodology

of ecological psychology that accounts

for naturally

occurring differences in behavior, such as discipline
conflict, not in terms of individual characteristics,
but rather in terms of certain characteristics of stable

settings that have ’’substantial coercive power” over
the behavior occurring in them.

For example, schools

and churches contain the only settings where students
are regularly observed sitting still for 55 consecutive

minutes.

Settings displaying such coercive power over

behavior,

labeled ’’behavior- set tings” by Barker (1968),

must meet these criteria:

Behavior or its consequences span
the settings.
The same inhabitants enter the
2.
settings
The same leaders are active in
3.
the settings.
The settings use the same or near
4.
spaces
The settings occur at the same, or
5.
nearly the same, time.
The settings contain the same objects
6.
1.

for use.

The same behaviors
etc ) occur
7.

(emoting, listening,

.

This type of strictly external

-

s

tructural analysis

patterns of
led Barker to discover differences in the
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regulating students’ behavior in larger and smaller
schools.

In smaller schools every student received

"deviation-countering feedback" from teachers, students, and the setting.

For example,

in a small

school students who did not do their work or argued

with their teachers received immediate pressure from
the teachers to conform to expected work and deference

patterns.

This was often reinforced by other staff

members who "heard about the problem" and by students
who offered advice about how to cope.

In contrast,

students in large schools who did not work or argued

with teachers were more often ignored by teachers until
repeated "offenses" brought
grade on their report cards.

a

suspension or

a

failing

Other staff did not

typically know of the "problem," and other students more
often ignored the conflict.

In smaller schools

Barker

not only found all students received deviation- countering feedback, but they received it twice as often as

students from larger schools
In addition,

(

1968 202 ).
:

Barker found deviation- countering

feedback to be paired with pressure to perform, to learn.
Thus in larger schools only certain students
seen as most promising

--

--

those

were pressured to perform or

pressured to behave appropriately.

The less promising

pressure to
students in larger schools received neither

perform nor positive pressure to behave appropriately.
Instead, the less promising students received what

Barker called "vetoing" feedback after behaving

inappropriately.

"Vetoing" feedback had the effect of

producing physical or psychological withdrawal from the
setting
The relationship between school size and discipline
conflict, established by studying their characteristics
as

behavior- set tings

,

suggests solutions based on

restructuring the setting.
a

For example, "schools within

school" would reduce discipline conflicts at least

in part because all students would receive more

devi ation- countering feedback and pressure to perform

with such

a

restructured behavi or- se t t i ng

.

No change

in the personalities or attitudes of either teachers or

students is required in such

a

solution, except if the

teachers have internalized destructive beliefs and

behaviors about "less promising" students through their
previous participation in larger schools.

Sarason's (1971) analysis of the culture of schooling

utilized

a

modification of Barker's ecological approach.

To better understand features of the school social system,
such as discipline conflict, Sarason proposed identifying

what he called programmatic regularities and behavioral
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regularities.

Programmatic regularities refer to patterns

to which everyone in the school must adapt,

such as

arithmetic instruction, physical education requirements, etc.

Behavioral regularities, on the other hand,

are those patterns of more or less frequent overt

behaviors, such as quest ion- asking
to-task, crying, etc.

In schools,

,

talking out, attention-

programmatic regu-

larities are assumed to generate certain behavioral

regularities

.

However, Sarason discovered several

programmatic regularities that were not followed by the
predicted behavioral regularities.
For example, noting, that formal classroom instruction
was intended to produce intellectual involvement and

interest, Sarason investigated the behaviors of junior

high school students immediately after they left one class
to go to another.

Instead of finding any talk concerning

the intellectual substance of what they had just experi-

enced, Sarason noted animated talking about other

interests, running, and horse-play comprising

".

.

.

one

of the most trouble producing times of the school day

(from the standpoint of school personnel)"

(Sarason,

1971 76 )
:

Looking at discipline conflicts as

a

behavioral

regularity can provide needed objectivity in formulating
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research questions and can help educators to "see"
their schools.

For example,

Samson found

asking" behavioral regularity:

a

"question-

teachers asked questions,

students did or did not respond; teachers commented on
the answer or asked another question.

gators
found

(Susskind, 1969; Bellack, ct al
a

similar pattern in

a

Other investi.

,

1966)

have

large majority of class-

rooms studied and have noted its dampening effect on
learning.

While "better learning" was not an outcome

of this question-asking pattern, greater teacher control

was an outcome.

The result of such ques t i on- aski ng

was immediate control, on the part of the teacher, of

classroom interactions and clarity, on the part

of

the

students, of teacher expectations for student behavior,
i.e.,

students should sit quietly and pay attention when

not answering questions.
of this

Thus,

the functional outcome

ineffective teachi ng/ learni ng practice was "law

and order" in the classroom.

The "prepotent response to misbehavior" was another

behavioral regularity discovered by Sarason (1971:187).
Quite simply, when children misbehaved, they were

reprimanded and told what they were doing wrong.

Noting

asked teachers
that this often had no effect, Sarason

why they did it.

Somewhat puzzled by the question, most
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teachers replied that they corrected children so that
the children would behave correctly in the future.
it was

When

pointed out that such mini- lectures on appropriate

behavior did not work, teachers typically explained this
discrepancy
a

in

terms of students'

control tactic, Stebbins

(1970)

characteristics.

As

found that the pre-

potent response only worked with students who rarely

misbehaved.

As

a

tactic for assigning the blame for

misconduct to the student, however, the prepotent response
served its victim-blaming function well, because

it

relieves the teachers of any further obligation to

explore system- causes of conflict.

Many teachers tend

to explain the causes of discipline problems

individual, psychological point of view.

from an

Psychological

explanations do not generate solutions to discipline
problems, because the identifiable causes are beyond
educators'

control.

Unfortunately, the regularities

within school control seem invisible to educators.
Sarason notes:
It nay well be that it is precisely
because one cannot see (social) structure
in the way that one sees an individual that
we have trouble grasping and acting in
terms of its existence (1971:187).

However, once regularities such as "quest ion- asking" and
the "prepotent response" become visible,

then it is

possible to restructure the school's way of doing business
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to bring about more consistency between ideal and actual

outcomes of various practices in the school.
Two recent studies provide excellent examples of
the usefulness of a morphogenic analysis --

an exploration

of the structure of a single, unique social system

--

in identifying and understanding the structural regularities

that account for complex educational problems, such as

school discipline conflicts.

One study, Smith and

They conducted

Geoffrey (1968), proceeded inductively.

observations, applied social science constructs, built

models and checked to see how well their developing
ideas accounted for what they observed in the school
room.

McPherson (1972), on the other hand, began with

the intention of exploring the power ot

a

single concept

to account for what occurred

the role-set of the teacher

--

in the school she studied,

Both studies made the regu-

larities resulting in discipline conflicts more visible
and,

as

a

result, made person-blame explanations of such

conflicts less satisfying.
Smith and Geoffrey’s

(1968)

study is probably the

most intensive analysis every made of

a

single classroom.

inner-city sixth
They observed all day, every day in an
grade for

a

semester.

Smith and Geoffrey call their

an anthropologist’s
work microethnology, because they take
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view of

small social system.

a

At each step the observer

checked his interpretations and conclusions with the
teacher.

The teacher kept elaborate, separate notes

and after the data collection was

a

full-fledged

participant in the analysis and model building
process
Smith and Geoffrey’s study

is most

ceptualizing classroom social structure.
focuses on the roles, belief systems
norms

helpful in con-

Their study

(common perceptions),

(common perceptions with an evaluative element)

and their functions in mutual student- teacher manage-

ment.
a

The mutuality of student - teacher management is

reality, as most urban school teachers know.

Students

have substantial power to negotiate, at least in the

negative sense of being able to make teachers’ lives
miserable.

Accordingly, Smith and Geoffrey found the

teacher's ability to control his class depended on his

ability to get the students to develop belief systems
and norms consistent with teacher control.

In practical

terms, control meant the relationship between the teacher's

directions and
(67).

a

"high probability of pupil compliance"

Such compliance was found to depend on pupil's

development of

a

belief system that, "The teacher gives

directions and the pupil follows them" (68).
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In the classroom Smith and Geoffrey studied the

teacher instilled this belief system through

a

step process:

the beginning

(1)

"grooving” the children

at

three-

of the year by giving dozens of structuring orders

with which every student had to comply;
I

communicating

mean it" through punitive measures, e.g., confiscating

food and not returning it;
on

(2)

a

(3)

by "following through"

command until it was obeyed, e.g.

issuing

a

warning regarding talking followed by "Sam!", "All
right, that's enough.

Turn around," and finally, "All

the way" until Sam complied (70).

To further ensure

classroom control, the teacher worked to develop an
emotional commitment to these beliefs.

Students learned

to believe that obedience to teacher directives ought
to exist in the natural order of things.

that students internalized this ought

,

To the extent

they became

powerful allies in maintaining classroom control.
A teacher and students do not develop these roles,

beliefs, and norms in isolation.

Both students and

teachers also learn beliefs, norms, and role demands
from the larger peer group and school social systems in

which the classroom is embedded.
At

the same time that teachers are dealing with their

students, they are conforming also to their own personal
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images of effectiveness.

In addition,

they are satisfying

the expectations and attempting to obtain the
esteem of

their peers.

Moreover, the success teachers experi-

ence in developing effective classroom control, beliefs,
and norms depends on school-wide norms and beliefs

concerning control.

For example, if other teachers in

the school permit gum-chewing and hat-wearing, an

individual teacher has difficulty in establishing student norms and beliefs against these practices.

So,

while Smith and Geoffrey focus on the social structure
of a single classroom,

that structure,

itself, is

heavily influenced by the context in which

it

is

embedded

Understanding school discipline conflict, according
to this

analysis, requires understanding factors influ-

encing the establishment of beliefs and norms supporting

teacher control.

It

would seem likely that school-wide

structural changes supporting the establishment of

student norms and beliefs leading to teacher control

would be more effective than attempting to change
individual personalities.
is

For example, since "grooving"

part of the mechanism by which norms and beliefs are

established, changing from seven periods
might reduce discipline conflict.

Such

a

a

day to two

change

would give teachers fewer students for longer
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periods and, thus, facilitate "grooving" and
support
the establishment of the norms and
beliefs needed to

ensure teacher control.

In contract,

personality or

other factors in teachers or students, even if
found
to be factors

in the establishment of the requisite

control beliefs and norms, are not typically changeable
and do not lead to solutions.

Smith and Geoffrey’s study also provide examples
of how conflicts that do occur are resolved through

negotiations between the teacher and student.
(1969)

Wegeman

argues that discipline conflicts typically signal

the negotiation of status in the classroom, and Smith

and Geoffrey’s study describes how teacher and student

mutually manage each other to secure or enhance their
status.

One example of such

contract"

(Smith

the teacher and

bother me,

I

$

a

a

negotiation was "the

Geoffrey, 1968:153) negotiated between

student who agreed, "If you don’t

won't bother you."

The teacher agreed to

give up trying to teach or compel "work" behavior from
a

student who, in turn, agreed not to initiate conflicts

in the classroom.

The teacher sacrificed part of his

personal image of effectiveness, while the student gave
up the conflict-producing behaviors that masked his

essential marginality in school.

Both maintained status

with their peers, because the teacher kept control and the
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student obtained immunity from teacher interference
with
his withdrawal.

negotiated

a

Conflict ceased because the two

change in their rules of interaction.

The

system changed, not the teacher’s personality or the
student’s home background, I.Q., reading score, or

personality
Smith and Geoffrey did not specifically address the

school-wide discipline issues that constitute
focus of the present study.

a

major

However, they did find that

the behavior of the teacher's students outside class was

seen as that teacher's responsibility, because he was
their only teacher.

Whether or not students have only

one teacher (as opposed to changing from teacher to

teacher for various subjects) constitutes

difference among schools.

a

major systematic

In schools where students

have seven or eight teachers and "belong" to no single
teacher, and the students are not identified with an

individual teacher, it is reasonable to assume that more

discipline conflicts will occur in the halls, bathrooms,
and playgrounds.

Such conflicts result from the lack of

single teacher identification

--

a

system cause, although

inevitably the students involved in such conflicts are

individually blamed and punished for them.

McPherson (1972) studied the social system of
single elementary school over

a

four year period.

a

She

7 5

identified regularities in

a

small town school's social

structures (and their functions) by describing the
varied, often conflicting, pressures teachers experi-

enced from their role-set.

A role-set is composed of

all the role relationships that an individual teacher

participates in, simply by virtue of occupying

a

particular social role.
To study teachers'

role-set is to study teachers

responses to the pressures, demands, and expectations
of students, administrators, parents,

and other teachers,

from an "inside" perspective, i.e., through the

teacher's own eyes.

As in the Smith and Geoffrey study,

McPherson makes an attempt to relate the behavior of
teachers and students to prior beliefs, while demon-

strating how such beliefs arose from systematic features
of the school's social system.

For example, in the school McPherson studied, being

known as

a

successful disciplinarian by other teachers

was the most important factor in

a

teacher's self-image.

Teachers struggled to eliminate movement, noise, and
disorder in their classes on the basis

oi

the belief

that no learning occurred when such conditions prevailed.
In particular,

this belief was held by the older, more

experienced teachers and urged on the younger teachers.
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At the same time, however, the teachers acknowledged

their ambivalence about harsh discipline, in so far as
it resulted in students being unhappy or not liking

their teachers, since these were also significantly
goals.

Concerns for control, supported by strong peer

pressure, regularly overwhelmed most teachers' wishes
for student happiness and the positive regard of their

students.

Teachers resolved this role-set conflict by

adopting the irrational belief that orderliness and
quiet "mean" learning and are more important than

positive affective relations with students.

To make

this choice did not indicate the presence of authoritarian

personalities, because all the teachers made essentially
the same choice given the same socially programmed

role-set conflict.
Teachers'

role-sets included their expectations of

how parents and children were likely to behave in discipline conflicts.

Some of their expectations were based

on the teacher's own experiences, but McPherson discovered

some widely shared teacher expectations for parent and

student discipline conflict-related behavior are part of
the socialized cluster of meanings characterizing

teachers' resolution of the conflicting pressures and

demands upon them.
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One such socialized expectation that teachers held
for parents whose children were discipline problems

was that only the middle-class parents could be counted
on to support the teacher in disciplining the child.
In contrast,

the teachers expected trouble from upper-

or lower-class children's parents,

for support in disciplining
a

a

if they

were asked

Although there was

child.

kernel of truth in this expectation,

it

carried the

force of invariant truth among the teachers.

according to McPherson,
with

a

is

The result,

that teachers who were faced

given discipline conflict often ignored it, if

an upper-class child was involved; handled it themselves

with firmness, if

a

middle-class child was involved;

and sent the child to the principal,

child was involved.

if a lower-class

This finding is of particular

importance to this study, demonstrating

as

it does how a

pattern of role-defined teacher expectations for their
students' parent behavior can result in lower-class

children being sent to the office more frequently than
others

McPherson also found that teachers developed certain
expectations for students' behavior, that were illogical,
but served to protect them in conflicts with parents,

administrators, and students.

Teachers came to expect
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pupils to succeed or fail based on
the relative decree
of docility and hard work they
displayed.
Of course,

some students succeeded who were not
docile or making an
effort, and some failed in spite of
docility and hard
work.
Figure 2 presents the teachers' categories
for

students who met or failed to meet their
expectations.
Successes

Failures

Absence
Effort

of Effort

Absence
Effort

of Effort

Do-

cil- Winners

Aristocrats

Ritual ists

Wal

1

flowers

itx_

Lack
of
Do-

T rouble-

makers
nnova-

( I

Magicians

tors

Soreheads

Losers
(Rebels

cil-

ity

Figure

2.

Teachers' categories for students who succeed
or fail (McPherson, 1972:95)

These categories were products of the school social
order, because teachers were programmed into using the

effort and doci

li ty

criteria to defend themselves from

the suspicions and demands of parents, administrators,
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fellow teachers, and the students,
themselves.

Most

relevant to this study, the criteria
used by teachers
to shape their expectations of
students' performance
are person- blame criteria.

Docility and effort arc

behaviors anyone can choose to perform.
the absence of either can he labeled

a

Consequently,
chosen deviance.

The use of such criteria effectively shifts
responsibility
for any educational

failure to the students, and thus

serves the function of protecting teachers from attack.

Rather than

a

self-serving choice of student-blaming

criteria, McPherson argues docility, effort, and the

resulting student categories are part of

a

complex of

beliefs about schooling and children into which teachers
are socialized in order to rationalize the decisions they
are forced to make among the best interests of students,

themselves, administrators, or parents in resolving
the teachers'

role-set conflicts.

Solutions to the discipline problems McPherson

identified do not flow naturally from the identification
of the problem in the pattern of conflicting role-related

expectations with which teachers must cope.

Beliefs into

which all teachers are socialized, such as those about
the lack of disciplinary support one can expect from

lower-class parents, are not readily changeable even if

demonstrably untrue.

The school social system when
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analyzed from the perspective of teacher
role-set, leads
one to sympathize with teachers who are
coping with such

conflicting pressures.

Although the students were

blamed for conflicts and failures in McPherson's school,
teachers were also victims of frustration and threat of
losing the status involved in the idealistic work of

teaching.

Students were not learning much in the school

McPherson studied, and the teachers knew they were not.
Rather than give up their status or reduce their goals
most teachers

coped with their frustrations by adopting

ritualistic teaching practices (i.e., "I covered the
material.

They were exposed to negative numbers")

which at some level of awareness they know are hollow.
Yet,

this school social system is

a

"no exit" network

for the teachers, because any attempt to change the

addmittingly unsatisfactory state of affairs by either
insiders or outsiders is treated by the teachers as yet

another additional expectation, another role-set conflict,
to be deflected or debunked.

A similar "no exit" sense of the problem emerges

from Davis'

(1972) exploration of a junior high school

through the eyes of its white, female students.

Her

ethnographic field study did not set out to examine the
nature of discipline conflict as the salient dimension
in the lives of the students.

However, the

identities of both students and teachers
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were shaped almost entirely by teacherstudent conflicts.

Teachers were defined by their strictness, as well

whether they

’’make sense"

were defined on

a

and care about kids.

as

Students

continuum "from the revolutionary

vanguard (troublemakers) to collaborators (goody-goodies)."
Black children composed a separate category, "colored

kids," and were not differentiated according to trouble-

someness or any other criterion (Davis, 1972:109).
The concepts that these eighth graders had about
school, as became evident during informal interviews,

were simple in structure.

Teachers were conceived as

"picking on kids, catching kids, or being nice to kids"
with only rare references to instructional activities.
Students were conceived of as "picking on other kids,
being nice to teachers, etc.," with only rare references
to learning activities.

Figure

3

summarizes the

taxonomies of what kids and teachers do at school.

Insert Figure

3

about here

This overwhelming focus on conflict not only defined
the identities of participants, but also organized the

social structure.

The kids’

and teachers' behaviors could

not be indicative of personality dysfunction in all
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participants.

Somehow, the structure of the social

system sponsored and maintained these behaviors.
and teachers, in turn, picked on each other.

Kids

The kids

felt strongly "something was ruining our chances for

learning,"

(117)

and alternatively blamed the black

students and their teachers.

Student suggestions for

improving the school mostly centered on removing cruel
or unfair teachers;

as again,

the systemic causes of

conflict remained invisible to school participants.

Roberts (1968) conducted an extensive exploratory
field study of the group processes characterizing classroom life in urban junior high schools attended by
Over 200 classroom observations

lower-class students.

were conducted, resulting in

a

rich fabric of details

about what actually happens in these schools.

What is

unusual about Roberts’ study is the extent to which it

documents that not much happens in lower-class urban

junior high schools which one can justify educationally.

Most classroom time

is

spent either attempts by teachers

students
to obtain control or to keep control by requiring
to do "worksheets,"

answer fact questions in whole group

recitation, read aloud or read silently.

All these

edu"learning" activities are indefensible as dominant

cational strategies for junior high school children.
priority
However, the activities fit with the teachers'
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goal in such lower-class schools,

i.e.

,

to control the

children
The Roberts'

with Becker's

study

(1953)

is

consistent in this regard

finding that whenever poor, black

children were present in classrooms in significant
numbers, teachers' concerns with control became more
evident.

In addition,

Deutsch (1960) found teachers of

lower income children spend 80% of class time controlling

children, while teachers of middle-class children spend
only 30% of their time on such activities.

Gross and Popper (1965) found

a

Also,

greater "custodial"

orientation among the faculty of lower-class junior high
school students, and

a

greater "service" orientation in

more middle-class junior highs.

Moreover, Leacock (1969)

found extensive evidence that teachers of lower-class
black students were less concerned with their students'
reading, writing, and computing skills than were teachers
of relatively higher- class

,

Unfortunately, Roberts'

white children.
(1968)

study cannot resolve

the question, "Who is to blame for the unhappy state of

affairs in lower class urban junior high schools?

Are the

students so hopeless or the teachers so racist that nothing

more is possible (the person-blame alternative)?

Alter-

natively, do the schools' norms, policies, and practices

program students and teachers into these of ten. meaning less

conflictful interactions in the classroom (the systemblame alternative)

M

By focusing on the dysfunctional

group interaction of the classroom level, Roberts’

study sheds little light on the question of responsi-

bility for the discipline problems that occur.
Roberts did identify two factors in the social

system of the school that cause conflict by interfering
with effective small group leadership by teachers.

One

such factor was the cohesiveness of the faculty in

opposition to novel instructional practices.

Restruc-

turing one's class to take advantage of principles of

effective leadership meant risking ostracism by ones
fellow teachers in the schools that Roberts studied
(in addition to risking the loss of control accompanying

any transition period in instructional style).

More-

over, constant outside intrusions both in person and by

intercom by administrators caused

a

reduction in teachers'

ability to be effective group leaders.

urban classrooms does comprise

a

Group behavior in

"scene of battle" as Roberts

suggests, but such behavior cannot be explained or the

battle resolved by analyzing only the patterns of the groups,
themselves.

For instance, the division of the day into

eight instructional periods requiring students to change
classes and teachers every 45 minutes may be

a

more
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influential factor on group interaction than variations in
teacher group leadership skills.
The only reported quantitative study of social system

variables related to school discipline conflict (Rogeness,
Bednar

,

§

Diesenhaus, 1974) provides an example of how one

can account for a substantial portion of discipline conflict
in system^ blaming terms

research questions.

if one asks system-focused

Rogeness, et al.

,

found that in

a

school in which enrollment was halved, faculty turnover

dropped dramatically, and average class size was reduced
Slightly there was “a major drop in personality and behavior

problems in the children” (1974:501).

Rogeness, et al.,

hypothesized that the reduced school size allowed more administrative guidance per teacher and the reduced turnover resulted
in the average teacher being more experienced and thus, better

able to avoid conflict.

Since the social system is so difficult

to "see," quantitative studies such as Rogeness, et al.”s may

provide the needed evidence to overturn
The belief that children come to school
with a preestablished level of problem
behavior, not susceptible to change by
the social system of the school (which)
underemphasizes the important effects
This belief promotes
that school can have.
for
responsibility
the tendency to shift
the
to
problem behaviors from the school
children
families, the communities and the
(1974: 502).
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Summary and Conclusions
The argument of this chapter was that
the victim ideology

(Ryan, 1971)

a

blaming

characterizes most re-

search on social problems in the United States (Caplan

Nelson 1973; Ladner 1973)
,

,

,

5

although recent studies (Zimbardo,

1972 Rosenhan 1973) demonstrated the possibility of conduct;

,

ing powerful inquiries into the systemic causes of dysfunc-

tion in our institutions designed to solve social problems,
ie.

prisons and mental hospitals.

Turning to the problem

of discipline conflict in the schools,

I

reviewed the vari-

ous types of research that have been conducted.

With the

exception of those studies exploring the social system of
the school, discipline conflict research was based overwhelm-

ingly on the premise that the problem was im the participants.
As a result, person-blaming explanations and proposed solu-

tions to the "discipline problem" dominate the literature.
In the review,

I

reinterpreted each person-blaming study’s

findings and recommendations in system-blaming terms to

demonstrate the possibility and plausibility of such
in perspective.

a

shift

Studies of the school social system yielded

discipline
some system-blaming explanations and solutions to

quantitative
conflict, but did not typically contain either
that would allow
data or data from a cross-section of schools
setting priontie
generalizing their findings with confidence or
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for action.

Conclusions and implications from this ideologically
focused review of the literature indicate new directions

needed in discipline conflict research and action.

In the

first place, it is apparent that educators and researchers

have been too narrowly focused by their person-blame beliefs
to

look at possible system-blame explanations, interpre-

tations and solutions to the discipline conflict problem.
This tendency has been demonstrated in this review of the

often inappropriate, biased, person-blaming interpretations
of this partial data gathered by discipline research studies.

System-blame explanations of the conflicts reported in the
literature were always possible and in some cases seemed
more plausible than the person-blame interpretations of
data such as that reported in Zimbardo's (1972) or Rosenhan's
(1973) studies of prisons and mental hospitals, or Mitchell

and Shephard's

(1966)

and Rogeness, et al.'s

of discipline problems in schools.

(1974)

studies

Studies beginning with

person-blame questions were often plausibly interpretable
in system-blame terms, while the reverse was not typically

possible.
I

am not arguing that there are no stable behavioral

differences among children, or that unilateral interventions
do not work,

because they do work, although possibly for
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reasons other than those put forward by
their instigators.
Rather,

I

am arguing that there appear to be causes
in the

social system, the implicit rules, norms, and values,
on
one hand,

or the policies, practices,

on the other hand,

and population size,

that place individuals in conflict.

changing these systemic causes in

a

Thus,

viable, perhaps more

powerful, alternative approach.

Unilateral solutions imposed by teachers on students
to discipline conflict also are questionable on educational

grounds.

Do students learn they are objects and pawns by

such unilateral interventions even if effective?

Liberating

education even for small children requires collaboration,
dialogue, and shared power in defining the terms of human

relationships.

As a matter of values,

a

unilateral solution to any educational problem, including

discipline conflict, is domesticating in its process regardless of its intent.

It teaches students to conform to the

authorities and rules of the social system rather than to

participate in

a

democratic process of establishing the rules

of the social system in which they live.
So long as research focuses on individuals,
of unilateral actions will appear logical.
in the system-blame research,

these types

However, even

the nomothetic studies of

discipline conflict often suffered from the error of confusing
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correlation with cause, either in their own analysis or
in the interpretation made of such studies by social policy

makers

Only

a

single nomothetic study of discipline conflict

(Rogeness, et al.,

1974) has reported system-blame

correlational findings.

On the other hand, morphogenic

studies of the unique social systems of individual schools

often reveal norms, roles, policies or practices that cause

discipline conflicts in that school.

However, these studies

rarely provide an indication of the frequency of seriousness
of the problems they identify.

As a result, although such

studies raise numerous possibilities of systemic causes of

discipline problems, they do not provide data for setting
i

priorities for action among such possibilities.
A need exists for discipline studies combining virtues
of the morphogenic and nomothetic approaches by identifying

the systemic causes of conflict and identifying sufficient

quantitative information about the conflict settings and
participants in order to allow setting priorities among
indicated system- change solutions.

This study is designed

to explore one method of meeting this need by a combined

morphogenic and nomothetic analysis on discipline conflict
in one urban junior high school.
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Data was gathered to create

a

nomothetic, statistical

profile of discipline conflict in the school, including

characteristics of both settings and participants.

However,

the profile of a discipline conflict-prone participant

can be used as Rhodes

(1970)

suggests

This marked child (or teacher), who has
been singled out as the possessor of the
disturbance, can be thought of as a
pointer, gauge, or indicator of something
which is maladaptive in the responsivity
of the micro-community. (313)
Thus, the statistical findings can be used as markers to

guide an essentially morphogenic analysis of the school’s

disciplinary process through observation, in the classrooms, hallways and front office.
As in the review of the literature,

the emphasis of

this exploratory field study is on establishing the plausi-

bility of system-blame interpretations of discipline
conflicts in the face of the overwhelmingly person-blame

beliefs of the school's educators and students.

This study

was designed to meet the need for exploring new approaches
to discipline conflict research.

designed as

a

Moreover, the study is

prototype attempt to diagnose the discipline

conflict situation in this particular school in

a

way that

allows more liberating and just solutions to the conflicts

victimizing all the educators and children in the school.

CHAPTER III

STATISTICAL PATTERNS OF DISCIPLINE
CONFLICT:

PERSON -BLAME VERSUS

SYSTEM- BLAME INTERPRETATIONS
This chapter reports the empirical findings of

a

systematic study of discipline conflict incidents at
Urban Junior High School (U.J.H.S.).

provide

a

The findings

detailed description of the nature and extent

of serious discipline conflicts in one urban, desegre-

gated junior high school.

The analysis demonstrates

how discipline conflict rates can be interpreted either
as

problems in individual students and/or teachers; or

alternatively, how such rates can be seen as markers of

dysfunctions in the ecology of the school.

Each finding

presented in this chapter allows two interpretations,
one stressing individual causes,

the other stressing

systemic causes of the discipline conflicts.

The common-

place wisdom of educators usually offers person-blame

explanations of discipline conflict.

However, there

explanations.
are always equally plausible system-blame

This chapter provides many examples of the two alterraising an
native interpretations of the same data, thus

important question:

Which point of view leads to the
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most effective, just and humane response to discipline

con-

flicts in the classroom?

Urban Junior High School is located in
Irish- and

I

section of

a

tal ian-Amer ican lower to middle

small Northeastern city.

a

predominantly

income residential

The school was desegre-

gated two years before our involvement began in 1971.

Thirty-

four percent of the students were Blacks bussed to U.J.H.S.

from a neighborhood two miles away. Serious disruptions occurred
at

the school during the first two years of desegregation

requiring school closings and police interventions.

This study

reflects the discipline conflict situation after the initial

desegregation-related disruptions ceased.
The disciplinarians anecdotal records provided the infor-

mation coded for analysis in this chapter.

The disciplinarians

kept remarkably complete records of the discipline incidents
in which they become involved.

A record card on each student

contained the dates of incidents, the types of conflict, the
names of other teachers or students involved, occasionally
the "attitude” of the student, and the punishments or actions

taken.

During

a

five day period 58 percent of the incidents

processed by the disciplinarians were recorded on the cards
(see Appendix, Table B)

.

The types of incidents or character-

istics of students omitted did not follow any

discernable

pattern, e.g., incidents involving Black and White students

were not differentially recorded.

The five days of comparing
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disciplinarian behavior with what they recorded also
revealed
the factual accuracy of the anecdotal

records.

However, only

the culminating crisis and not the precipitating situations

and interactions were typically recorded on the cards.
The cards for the Fall semesters of 1971 and 1972 were

chosen for analysis during the Spring of 1973
(1)

in

order to

be able to feed the most current possible information

back to the participants in the school, and

(2)

to provide

some basis for assessing the stability of the patterns identified, although two points in time are not sufficient for

predicting long-term trends.

We began coding the anecdotal

records into 79 categories of conflict and

24

categories of

punishment using the disciplinarians own language.

Thus,

inter-coder reliability was almost perfect (95+ percent)
when checked by having two coders rated the same 100 incidents.
Each incidents' participants' characteristics were also coded

(originally 17 variables for students and

9

variables for

teachers) from the school records.
The discipline incidents were analyzed initially by examining frequency counts of all variables and eliminating the in-

frequent or conceptually irrelevant, e.g., absences due to

suspension, illness, or truancy could not be distinguished,
thus absence data were not analyzed further.

The types of
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discipline conflicts were combined into nine categories
which were named to emphasis their interactional, as opposed to

unilateral nature.

The frequency of occurrence

of these nine conflict type categories were cross- tabulated

with 29 other incident variables, e.g., race, sex, location,
or day of the week.

These cross- tabulat ions revealed

the significance and degree of association (contingency

coefficients) of these relationships, indicating their
relative importance as patterns of conflict.
The cooperation of the U.J.H.S. staff in allowing

access to this sensitive data was crucial and unstinting.
It

was based on the implicit promise to use the data

constructively, promise has guided this analysis.
An outline of the chapter may be helpful at this

point.

The chapter begins with an overview of the

seriousness of discipline conflicts at Urban Junior
High School, including the apparent discrimination against

9b

black children in the school's disciplinary actions.
The frequencies of various types of conflict reported
in school

records and confirmed by observations are

summarized.

I

then present differences in rates of

conflict between two successive years.

This is followed

by a summary of what punishments were administered to

students for participation in the various types of

disciplinary conflict.
The characteristics of students and teachers who

became involved in conflicts are then presented,

Next,

the chapter reports findings identifying "killer

teachers" or "teacher killers" in response to the

widespread belief that
of the problems.

a

few troublemakers cause most

Finally,

a

number of other Urban

Junior High School ecological variables are related
to the conflict rates.

Each of these several types of

analyses gives weight either to system-blame or personblame explanations or both.

In the summary section of
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the chapter

I

identify some of the implications of these

two points of view.

How Serious Was the Discipline Conflict

Situation at Urban Junior High School?
Discipline conflicts occupied the attention of every
person at Urban Junior High School
time.

In the office,

a

great deal of the

classrooms, cafeteria, and bath-

rooms discipline conflicts occurred, were discussed,

planned, and guarded against to the extent that they

certainly comprised the central theme of life at the
school.

During the first semester of 1971, 416 students

out of a total school enrollment averaging about 1200

were involved in 1019 serious discipline incidents (those
reaching the front office).
1972,

In the first semester of

334 students of 1304 students enrolled were involved

in 962 serious incidents.

There were 355 suspensions

during the first semester of 1971, and 332 suspensions
during Fall, 1972.

Sixty-six of 69 regular classroom

teachers were involved in one or more of these discipline

conflicts
The costs of this magnitude of discipline conflict
are high for both students and teachers.

include

(1)

Such costs

the loss of student learning time, while
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suspended from school or distracted
from learning,

(2)

the loss of teacher morale and
energy for instruction,
and (3) the loss of administrative
time better spent
on instructional leadership.
During the Fall of 1972

students missed more than 18S0 days of
instruction due
to suspension.

An average of 8.9 instructional days

were missed by those suspended, amounting
to 10% of
their total instruction for that semester (see
Appendix,

Table H)

Urban Junior High School's discipline problems are not
trivial or confined to

a

few.

Sixteen percent of the

school's students were suspended at least once during

single semester in 1972.
statistics.

a

This is in contrast to national

Only 7.9% of the more than 3700 secondary school

age children surveyed nationally by Children's Legal Depense

Fund (CDF,
CDF

1975:

129) were suspended at least once, and the

study also recomputed the Office for Civil Rights data

revealing that from 3.8 to 6.2% of all students were sus-

pended at least once in five states surveyed (308-326).
To place these data in perspective, it is likely that

they are conservatively low estimates of the magnitude
of the problem.

(truancy,

For example, conflicts of attending

cutting, etc.) do not reflect the total numbers

of students not attending school, even though they
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comprise the largest category of conflict.

Large

numbers of students are out of school for days or

months without being acknowledged as absent by the
schools, cf. Children Out of School (CDF,

1974).

Children

who are disciplined for being truant are usually those

caught by the police away from school or those whose

falsified excuses do not pass the school secretary’s

hurried evaluation.

The greater number of attending

conflicts stem from students who cut

a

class or part

of a day while remaining at or near school.

These

students are the school’s responsibility, but momentarily out of supervision.

Since the vice-principals

only responded to reports of class cutting selectively,

nowhere near all of the in school cutting was included
in the rates.

Thus, the attending conflict rates are the tip of
an iceberg of non- attending students.

non-attending is
it,

a

If one assumes

characteristic of the students who do

are
they can continue to be ignored as persons who

victimizing themselves.

If one assumes,

hand, that large scale non-attendance is

on the other
a

problem in

then remedial
the patterns of school-child interaction,

action requires understanding that interaction.

Such

becomes apparent
action is particularly urgent, when it
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that black,

lower class students are involved in signi-

ficantly more of all other types of conflict except attending.

The schools' failure to punish black, lower class

truancy is arguably part of the informal mechanism which

functions to push these children out of school.
The burden of conflict involvement and punishment fell

more heavily on black than on white Urban Junior High School
students.

Table

2

reports the number of black students

suspended in relation to their proportion in the population.
Table

2

Suspension of Black and White Students,
Fall, 1972

Suspended

Students

Percentage of
Student Body

At Least Once*1
Percent
N

Total
Suspensions 0
Percent
N

Black

34.3

131

63.3

212

68.6

White

65.7

76

36.7

97

31.4

a

Race of student was codeable for 207 of 212 students
suspended at least once.

^Race of student was codeable for 309 of 334 total
suspensions
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These data raise the question:

Is

it more appro-

priate to argue that the black students
"cause" more
trouble, or to argue that the school is somehow
rigged
to select black children for conflict and
elimination?

Are black students somehow more "troublemaking"
than
the whites,

or is the system of schooling troubling

the blacks much more than the whites?

And, should the

students or the system be held accountable?
A legal answer to these questions has recently

been decided in Hawkins

v.

Coleman

1
.

The Dallas, Texas,

public schools were found guilty of institutionalized
racism in this case as

a

result of racially dispro-

portionate suspension rates less discriminatory than
those at Urban Junior High School.

Dallas’

junior high

schools' black students comprised 38.0 to 41.5% of the

total body during a period from Fall, 1972, through
1973, yet they received from 60.7 to 62.1% of the

Fall,

suspensions.

Urban Junior High School black students,

34.3% of the total, received 68.6% of the suspensions

during the Fall semester of 1972.

^376 F. Supp.
2

376 F.

Supp.

1330

(N.D. Tex 1974).

at 1333.
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The reasons identified for these disproportionate

suspension rates in the Dallas case, included
A racially biased
substantial
reliance upon non-violent "offenses"
as
justification for suspension,
when in fact such conduct may be a
pivotal ethnic characteristic. The
primary reasons
for student
suspension are ones that are highly
susceptible of selective perception
and selective prosecution.
Sixty percent (of the suspensions)
were for such offenses as truancy, class
cutting, talking back to the ^eacher,
or other non-violent conduct.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The same arguments are applicable to the situation
at Urban Junior High School,

chapter makes apparent.

as

the remainder of this

In short,

although Hawkins

v.

Coleman mentioned some person-blame factors, such as
the individual racism present in some teachers'

and

administrators’ feelings toward minority students,

4

Judge Sarah T. Hughes ordered the Dallas Independent
School District (DISD) "To put into effect an affirmative

program aimed at materially lessening 'white insti5
tutionalized racism' in the DISD."

F.

Supp.

at 1335.

376 F.

Supp.

at 1337.

Supp.

at 1338.

3 376
4

5 376

F.
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Loss of teacher morale was another
important cost,

because morale undoubtedly suffered from these
discipline conflict struggles. Although this study

did not

attempt to quantify the loss, it was evident in many
of our observations and interviews.

The attrition rate

for new teachers with extensive discipline conflict

involvement was very high.

The six teachers who were

not rehired after each of the years studied were

involved in 841 more discipline conflicts than the
average teacher.^

5

Are some first-year teachers too

incompetent to cope (person-blame)? or Is the school
social system structured to generate such conflict for

novice teachers that several are eliminated each year?
The answer depends on the level of analysis one adopts.

The cost of the time of the disciplinarians seem

particularly high.

The vice-principals were Urban

Junior High School’s disciplinarians.

They were

chosen for their jobs partially on their reputation
as excellent teachers who were able to get along

with and teach their students.

Their official

job descriptions emphasized their roles in curric-

culum and prog.ram development.

6 Three

Yet, observations

of the six had less than average numbers of

Their dismissals reportedly involved suspected
conflict.
sexual deviance in one case and black political activism
in another.
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of the vice-principals indicated
they spent about
58*

(see Appendix, Table A) of their time
preventing or

processing discipline conflict incidents.

The dollar

cost of this time in salary alone amounts to
about

$14,300

a

year (581 of $30,000 for

Moreover, this may be

a

9

of 11 months).

vicious cycle.

Reduced

attention to curriculum and program development that
meets student needs might be argued to cause an

increase discipline conflict incidents.
What Were the Frequencies of the Various

Types of Serious Discipline Conflict
at Urban Junior High School?

To answer this question we used the anecdotal records

kept by the administrators of Urban Junior High School.
It was

determined that these understated what "actually"

happened by comparing rates from

a

period of observation

of the disciplinarian/administrators with what appeared
in the anecdotal records.

During the one week period

sampled, the disciplinarians recorded 51 % of the incidents
they handled in these anecdotal records.

An equal propor-

tion of the incidents involving black and white students

were recorded (see Appendix, Table

B)

.

Therefore, this

analysis of the frequencies of types of conflict allows
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the identification of patterns, but substantially under-

states the total numbers of conflicts.

Nine rationally- derived categories of discipline

conflict were used to group the data.

These nine

categories were commonsense clusterings of incidents

based on
1.

the relationship of the conflictees

dent, student - educator

,

(student-stu-

group-educator)

2.

the location of the conflict

3.

the content of the conflict

4.

the intensity of the conflict

(strength of feeling

aroused)
The definitions of the nine types of discipline conflict

emphasize the relational, contextual nature of most of
the incidents they represent.

The finer categories

used by the assistant principals in describing disci-

pline conflicts emphasized the culpability of the student participants in conflict, e.g., "talked back,

wouldn’t sit down, fooling, etc." (see Appendix, Table
Therefore,

I

C)

have attempted to define less loaded, more

neutral definitions.
The nine conflict types in order of their frequency
of occurrence

1972, were:

(percentage of total) during Fall semester,
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1.

Attending (25.2%).

Defined as conflict of

low intensity between disciplinarians and students

resulting when students come late to school or do
not attend school, an individual class, or a disci-

plinary detention session (does not include lateness
to class or cutting part of class).
2.

Fighting (14.1%).

Defined as physical conflict

of medium to extremely high intensity between students

anywhere in the school.
3.

Complying (13.2%).

Defined as

a

conflict of

medium intensity between teacher and student resulting
when

a

student does not meet

a

teacher’s implied or

explicit behavioral expectations in the classroom,
e.g., obscenity directed at classmate or not working.
4.

Confronting (12.1%).

Defined as

a

conflict of

high intensity between teacher and student resulting

when

a

student explicitly refuses to perform as

a

teacher demands anywhere at school; also, "acting

disrespectfully" and "assault on the teacher."
5.

Group managing:

classroom (11.1%).

Defined as

conflict between teacher and student of low initial

intensity resulting when

a

student interferes with

teacher's group management objectives in the classroom,

e.g.

not taking assigned seat.

a
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6.

Peer conflict (8.6%).

Defined as conflict of low

to moderate intensity between students

including

fighting, e.g., teasing.
7.

Group managing

outside the classroom (8.0%).

-

Defined as conflict between educator and student of
low intensity resulting when student does not perform
as

expected in the halls, bathrooms, etc.; e.g., in the

halls too long in transit to bathroom, office or library.
8.

Rule enforcing (6.1%).

Defined as conflict of

low to moderate intensity between educator and student

over student compliance with a school rule, e.g.,

smoking
9.

Other (1.6%).

Defined as those anecdotal record

entries not identifying

a

conflict, e.g., ’’emotional

display” or "self-inflicted wounds."
The conflict rates in this study are designed for use as

markers of system dysfunctions to be corrected, as well
as individual deviance to be controlled or sanctioned.

The comparison of the rates of conflict types

occurring during the first semesters of 1971 and 1972

presented in Table

3

provides

an example of the potential

marker function of these rates, i.e., the potential
usefulness of the rates in pointing to causes of discipline conflicts.
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Table

3

Frequency of Occurrence of Types of Serious

Discipline Conflicts at Urban Junior High
School, Fall, 1971, and Fall,

Type of
Discipline Conflict Incident

Fall
N

,

1971

Percent

Fall
N

1972

1972

Change in
Percentage
Percent of Total
,

Attending

183

18.0

242

25.2

+

7.2

Fighting

123

12.1

136

14.1

+

2.0

86

8.4

127

13.2

+

4.8

118

11.6

116

12.1

201

19.7

107

11.1

-

8.6

88

8.6

83

8.6

outside class 116

11.4

77

8.0

-

3.4

Complying

Confronting
Group managing:

classroom
Peer conflicts

0.0

Group managing:

Rule enforcing

49

4.8

59

6.1

+

1.3

No conflict

55

5.4

15

1.6

-

3.8

1019

100.0

962

100.0

Total

Note
Average number of students enrolled averaged
1250 during the first semesters of both 1971 and 1972.
:
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Insert Table

3

about here

In the Fall of 1972 attending conflicts
rose,

group managing:

matically.

and

classroom conflicts dropped off dra-

Total conflicts were reduced slightly (by

less than 6%).

Both person-blame and system-blame

interpretations of these changes are possible.

The

changed rates of conflict can be interpreted as markers
of changes in individuals or,

alternatively, as systemic

changes in Urban Junior High School.

These alternative interpretations suggest funda-

mentally different hypotheses in seeking to explain the
changes.

For example, explanations of reduction in

total conflict from

a

system-blame perspective might be

sought in answers to such questions as

number of students decrease, or
e.g.,

(1)

Did the total

Were some rules,

(2)

against smoking or hat wearing, discontinued?

Person-blame explanations of the conflict reduction, on
the other hand, might come from answers to such questions
as

(1)

Did several of the most troubling students leave?

or (2) Did several of the most conflict-prone teachers

leave?

Similarly, the reasons for

a

decrease in classroom

management conflicts and an increase in conflicts over
attending might hypothetically have been predominantly

no

either individual and personal or
systemic.
The principal, vice-principals,
teachers and

students were interviewed to determine how
participants
in the school understood these
changes.

Although

the interviews revealed no reasons for
the increase in

complying conflicts, there were clues to the
causes of
H rou P

managing:

classroom and attending conflicts.

During Fall, 1971, students who were tardy for class
were kept for detention by their teachers.

Therefore,

the beginning of each class presented the potential

routine- disruptive conflict of
to class,

a

student arriving late

being told they would have to remain for

detention, and the typical doorway debate of student

excuses and teacher judgments.

The potential for

escalating conflict in this case was obvious.
During the Fall, 1972, students who were tardy to
class were required to stop at the front office to sign
a

"tardy sheet" and receive

a

"late" pass to class.

The

new school policy stated that after three such "tardies"

students were called to the office for disciplinary action.

Under this new policy students who entered the class late,
simply handed the teacher their passes.

No disruption

of routine, debate, or conflict was necessary between

teachers and students.

Ill

As n result,

group managing

t

classroom conflicts

over students arriving late to class dropped from 129
in
Fall,

1971,

to 2§ in Fall,

1972.

This accounted for

almost the whole drop in such conflicts between the two
years.

As might be expected, the number of attending

conflicts handled by the front office increased, as
result of this policy.

a

However, since the disciplinarians

did not seem to have the time or inclination to follow
up on the tardy* to*elass lists, the increase was small

relative to the decrease in conflicts at the classroom
level.

The policy change resulted in 100 fewer teacher*

student conflicts during the first semester of 1972.
This finding strongly suggests that

a

system change

accounted for the decreased number of serious discipline
conflicts, net changes in the students.
Not ail the complex, interactive sources of conflict
are revealed by such shifts in the frequency of conflict

types,

However, the rates and their change or lack of

change over time do provide an opportunity to establish

priorities for efforts to reduce conflicts and to allow

prediction of future magnitudes of conflict given
continuation of present practices and policies.

a

For

example, conflicts over attending and fighting both

increased ever the two semesters and accounted for almost
40% of the total conflicts.

Unless something is done,
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it

is

fair to assume about 130 students will be involved

in fighting and resultant conflicts with school
personnel

during Fall, 1973.

Similarly, it seems reasonable to

expect that 240 or more students will be in conflict

with educators over attendance during Fall, 1973.

In

addition, approximately 580 students will be involved in

what teachers commonly think of as '’serious discipline

problems" during Fall, 1973:

educator-student confronting

or complying, group managing in or out of the classroom,

peer conflict, and rule- enforcing

categories

--

These three broad

.

attending, fighting, and what could be

labeled "controlling"

--

represent very different kinds

of educational problems depending upon whether the

problem is seen as

(a)

in the student (s) or

(b)

a

symptom

of the students and educators interaction in this unique,

patterned situation.
For instance,

fighting conflicts at Urban Junior High

School and other schools are only
the setting.

a

problem because of

Many of the students at Urban Junior High

School fight in their neighborhoods without being
sanctioned.

The Urban Junior High School vice-principals

acknowledge this by telling students they "should have

waited until after school."

However, the students are

punished for fighting; the rationale being that they either
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have such low impulse control that
they need punishment,
or because they choose to fight in
defiance of the

rules and deserve punishment.

put the problem

Both these explanations

the student.

i_n

An alternative mode

of naming the problem of fighting places
its causes
in the practices and expectations of the school.

occurs in at least two ways:

(a)

a

not want to fight often cannot avoid

protagonist until

a

This

student who does
a

would be

cooling off time passes, because

the school forces students to remain in certain locations
or (b) students who fight are offered no legitimate

path to do so (as opposed to the neighborhood boy’s
club which gives boys gloves and lets them fight it
out)

.

Since fighting behavior is apparently more

frequent among black and/or lower class children, the
schools'

rigid sanctioning of such behavior without

escape valves and alternatives has the effect of

differentially selecting black, lower class children
for exclusion.

The commonly discussed "breakdown” in school disci-

pline typically refers to conflicts over the control of
students by educators.

Such conflicts comprised about

60% of the total at Urban Junior High School.

In day to

day practice the Urban Junior High School students are
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blamed and punished for the occurrence of these
conflicts.
The remainder of the chapter will explore how the

patterns of punishment and the patterns of participant

characteristics might both act as markers revealing
how the system of schooling may be causing dysfunctions
in these reciprocal,

actions

context-bound conflictful inter-

.

What Punishments Resulted from

Discipline Conflict Incidents?
The 962 discipline conflict incidents during Fall,
1972,

resulted in the following distribution of student

punishments
1.

323 suspensions

(33.6%):

Including 122 sent home

pending parent conference, 135 specific one to five day
suspensions, and 66 long-term suspensions requiring
central office approval for readmission.
2.

168 detentions

by administrators

Including only those ordered

(17.5%):

and ranging from one to four days in

length
3.

143 warnings

4.

65 other actions

(14.9%):

Do not do it again "or else."

(6.8%):

Including requiring an

apology, requiring restitution, sending home for "one's
own protection," calling parents, sending

a

letter home,
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requesting parent conference, referring to counselor,
and removing cafeteria privileges.
5.

263 no punishment

(27.3%).

The vice-principals suspended one out of three

students they dealt with concerning discipline conflict.
The same pattern of punishments occurred in both years

studied (see Appendix, Table D)

.

In fact,

the suspension

rates were somewhat understated in the ancedotal records

over the two years

(also Appendix, Table D)

.

In

particular, the number of students suspended pending

a

parent conference may have been substantially underreported in the anecdotal records.

Given this stability

over time, it seems reasonable to predict that during
the Fall semester of 1973 about the same rates of punish-

ment may be predicted.

Since over 1800 student school

days will be lost if this pattern repeats one more

semester; and since this burden falls inequitably heavily
on black children, some action to break the pattern is

necessary
The question remains:
of change?

What should be the target

If we conceptualize the problem as

ijn

the

students, it is possible to believe 1800 lost days is
a

good job given the material educators are working with.

If the problem is somehow in the context-bound patterns
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of interaction in school,

then educators are bound to

attempt to remedy the problem.

Educators are accountable

for the effects of the context and process of schooling

they provide.

Given the magnitude of the discipline

problem at Urban Junior High School, the task of
improving the system may be too painful to confront

without possessing some believable strategies and hope
for system change.

Thus,

a

case can be made that the

very magnitude of discipline conflict pulls Urban Junior
High School's educators toward

pretation

a

student -blame inter-

.

The student punishments assigned by the vice-principals varied among the types of conflict, as one might

expect

Insert Table

4

about here

There is no apparent simple explanation of the

relationship between the seriousness of what

a

student

student
has done to be punished and the severity of that

punishment.

"offenses"

In general,

as

reflected in Table

4

,

chose n

(fighting, confronting, rule-breaking) are

most strongly punished.

Vice-principals explicitly

clearly
treat offenses in these categories as chosen,
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fixing the blame for such conflicts on the students.

Another interpretation of these findings

is

that fighting,

confronting, and rule-breaking are the most orderening "offenses."

th reat-

Since orderliness often seems the

primary motive of educator behavior at Urban Junior High
School, threats to order are logically the most severely

punishable offenses.

The need for order is

a

characteristic

of the context called Urban Junior High School.

The stu-

dents are the ones punished, however, whether they have

chosen to be disturbing, or whether the context provokes
and disturbs them.

Attending conflicts may be the clearest examples of
system caused conflicts.

The problem exists because the

context demands attendance from students.

Paradoxically,

the enforcement of attendance rules apparently depends
on detention (keeping children in after school with no

pretense of instruction) or suspension.
are suspended for attending conflicts

More children

(missing instruction)

than any other conflict type except fighting.

Since

these punishments are not consistent with the principal
goal of schooling, i.e., to provide instruction, they may

reflect another primary institutional goal, such as the

maintenance of order.

Gross and Popper (1965),

tor

example, found predominatly lower class junior high
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school staffs put

a

greater emphasis on their custodial

functions than their counterparts in predominately

middle class schools who emphasized their service or

instructional functions.
Fighting was treated as if it were chosen by the
students, in the sense that suspension was almost
automatic.
(1)

The only mitigating circumstances involved

cases of just response by students with good

reputations who behaved with appropriate contrition
in the disciplinary interview,

and (2) cases where

inadequate evidence of what happened caused ambiguity,
i.e., no educator witnesses.

Most "rule enforcing" conflicts were also treated
as chosen by the students involved.

Smoking, drug use,

wearing prohibited clothing were all "chosen" in one
_
sense, but were entirely school context caused from

another perspective.

For example, the school could

provide smoking areas, as suggested by the Children's
Legal Defense Fund (1974).

This school chooses to

punish smoking consistent with the school district's
chosen policy.

At minimum the school created the rule,

and the students violate it.

Both "causes" are necessary,

the seemingly irrational
but only students are punished by

means of denying them access to instruction.
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The conflicts having the highest levels of affect
for the disciplinarians were problems in group managing,

educator- student

,

and peer encounters.

Punishments

administered to students for conflicts over complying
are less severe

over confronting

suspension).

(51% warning or no punishment)
(37% warning or no punishment,

than
40%

The group managing conflict types are

distinguishable from the other categories by the larger
numbers of mild punishments by the vice-principals.
With the exception of conflicts over rules, attendance,
or those between students,

the sequence of relative

seriousness of conflicts from least to most serious

based on the punishments assigned was

managing," in or out of the classroom,
and (3) "confronting."

(2)

"group

"complying,"

A student-blame explanation of

this sequence might label it

ness,

(1)

a

continuum of cooperative-

in which the severity of punishment increases

in response to increasing threats to the school’s

control over students.

Both explanations raise the

question of how students become involved or
operations for
are selected by the school's system of

involvement in serious discipline problems.

Discovering how students become part of discipline
conflicts in Urban Junior High School

is

crucial, because

1

a

21

disproportionate number of poor and black children

are involved.

Once black students were in the vice-

principal's office, they were not punished more

harshly except for fighting.

For all types of con-

flicts, whites were suspended in 31.41 of the incidents

handled by the disciplinarians; blacks were suspended
in 34.0% of the incidents

(see Appendix, Table G)

apparent lack of bias in the punishment process

.

This

is

encouraging and reflects in action the vice-principals'
stated commitment to "treat 'em all alike."

The

vice-principals believe, however, that students in some
sense choose to arrive in their office.

Since black

students are twice as likely to arrive in the office
as white students,

the vice-principals believe and

behave as if black students choose
the rate of whites.

conflict at twice

One alternative interpretation of

the disproportionate conflict involvement of black stu-

dents would propose that white norms and standards lor

conduct, attitude, expression, dress and interaction style
are imposed on black students who,

in fact, cope

remarkably well with such alien demands.

A significantly greater number of blacks (62.2%)
=
6.27
fighting,
than whites (52.8%) were suspended for
£^.0 (see Appendix, Table G)
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Tho

ico-principals Boom to experience no dissonance

v

about tho apparent race* or class-biased unfairness
of double black conflict Involvmont and
punishment

in

which they participate daily.

yietlmg er Villians?

Characteristics of

Students and Educators in Conflict
The discipline conflict situation at Urban Junior

High School

is

clearly serious and educationally unaccep-

table, especially to the extent that blacks are

systematically and inequitably being selected for conflict and punishment.

This section presents the indi-

vidual characteristics of students and teachers who

become disproportionately involved in conflict,

Per

each such identifiable characteristic, an attempt is made
to explain the relationship between characteristic and

conflicts in two ways!

does the characteristic mark

viliian or dees the characteristic mark
purpose of this analysis
of the alternative

is

a

victim?

a

The

to demonstrate the plausibility

(viilian-victim) explanations of the

data, net to establish the truth of either,

Table

§

presents the student charcteristics found

to be significantly associated with serious discipline

incident

involvement and the degree of that association,
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Insert Table

5

about here

The characteristics of student discipline conflict

participants at Urban Junior High School were not
surprising.

Black, male, older students who were living

with a single parent on welfare, who had low scores on
academic skill and I.Q. tests, and who were in lower
track classes and habitually receiving low grades, were

most likely to become involved in discipline conflicts.
This profile of students in conflict will not

surprise persons used to working with urban, desegregated

junior high schools, and it does not surprise the
teachers of Urban Junior High School.

The profile is

no surprise because the teachers live with it every day,

and they know the school "doesn’t work" for these

disturbing students.

Urban Junior High School's teachers

often feel they have run out of alternative strategies
to "reach" these students.

Thus, they lament the

lack

support
of motivation" in their students, the "lack of
for education from parents" of these students, etc.
was
Consider the finding that current grade average

current conflict
the marker most strongly associated with

involvement.

There are alternatives to blaming students
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Table

S

The Degree of Association Between Involvement in at

Least One Serious Discipline Conflict and Student

Characteristics, Fall, 1972
Degree of Association (Contingency Coefficient) 3

Marker Characteristic
of Student Incident
Participant

N

Grade average, Fall, 1972

.45**

259

Reading achievement test score

.42**

244

Verbal I.Q.

.36**

251

.35**

324

Grade average, Fall, 1971

.34**

252

Socioeconomic status

.33**

313

Non-verbal I.Q.

.33**

250

.32**

244

.

14*

330

.

14*

286

.36**

274

14*

334

Black

+

Mathematics achievement
test score

Male
Both parents in home

+

T rack

Grade in school

+

.

^Association between involvement and characteristics
measured by contingency coefficients based on chi-square
test of the null hypothesis that students involved in
discipline incidents will have the same distribution of
characteristics as the total student population. Each
characteristic not naturally two or three categories was
dichotomized at the median for all students.
^Because the upper limit of contingency coefficients
varies with the number of cells in the table on which it
is based, Track and Grade coefficients are not directly
comparable to the others.
*p <

.

05-.

**P< -001

.
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for

-oth low grades and getting

in trouble.

Consider

the possibilities that
1.

low grades led to conflicts.

2.

low grades are used to punish conflict.

3.

Urban Junior High School teachers know the prin-

cipal

does not sanction students in conflict getting

good grades.
4.

teachers of students in lower tracks do not consider

these students eligible for A's or B's.
5.

students with better grades are not

deviant by teachers

psychiatrist,

a

(a

M

seen" as

rich kid who steals needs

poor kid who steals needs

a

a

five year

prison term)
6.

students in conflicts get suspended one in three

times for an average of six school days--the missing
of school may lead to lower grades.

The meaning of the strong association between low grades
and conflict involvement, or the association of any of
the marker variables in Table
is not

5

with conflict involvement,

definitively established by such statistical patterns.

g

The principal told a teacher who brought a student
"I see you gave (student's name) a
I
don't see how he can do the
B last marking period.
work and all the acting up you claim he did."
to be disciplined,
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Student Track Assignment Marks

Conflict Involvement

Urban Junior High School is organized
in a tracking pattern that places
these students

the contexts where conflicts occur.

in

When stu-

dents arrive at Urban Junior High School, they
are

placed in

a

test scores.

class group based on their I.Q. and reading

There are typically four lower track,

eight regular track, and four upper track classes.

These students travel as

a

group from subject to subject

all day with minor variations.

Taken together, the

marker variables which cluster around track comprise
a

commonsense unit of analysis.

process, itself,

a

Is

this tracking

contextual cause of discipline con-

flict?
The tracking system at Urban Junior High School was
not an unusual one for United States' schools.

Such

systems are under legal attack for their inequitable

educational effects and for contributing to the maintenance of racial isolation of the schools (especially

Hobsen

v.

9 269

Hansen 9 ).

Tracking certainly contributed to

held the tracking
public schools violated
system of the Washington, D. C.
equal protection guaranteed by the due process clause of
F.

Supp.

401

(D.D.C.

1967)
,
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racial isolation at Urban Junior High School
(see

Appendix, Table E).

The same types of tests found

illegal in Hobsen

Hansen were used to routinely

v.

sort disproportionate numbers of black students into

lower track classes.

A similar legal case might be

made that tracking was inequitable in its programming
of students for disciplinary conflicts.

Insert Table

Table

6

6

about here

shows that students in the lowest

track were three times as likely to be involved in

conflicts as students in the highest track.
Serious discipline conflict is clearly not limited
to a deviant 10 % of the population.

One quarter of the

average (mi ddle- track) track students ar^ in serious

conflict each semester.

It

is reasonable to ask whether

the special educational procedures in the lowest track

are producing an excessive number of serious discipline

(at 443,511) by assigning
disproportionate numbers of black, lower class children
to lower tracks based on standardized achievement and
scholastic aptitude tests standardized on and relevant
Affirmed on
to white middle class students (at 514).
(D.C. Cir.
2nd
175
F.
408
appeal in Smuck v. Hobsen,

of the Fifth Amendment

1969)

(en banc)
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Table

6

Student Involvement in Discipline Conflicts
by Track,

Fall

,

1972

Students Involved
Per Track a
Percent of
Average Number of
Total in Conflicts Per Student
N
That Track
(Total Conflicts)

Highest

45

13

2.0
(91)

Middle

154

24

2.7
(422)

Lowest

7 5

41

3.8
(282)

24

2.9
(795)

—
Total

274

Note
47 (3.61) students in the school are assigned to
"special education" for EMR, learning disabilities or
emotional disabilities, although these students are
20
integrated in regular classes as much as possible.
(431) of the special education students were involved in
They are not included in
an average of 3.4 incidents.
this analysis.
:

Information on track was missing for 72 (5.8%)
students, 40 (12.7%) of the students involved in
discipline incidents, and 132 (13.1%) of the total
incidents
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conflicts, or whether the tracking process
systematically

collects most of the bad students in school.

Even if

one believed students were solely
responsible for

conflicts, the educational question arises:

Why put

the problematic students together so that
41% of the

students are going to average one serious discipline
conflict every four weeks during

a

semester?

The implied

answers of the administrators and teachers of Urban

Junior High School often came down to one point:

"We

must protect the educational chances of the able students."

Schoolpersons typically do not question the

justice of such "protection"; to say nothing of the
fact that such protection does not have its presumed

effect.

There is little evidence that tracking improves

educational achievement

The relationship between track assignment and

discipline problems is worth exploring in greater detail
as an example of how the data can be interpreted as

evidence for either blaming the educational system or
the students for these problems.

Table

7

presents data

relating the types of discipline conflicts associated

with the tracks.
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Insert Table

7

about here

Because attending conflicts comprise the largest
single category,

a

major reduction in school conflict

might result from an understanding of why lower track
assignments are correlated with attending conflicts.

A

modified student-blame explanation might maintain that
the lower track parents

(and students) do not value

schooling and push their children to attend.

The

system-blame alternative would look toward making the
school environment more responsive to all the children.
If the lower track continues to be the loser track,

parents or their children can scarcely be blamed for

avoiding it.
Fighting among students at school disrupts instruction and has escalated into rioting.

The correlation

between lower track assignment and fighting might have
resulted from more violent students being placed in the
lower tracks in the first place (person-blame).

On the

other hand, the higher level of fighting among lower
track students might have been at least partially caused
by the labeling implicit in the track assignments.
is

a

It

commonplace that students from whom teachers expect
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Table

7

The Degree of Association Between Students* Track

Assignments and Students' First 3 Type of
Discipline Conflict Involvement,
Fall, 1972

_

Discipline Conflict
T yP es

Degree of Association with
Student T rack Assignment
Contingency
Coefficient^
N

Attending

-

Fighting

-

Confronting

-

Complying

-

38**

73

.48***

49

.

.

27

23

.

29

26

Croup managing: classroom

00

Peer conflict

-

Group managing: outside class

-

Rule enforcing

-

Other

-

Total

-

«

27

.17

23

.

16

14

.

32

25

.48

14

.

36***

274

a The

frequencies of conflict types were not distributed significantly differently for first incident involve
ments than all incident involvements, Fall, 1972 (see
Appendix, Table F)
^Association between conflict types and student char
acteristics measured by contingency coefficients based on
chi-square test of the null hypothesis that students involved in discipline incidents will have the same distribution of characteristics as the total student population
*£L (' 05

**E_

<• 01

***
.

.

e_ <. ooi

.
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less, actually end up learning
less

1975).

(Insel

§

Jacobson,

Some similar mechanism of
expectation may have

operated at Urban Junior High School
to create at least
part of the relationship between
track and fighting
(system-blame)
One might ask the question:
.

If all

students were randomly assigned to the
lower track at
Urban Junior High School for a few years,
would there be
more fighting among the lower trackers,
then?

If there

were as much fighting with random assignment,
then alienation and violence could not be blamed entirely on

student characteristics associated with lower trackness.
The correlation between classroom managing conflict
and track assignment can be attacked similarly.

Either

the noisy students who come late to class were assigned
to the lower tracks,

or something in the pattern of

labeling, instruction, and interaction in these lower track

classes generated class managing conflicts even with smaller
class sizes.

The track situation presents some patterns of

teacher- student conflict that require elaboration.

For

example, only the mildest teacher-student conflict type,
class managing,

is

associated with lower track assignment.

Interestingly, the higher intensity, student- teacher

confronting and complying conflicts are not associated
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with track assignment, but are associated with

a

number

of other student characteristics, most notably
those

listed in Table

8.

Insert Table

8

about here

Two of these student marker characteristics, their

achievement and I.Q. scores, were used to assign students to a track.

Table

8

presents data showing

a

signifi-

cant association with variables leading to track assignment,
but not with track assignment, itself; supporting the

conclusion that students with relatively lower achievement in the upper tracks become involved in more

confronting and complying conflicts.
low I.Q.

Further, because

scores are significantly associated with the

two types of conflict in only one of four possible

instances, while low achievement scores are significantly

associated with all four possible cases, one might
reasonably conclude that the students involved in
confronting or complying conflicts with teachers were

"underachievers."

These students had some apparent

potential to achieve, but their grades and achievement
scores indicate they had not achieved.

i

able

a

The Degree of Association* Between Students'
Track
134

Assignments, Accompanying Track -Related Variables
and Involvement in Confronting and Complying

Conflicts, b Fall, 1972

Track Assignment and
Related Variables

Confronting
Contingency
Coefficient

N

Complying
Contingency
Coefficient

N

Track 0

-

.27

23

-

.29

26

Grade average, Fall, 1972

-

.50**

23

-

.57***

25

-

.56**

22

-

.44*

22

Verbal I.Q.

-

.44*

24

-

.23

24

Grade average, Fall, 1971

-

.61***

23

-

.43*

24

Non-verbal I.Q.

-

.09

24

-

.25

24

-

.40*

22

i

Reading achievement
test score

Mathematics achievement
test score

O«

22

Ut-UUi

Association between conflict types and student characteristics measured by contingency coefficients based on
chi-square test of the null hypothesis that students
involved in discipline incidents will have the same distribution of characteristics as the total student population.
Each characteristic not naturally two or three categories
Yates
is dichotomized at the median for all students.
tests
chi-square
to
all
applied
discontinuity
for
correction
one.
equal
to
with degrees of freedom
b Bascd

The
on students first involvement, Fall, 1972.
frequencies of conflict types were not distributed significantly differently for first incident involvements than
all incident involvements (see Appendix, Table F)
the upper limit of contingency coefficients
number of cells in the table on which it is
with
the
varies
Track coefficients are not directly comparable to
based.
those below.
c Because

*j2.

<

.

05

<.oi

.

***£_ <. 001

.
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Adopting

a

person-blame perspective, one can

interpret these data as identifying

group of lazy

a

youngsters who were wasting their potential and turning
their energy to baiting their teachers.

It

is

possible

that their brightness, although not applied to school

work, may be the factor that gave this group of under-

achievers the confidence to become involved in confrontations with their instructors.

On the other hand,

these conflicts may result from "misplaced" aggression

following the frustrations of attempting school work
for which they had not developed the skills.

An alternative interpretation of these data,
stressing the systemic causes of conflict, is also
possible.

For example, the middle-track classes these

underachievers attend may be organized for instruction
in a manner that produces conflict.

If all students

work on the same material at the same time at the same
pace, then those students with lower reading and math

skills are likely to fail repeatedly.

Rather than finish

last or failing repeatedly, the students may stop

attempting to do the work.

Students who have failed

repeatedly and/or stopped work as
learning structures
argue,

,

a

result of classroom

have been programmed, one might

for conflict with their teachers which may well

escalate through non-compliance to confrontation.

In
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this argument, student characteristics
are markers of

systemic causes of conflict.
Student Race and Social Class Mark

Conflict Involvement

Student race and social class provide markers of

additional patterns of conflict at Urban Junior High
School.

Although represented in the lower tracks in

greater numbers than their proportion in the student
population, lower social class and black students were
not identical in their discipline conflict patterns with

lower track students.

Table

9

presents the types of

conflict significantly associated with black and lower
class students involved in conflict.

Insert Table

In particular,

9

about here

the attending conflicts strongly

associated with the track marker characteristics were
not significantly associated with either student race
or social class.

Given black, lower class students’

disproportionate representation in the lower track, one
can conclude that black, lower class students in lower

track class are involved in fewer attending conflicts
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Table

9

Patterns of Association Between Conflict Types and
Students' Race and Socioeconomic Status for
Students'

First a Incident Involvements,
Fall, 1972

Discipline
Conflict Types

Black
Contingency
Coefficient

Attending

+

Fighting

+

Confronting
Complying

+

.11

N

Socioeconomic Status
Contingency
Coefficient
N

85

+

.

16

84

.

29*

54

.

27

28

.

47 ***

57

-

.

40*

28

+

.46**

30

+

.34

28

.54***

32

-

.61***

30

.36*

30

-

.36*

29

.44*

19

.39

19

.05

25

+

.

14

25

.41*

18

-

.

53*

16

324

-

Group managing:

classroom
Peer conflict

Group managing:

outside class
Rule enforcing

Other

+

.35***

Total

.33***

313

a The

frequencies of first incident involvements are
not distributed significantly differently than for all
incident involvements, Fall, 1972 (see Appendix, Table F).
b As

sociation between conflict types and student characteristics measured by contingency coefficients based on
chi-square test of the null hypothesis that students involved
in discipline incidents will have the same distribution of
characteristics as the total student population. Yates
correction for discontinuity applied to all chi-square tests
with expected cell sizes less than 10
.

*£<.

05

**£.<. 01

.

.

001

.
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than their white, middle class classmates.

Either

black, lower class students are more consistent,

attenders, or the school is not as vigorous in its

attempts to compel attendance among these "less desirable" students.
(1974)

The Children’s Legal Defense Fund

found evidence, nationwide, to support the

second possibility.
On the other hand, black students are involved in
every other type of serious discipline conflict incident

more often than their white fellow students with the

exception of rule-enforcing.
as a group,

In addition, black students,

are involved in significantly more of the

intense teacher-student conflicts -- confronting and

complying- -than their lower class white fellow students.
This seems to provide

a

rare clear instance when racism,

inequities based on color, can be distinguished from
classism, inequities based on social class.

One’s

interpretation of the finding that black students become
involved in more intense confronting and complying conflicts than the lower class students depends on one's

choice of

a

person-blame or system-blame perspective.

A person-blame choice might focus on white teacher

prejudice or black student alienation as

a

"cause" of

these conflicts, while a system-blame approach might
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direct the search to peer group norms among
teachers
("We have to control them [black students] or they'll

run us out.") and black students ("If we think

a

teacher is very prejudiced against blacks, we'll drive

him/her crazy if we can.").

Some of these black stu-

dent-white teacher conflicts probably are based on
sheer personal racial antagonism, which requires

immediate, determined remedy, because black students
are being victimized without defense or recourse.

The person-blame explanations seem compelling when
the principal of a junior high close to Urban Junior

High School

,

who

describes (black) children as having been
in the streets since ages three, four and
five
School represents a warm
dry place where they can get a meal and
nobody will bother them for five or six
hours if they do what they are asked when
they are asked (Children's Legal Defense
Fund, 1974 :T35).

....

A similar racist sentiment was expressed by

Junior High School teacher in

a

a

Urban

note she left for the

substitute who replaced her one day.

She named the

troubling children to "look out for" in her first two
classes and commented about the third period class,

"Just watch out for all the black ones."
The personal racism of educators undoubtedly

contributed importantly to these racially disproportionate
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rates of conflict, but it does not
provide the whole

explanation.

Other contributing systemic factors

cannot be ignored.

For example, there is an apparent

mismatch between teaching/learning and
communication
styles built into the typical classroom
learning
structure at Urban Junior High School, on the
one hand,
and "post-agrarian black" socialization,
learning,

and communication styles on the other hand (Gay

Abrahams, 1972; Abrahams

5

Gay, 1972).

§

For another

example, the academic content and materials in use at

Urban Junior High School were often racist or irrelevant.

The investigator observed one history class in

which students "learned" that slavery in America resulted
from Africans enslaving each other and selling their

fellows to the Europeans who just happened to be passing
by.

Miller's (1974) finding that "the problem of ethnic bias

in textbooks remains" certainly applied to the materials

in use at Urban Junior High School.

Black, lower class students also became involved in

more classroom managing conflicts than other students.
Talking, shouting, coming late, and not following classroom procedures were the student behaviors leading to

classroom managing conflicts.

The stereotyped, stu-

dent-blame explanation of this finding would be that
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poor or black children could not
"control themselves"
when asked to sit quietly in desks
for six hours a
day.
These students were simply not
"socialized" enough
to behave docilely in class.
Alternatively, the black
or poor students might be seen as
culturally different;

m

which case, it was their culture that got them
into
trouble at school.
This explanation was a slightly
more sophisticated, subtle form of person-blame.

Even

if one assumed that poor or black students
brought

patterns of behavior with them to school which made

conventional classroom management difficult for teachers,
educators must decide whether conventional, ineffective

classroom management techniques or poor, black children
should be the target of changes designed to reduce these
conflicts
This study supports asking this type of question:

How do present management techniques in interaction with

black and poor students generate conflict?
Student Grade, Sex, and Family Situation
Mark Conflict Involvement

Student sex, grade in school, and family situation

provide markers of several additional problematic stu-

dent-teacher-context interaction patterns.

Table 10
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presents the types of conflict associated to

a

signi-

ficant degree with males, broken home, or higher grade
in school.

Insert Table 10 about here

The commonplace wisdom of teachers’

lounges holds

that male students cause most of the discipline problems.

However, fighting was the only type of conflict in which

males were significantly more involved than females.
Thus, the person-blame "boys will be boys" explanation
of discipline problems is not supported by these data,

particularly in so far as educator-student conflict
concerned.

is

Of course, fighting is culturally associated

only with males in the middle-class, which may lead

middle-class white teachers to ignore fights between
young women resulting in an under-reporting of their
occurrence.

Furthermore, some number of the fights which

occurred at Urban Junior High School would probably have
been avoided by the participants, if they had had more
mobility.

The school was structured to enforce

a

proximity that undoubtedly led some students to fight,
when if they could have, they would have fled or otherwise avoided the fight.
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Patterns of Association Between
Conflict Types and
Students' Sex, Grade, and Family
Situation for
Students' First 3 Incident

Involvement, Fall, 1972

Male

Discipline
Conflict
Type

Contingency Co- b
efficient N

Attending

.03

Fighting

Confronting
Complying

Family Situation:
Both Parents
Present

.

4

4

36**
06

84

Contingency Co- b
efficient N
-

57

28

-

.22

31

-

.05

40

-

.22

31

-

22

31

-

.00

14

-

.00

18

-

330

-

.

Gradp
Cont i ngency Cob
efficient N

19

78

.00

51

4

.02

26

4

.42*

27

4

25

27

.04

22

4

.

17

17

4

.

13

24

.

09

.

14*

.

.33*

89

.

26

57

.

24

29

.

26

32

.14

32

.

20

31

.

26

21

4

.

56**

25

14

4

.

20

18

286

-

Group managing:

classroom

4

Peer conflict

.

Group managing:

outside
class
Rule enforcing

.

4-

Other
Total

-

.

14*

.14*

334

3

The frequencies of first incident involvement are
not distributed significantly differently by type than
the frequencies for all incident involvements, Fall,
1972 (see Appendix, Table F)

^Association between conflict types and student
characteristics measured by contingency coefficients
based on chi-square test of the null hypothesis that
students involved in discipline incidents will have the
same distribution of characteristics as the total student
population.
Yates correction for discontinuity applied
to all chi-square tests with degrees of freedom equal to
one and expected cell frequencies less than 10.
c Because the upper limit of contingency coefficients varies with the number of cells in the table on
which it is based, grade coefficients are not directly
comparable to the others.

•£<.05.

••£.<. 01

.
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Teachers are fond of explaining the
"breakdown"
in school discipline by
referring to the large numbers
of students from broken homes.
The findings in Table 10
indicate such students are only involved
dispropor-

tionately in one type of conflict:
teacher requests.

non-compliance with

Since the largest portion of this

type of conflict came from the category,
"generally

disruptive,"

a

person-blame explanation emphasizing

the negative attention-getting motivation of
these

students seems attractive.

These conflicts might have

resulted from expressions of the students* emotional
needs.

suggests

However, the system-blame alternative simply
a

close look at the systematic responses of the

institution to the expression of such needs.

Ail children

need attention and approval, yet there are sharp

constraints at Urban Junior High School on what behavior
results in positive attention and approval.

Many stu-

dents without two natural parents may, In fact, have

greater need for adult attention and approval.

a

However,

many of these do not have the intelligence and academic
skills needed to perform for attention.

Therefore, they

can get what they need illegitimately by disrupting
for attention.
is:

The point of the system-blame argument

Why are classrooms structured to provide for meeting
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needs of students only on such
narrow grounds? The narrow
ness of appropriate grounds for
obtaining attention
and approval, themselves, may
be seen to cause conflict;

particularly for children living in homes
without both
natural parents.
Older upper grade students at Urban Junior
High
School become involved in disproportionately
more

attending and rule-enforcing conflicts than
their

younger fellow students.

Perhaps older students "know

the ropes' at Urban Junior High School, and were
willing
to risk the punishment in order to smoke a
cigarette or

skip part oi

a

school day.

Entering seventh graders

were visibly timid and took time to warm up to pre-

meditated truancy and rule-breaking (student-blame).
A system-blame alternative might speculate that the school
is

unresponsive to the needs of these gradual dropouts,

thus pushing many older students out, since they cannot

quit until their sixteenth birthday.

pension does not seem

a

Certainly, sus-

plausible punishment for truancy.

Student grade average, Fall, 1972, was the marker
most strongly associated with conflict involvement in

general,

_C

(259)

*

.

45 ,

£<.

00

7

.

However,

the students'

grade averages were significantly associated only with

educator- student conflicts, and not with student fighting
or other peer conflicts.

These data raise the question:

Do low grades mark a lack of ability or effort by the
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students, or do they signal

a

between students and teachers?

relationship dysfunction
One person-blame

interpretation argues that different student personality
traits lead to teacher-student conflicts, than those

resulting in conflict between students.

A system-blame

alternative interpretation might argue that the

normative classroom learning structure made certain
students’

repeated failure likely, and these failures

led to conflicts between teachers and students.

In any

case, academic grades may, to a great extent in fact, be

deportment grades.

Teacher Characteristics Marking
Conflict Involvement
The characteristics of teachers involved in dis-

proportionate numbers of discipline conflicts provide
markers of conflict - generating relationships.

Insert Table 11 about here

Table

11

presents the findings that of

a

variety

of teacher characteristics thought to be educationally

important, only being in one's first year of teaching
was significantly associated with greater conflict

involvement
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Table 11

Characteristics of Urban Junior High
School
Teachers Associated with Involvement
in

Discipline Conflicts, Fall, 1972

Teacher
Characteristics

Number of
Teachers with
Characteristics

First year of teaching

Degree of
As soc i at on a
i

(Contingency
Coef f i cient

14

+

.15*

4

+

.

04

35

+

.

08

Age

69

-

Average grades given

69

+

.

Prestige of college attended

69

+

.02

Male

43

+

.01

Postgraduate education

34

+

.

Black

Untenured

Q

.04

06

00

Association between involvement and characteristics
measured by contingency coefficients based on chi-square
test of the null hypothesis that teachers involved in
discipline incidents will have the same distribution of
characteristics as the total teacher population.
Each
characteristic not naturally two categories is dichotomized at the median for all teachers.
Yates correction
for discontinuity applied to all chi-square tests with
degrees of freedom equal to one and an expected cell
frequency less than ten.
.

01

.
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First year teachers became Involved
in almost twice
the number of discipline conflicts
as the more experienced faculty members.
The types of conflicts in which
the inexperienced teachers became
involved clarify how
these conflicts occurred.
First year teachers comprised
only 20-6 of the faculty, but they are
involved in 51 2
.

of the confronting type conflicts

(X

2

=

14.56,

and 40.71 of the complying type conflicts

RC.O/).

(X

2

°a

jo_<.01)
=

6.90,

First year teachers at Urban Junior High School

were obviously having trouble avoiding escalation
in
their conflicts with students.
Some first year teachers who are involved in many

discipline conflicts their first year, later become

effective in negotiating their lives at Urban Junior High
School with little conflict.

For these teachers,

inexperience is apparently the cause of their first year
conflicts.

A person-blame interpretation of inexperi-

ence stresses the lack of personal competencies necessary
to managing others.

One system-blame alternative view

of inexperience stresses the unique demands the junior

high school places on teachers.

New teachers rarely

have the know how to cope successfully with the insti-

tutionally shaped patterns of interaction characterizing
Urban Junior High School, even if they have previously

worked successfully with youngsters of
the same age.
Both students and experienced teachers,
according

to

this

argument, team up to socialize the newcomer
into

"acting like

a

teacher.”

Discipline conflicts are

principal tool of this socialization.

a

Thus, the

disportionate conflict involvement of first year teachers
can be seen as

a

feature and symptom of the institutional

socialization process, as opposed to

a

result of

deficiencies in individual neophyte teachers.
hypothesis

is

supported by Hoy’s (1968) finding that

new teachers show

humanistic

This

a

marked movement from more

person- centered beliefs about teaching

toward more custodial control - oriented beliefs
about teaching during their first three years
of work.

’’

Teacher-Killers” or "Killer-Teachers”?

A commonplace observation in most junior high schools

was that

a

few students and a few teachers were involved

in a great many discipline conflicts.

Such students

were often labeled rambunctious, troublemakers or even
vicious.

Such teachers were often labeled incompetent,

soft, or authoritarian, depending on the labeler.

All

these labels implicitly blamed the person for his or her

involvement in multiple disciplinary
conflicts.

The

Urban Junior High School’s vice-principals
often

suggested that if such troublesome students
and teachers
were eliminated, their discipline troubles
would have
been solved.
In fact. 9 of 69 teachers
42. 3^

(13$) were involved in

of the discipline incidents in school.

Iiighty-

seven of 1304 students enrolled during the year
(6.6$)
were involved in 57.7$ of the total of number of serious

discipline incidents.

However, one must keep in mind

that in another setting these same persons might not

have been conflict prone.

For example, one industrial

arts teacher at Urban Junior High School was involved in
44 conflict incidents

in one semester.

junior high (Kuriloff, 1972) found
with

a

a

teacher

similar rate of conflict who was "cured” by

change in classroom learning structure.
a

In a Philadelphia

a

She went from

lecture- reci tat ion method in which she had to control

the whole class's attention to an individualized approach
in which she talked with students

small groups.

individually and in

Such "killer- teachers" or "teacher-killers"

provide an opportunity to understand the generation of
conflict in the Urban Junior High School social system,

because they provided extreme cases of setting -specific
conflict- producing behavior patterns.

The nature of the
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patterns among conflict-producing behaviors of both
students and teachers might provide clues to social

system regularities associated with such patterns.

For

example, the students most involved in conflict might
be those who were not willing or able to be deferent

during disciplinary interviews.
a

Lack of deference to

teacher might have gotten the student to the disci-

plinarian’s office in the first place.

Lack of

deference might lead to more severe punishment and
additional subsequent conflicts based on the student's

perception of unfairness.

However, the social norm

calling for high deference by students, could be seen
as

the cause of conflict just as rationally as attri-

buting such conflict to the student's so-called "bad
streak.

Given these observations, it is possible that the
"killer- teachers" and "teacher-killers" at Urban Junior
High School are killers only in context.
are possible.

Three solutions

Change the killer- teachers and students,

change the social system to make the

k

i 1

ler- students

and teachers' behavior non-conflict producing, or

eliminate the killers from the school, or some combination
of these change efforts.

change the killer-students

Typically, educators try to
(socialize and save them) and

1

52

administrators try to change ki 1 ler- teachers (through
advice and threat).

However, many ki ller-teachers and

students at Urban Junior High School were either

eliminated by not rehiring teachers or expelling students
or their continued conflict involvement rationalized,

i.e., "He's only got two years to retirement.

she’ll grow out of it."

Maybe

The process by which the social

system contributed to the creation of these "killer"
teachers and students seemed invisible to everyone.

A person-blame explanation of these "killer"
teachers and students could lead to solutions designed
to change them.

The "killer" teachers could probably

benefit from the kind of training in avoiding escalation

suggested by Kounin (1970).

The "killer" students of

Urban Junior High School could probably benefit from the
training in increasing teacher's positive responses
toward deviant students reported by Gray, Granbard, and

Rosenberg (1974).

These would be important steps toward

melioration of the problem.

However, such solutions would

not uncover the social system process by which the

"killers" are constantly re-selected for conflicts.
One might argue that "killer" teachers and stu-

dents are, at least partly, symptoms of "killer" schools,
and these persons'

conflicts may provide signals of how
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to change the aspects of schooling leading
to these

conflicts.

The use of behavior modification to shape

up all the

killer" students would leave the spirit -

killing aspects of the school intact.

Firing the

killer" teachers would mask important signals of

system dysfunction.

A system-blame solution might identify practical
changes in policies, practices or goals which would
make room for the needs and styles of the so-called
ki

1

ler- teachers and teacher-killers.

The change in

tardy to class policy that apparently eliminated 100

conflicts is an example of such

solution at the level of policy.

a

system- change

The change in class-

room learning structure reported by Kuriloff
(1972)

in which a "ki

1

ler- teacher" was "cured" by

eliminating the battle for attention involved in whole
class-single focus teaching is an example of

a

system-

change solution at the level of practice.
When and Where Do Discipline

Conflicts Occur at Urban

Junior High School?
The frequency of conflict by day of the week reported
in the disciplinarian's anecdotal records showed signifi-

cantly more conflicts during the middle of the week than

on Monday and Friday.

Table 12

Frequency of Discipline Conflicts for
Day of the Week, Fall,

Fiach

1972

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Number of
Incidents

162

222

226

214

170

16.3

22.3

22.7

21.5

17.1

Percent of

Total

X

To

a

2

c

1

.

3

d.

,

*

4

,

certain extent, this pattern may reflect the work

schedule of the disciplinarians, as they seemed to do
more discretionary sanctioning in the middle of the week.
That is,
a

if a teacher had sent a discipline referral on

student, the

v

i

ce- principal could choose if and when

to summon the student.

The pattern may also reflect

student attendance variation, because there were fewer

students in school on Mondays and Fridays.
The Monday through Friday pattern of fighting conflicts showed
26;

a

different pattern:

Monday, 22; Tuesday,

Wednesday, 30; Thursday, 29; and Friday,

30.

This

pattern may reflect the actual,
because fights were
almost always dealt with on the
same day

by the vice-

principals.

In any case, part

of the variance in con-

flict was due to what day of the
week it was.

days were exceptionally low in
conflict;

Some

for example,

the Wednesday before Thanksgiving
and Friday before

Christmas recorded only
respectively.

4

and

1

serious conflicts

Some days, on the other hand, were

exceptionally high in conflict; such as Friday,
December 8, 1972, when there were 27 incidents

(9.9 more

than an average Friday).

Relatively high and low

conflict days might provide useful clues to discipline conflict causes not endogenous to students or
teachers, since it strains rationality to see how the
day of the week is

a

personality characteristic of

students or teachers.
The locations ol

serious discipline conflicts at

Urban -Junior High School reported in the anecdotal
records arc too often omitted to allow firm statements
about the scenes of conflict.

location is not listed for 416.

Of 987 incidents, the
Of the remaining 517

incidents, 372 (721) occurred in classrooms and 199
(28$)

in other areas,

e.g., hallways,

stairs, school

grounds, bathrooms, cafeteria, busses, etc.

About
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of the school day
is spent outside of
class

(in transition between classes
and in the cafeteria
)
Therefore i
appears that the rate of
serious discipline proble
about the sane inside and
outside of the classrooms
•

,

Conclusions:

Obse rvations Indicated hv

These Marker Vari a b

1

e

The magnitude of discipline
conflict at Urban Junior
High School is too great by
many criteria:
human pain,

education time lost, educator time
misdirected, and so on.
This magnitude is apparently
stable over
time,

likely to continue lor the foreseeable
future.

and seems

This

unacceptably high, continuing rate of
discipline conflict
involves and punishes Black students at
twice the rate

of white students proportionately.

Discipline conilicts fall

in

three broad categories:

(1)

conflicts over attendance (about one quarter of
total),

(2)

conflicts between peers (about one quarter), and

(

> )

conflicts between students and educators over control

(slightly less than half the total).

Punishments fall most

heavily on those offenses considered most orde r- threatening
or those which from the educators’

point of view have been

"chosen" by students.

Marker variables associated with each of these three
types of conflict were as follows:

(1)

Attending conflicts

1

occurred more frequently among
upper grade students.
addition, attending conflicts
were

57

In

the only type in which

Black,

lower-class students were not the
predominant
participants.
(2) Conflicts among peers, including
both
fights and less serious incidents,
were unrelated to
current grade average, although low
grades were the

strongest predictor of conflict between
students and
educators.

Patterns of conflict between students

(3)

and educators over control

(the commonplace meaning of

discipline problem in most schools) fell into
of categories.

a

number

Confronting/complying conflicts occurred

with proportionately high frequency among

middle to upper track "underachievers,"

(a)

(b)

a

group of

first year

teachers, and (c) Black students but not low SES students,

despite the large overlap between the two groups.

In

addition, class manag ing conflicts more often reached
the disciplinarians from lower track classes.

Complying

conflicts involved more students from broken homes.
Several teachers and students ("ki Her- teachers"
and

"

teacher-

k

i

1

lers"

)

were found to be involved in an

inordinate number of discipline conflicts at Urban Junior
High School.

However, one quarter of the students and

over 90% of the teachers were involved in some serious
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discipline conflicts during

a

semester.

Such serious

discipline incidents varied with
the day of the week
and date.
Fighting conflicts typically
increased steadily
from Monday through Friday.
A notable
drop in all types

of conflict occurred before
each major holiday.
It

is

very difficult to choose between
the person-

blame and system-blame interpretations
of the discipline conilict patterns using only the
statistical data.

Occasionally,

a

clear system-blame interpretation seems

inevitable, as in the case of the reduced conflict
resulting
from the changed "tardy to class" policy.

In general,

however, the most one can argue from the data is that
the

alternative interpretations are both plausible.

The next

chapter reports observations of discipline conflicts, their
context, and their resolution; shedding additional light
on the causes of the patterns identified here.

In addition,

the next chapter provides multiple examples of how Urban

Junior High School educators explore the causes of these
patterns of discipline conflict as they encounter them
daily.

These classroom and front office illustrative

observations were chosen to clarify the relative extent
of the individual

and systemic causes of the patterns.
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CHAPTER TV

OBSERVING DISCIPLINE CONFLICTS:
PATTERN'S IN INTERACTIONS,

NAMING THE
AND THE

CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTEXTS
,

AND/OR INDIVIDUALS WHICH
LEAD TO DISCIPLINE

CONFLICT
The purpose of this chapter is to explore in some
depth the statistical patterns identified in the last
chapter.

To this end, this chapter includes extended

observations of activities in the disciplinarians' offices
and in the classrooms.

The basic question remains:

Do person-blame or

system-blame explanations most adequately account for the
causes of these patterns of discipline conflict?

specifically,

(1)

More

Docs the high suspension rate reflect

a

front-office norm of readiness to use suspension (systemblame) or are the suspensions "demanded" by the nature of
the individual student's misconduct
(2)

(person-blame)?

Does the high referral rate reflect either

a

marked

inability of teachers to handle classroom problems or

a
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high proportion of troublesome students (person-blame)
or is the high rate of referrals indicative of
normative

classroom instructional and interactional patterns
leading to

only
(3)

a

a

high rate of conflict, with referral being

last resort action by the teacher (system-blame)?

While

a

number of marker variables are associated

with the rates of referrals (e.g., first year teachers,
student grades, track, day of the week), by far the most

important

f

inding- -both statistically

and socially--is

the disproportionate percentage of minority students sent
to the

front office and dismissed from school.

something wrong with
(person-blame)?

Is

there

large number of minority students

a

Are teachers racist (person-blame)?

do institutionalized policies,
to the disproportionate

Or

norms, and practices lead

involvement of minority students

(sys tern- b lame)

The observations reported in this chapter were selected
for presentation, because they are typical of the extended

formal and informal observations that were an integral part
of our collaboration with the U.J.H.S. faculty.

These ob-

servations were not randomly selected in any scientific sense.
However, the typicality of these classroom observations

supported by Roberts'

(1968)

study of over 200 similar

is
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classrooms.
is

The typicality of the disciplinarian interviews

supported by the informal observation of over 200 such

interviews prior to these more formal observations.
The more formal observations were modeled on Smith and

Geoffrey’s (1968) and Wolcott’s (1972), ethnographic methods
which emphasized recording verbatim dialogue, apparent nonverbal communications, behaviors, and salient environmental

features.

These data and inferences based upon them were then

checked with

.the

observed persons to establish the "meanings"

they made from the observations.

Such verbatim transcripts

were made of 32 class periods and

41

In addition,

disciplinary interviews.

this chapter includes general observations from

informal notes gathered during over 200
views and 100 class periods over

a

disciplinary inter-

one and

a

half year period

at the school.

These observations were allowed by the school personnel,
as was

the case with access to discipline records, because

of an implicit promise to use the data constructively.

Some

of these observations reveal behavior that the educators would

not repeat in a less stressful moment, and about which they

will undoubtedly be embarrassed.

The purpose of these obser-

vations will be served, however, if the analyses of the incidents
are successful

in

pointing to the systemic forces contribu-

ting to these conflicts and their resolution.
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1

The ’'Cause s

.

**

of Suspension

There are very few offenses for which suspension or

dismissal

is

mandated by the school system's regulations.

The offenses which do demand suspension included assault
on

a

teacher, smoking, and selling drugs.

Especially

when the reported student misconduct does not involve

violence to persons or property, the vice-principals must
exercise discretion and consistency, i.e., establish norms
for what
It

is
is

suspendahle.

noteworthy that only one of the suspensions here

recorded occurred as

a

result of incidents for which sus-

pension would be automatic or explicitly mandated.
it

is apparent

that

Thus,

the "reason" so many youngsters are

suspended is not simply that those youngsters broke the
specific school system rules for which suspension is the

inevitable punishment.

This section contains transcripts

of disciplinary interviews

leading to suspension in those

cases where suspension is not mandated in order to examine
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the antecedents of the disciplinarians'

decisions to sus-

pend students in such situations.
The following observations were all transcribed

during a three-day period in which 31 disciplinary
interviews took place.

Nine of these interviews led to the

suspension of 11 different students.
period was in no way unique:

It was,

This three-day
in fact, quite typical

of the other seven complete and over 30 partial days of

disciplinary interactions observed and recorded.

This

three-day period was randomly selected for presentation
from among the seven complete days of observation.

Eight

of the nine interviews which led to suspension are reported.

One interview could not be disguised and consequently will
not be reported.

A commentary follows each transcription,

in which an attempt is made to identify the patterns of

interaction characterizing those interviews which end in
suspension.

Suspension Interview One

:

1:24.
Steve R.
a white eighth grader, is ushered
Mr. A. read the referral out loud,
into the office.
and Mike came up to
"Steve R. wrote Mike E +
erase it before Steve could put the name of the girl
A scuffle started and Ms. T. got hit in the
in.
eye breaking it up." Mr. A. did not mention that
Ms. T.'s referral specified that the punch at her
was an accident.
,

KZ

were suspended.

In the above situation Mr. A.

deliberately
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Steve said, "I didn't mean to touch her."
A*
"You're responsible for the outcome
of your behavior.
(Pause.)
It sounds like
an assault case to me (winking toward the
investigator as Steve looked down)." Mr. A.
continued, "You're going to be on suspension.
I
have to do some soul-searching on something
like this.
I
wish it could be otherwise."
•

:

Steve asked, "How long
Mr. A.:

--

for three days?"

"Yes."

At 2:28 that afternoon, Mike
office as ordered.
Mike sat
response to a query began to
version of the incident.
"I
the thing on the board with

came to the
down and in
explain his
went up to erase

E.

.

.

."

Mr. A., stopping him: "I get a tone in your
voice that Mr. A. doesn't like."

Mike

E. visibly crumbled and in a teary voice
said, "I tried to carry myself the best I
could, but I just couldn't take it."

"You have to go home until your mother
calls or comes in."

Mr. A.

Mike

E.

Mr. A.:

:

"She can either call or come with me?"
"She should come in."

The next day Mr. A. remarked that Mike's mother
had called and "We had a good talk." Mike had
repeated the calling option under his breath
as he left, even though Mr. A. had ostensibly

withdrawn it.
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Roger’s description is similar to Steve's,
except for his initial provocation. Mr. A.
nods and says, "I’m going to send a letter
out today.
You can’t come back until
you bring your mother (sends him back to
class through the hallway door).
Mr. A.

brings Steve back in and tells him
"You have to bring your mother in tomorrow."
Steve nods and leaves.

Mr. A.

seemed preoccupied during these interviews and his behavior appeared somehow
automatic.

.

Comment:

The suspensions seemed automatic.

The decision to

send them home pending a parent conference as opposed to
a

fixed time period was typical of less intense fights

among white students.

Suspension Interview Three

:

At 1:05 teacher called to office to request
help with a fight in class. The fight was
between two black, female ninth graders.
Debbie W. had come into the class of Gail J.
while the teacher was in the hall for a moment.
By the time the
They had started to fight.
classroom, the
the
vice-principals arrived in
The young women were glaring
fight had stopped.
Mr. A. remarked he had seen
at each other.
Gail putting lipstick on Debbie's face out on
Since Debbie was the person in
the playground.
the wrong class, Mr. A. said he was going to
Debbie began to scream
take her to the office.
Finally Mr. A
protests and threatened Gail.
took them both to the office.
,

Each young woman was given a piece of paper
and pencil to write what they believed happened.
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Then, Gail was brought into the viceprincipal's office. Mr. B. read her
account of the incident.
He stated,
"We saw you on the playgrounds, with
paddles
.

Gail explained, "She rolled her eyes at
me on the street yesterday, and I stuck
up my finger at her.
She walked up to me
on the playground and asked me if I wanted
to fight.
She hit me, and I hit her back."
Mr.
Mr.

then brought Debbie into his office.
read her story on paper.
He asked,
"What did you do to start this?"
B.
B.

Debbie said, "She said I blinked at her
and that's why she held her finger up.
I
said I was going to get her on the playground." Debbie is obviously angry, upset,
and visibly shaking.
B.
"You hit each other, and Jimmy
stopped you."

Mr.

:

"I was just walking along, and a
Debbie:
girl said Gail said I should say it to her
face
.

Mr. A., breaking in, said, "That's just what
you wanted to hear isn't it?"

Debbie:

"I

don't know her."

Mr. B. launched into a five minute lecture,
the gist of which was "Debbie, you're just
looking for trouble."
Mr. A.:

wrong.
be."

"Anyway, you were the one in the
Gail was in her room where she should

"Doreen A. and Holly S. (the young
women who egged the fight on out on the play(Pause.)
ground) started it, but you're here.

Mr.

B.:
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Gail was defending herself here in
school.
We can't take account of what happened
outside.
You are at fault.
You were in
the wrong place trying to settle this in
your own way.
Gail, you go outside."
He
tried to get Debbie's mother on the phone.
Failing to reach her, he turned back to
Debbie and said, "What you did was out of
proportion to what occurred. You went out
of your way to get even.
You should have
taken care of it in the neighborhood, where
it started."
Mr. A.:
"Mr. B., you are being too lenient.
If it happens again, I’ll handle it (threatening to be very unlenient)."
Mr.

B. ushers Debbie out the hallway door
and brings Gail back from the office.

Mr. B.
"I wonder if things aren't piling
up on you.
You just had a problem recently
which was your fault.
You should have told
us, if you thought it was going to continue.
I'm worried that this may be a pattern.
If
this happens again. I'll believe your attitude
is the problem.
Have your mother call me
Monday."
(Debbie was suspended for three
days, Gail not at all.)
:

Comment
The disciplinarians' responses to fighting are made

explicit in this interview

(a)

fighting is acceptable "in

the neighborhood," just not at school,

permissible, and
as

a

(c)

(b)

self-defense is

repeated problems will be understood

"pattern" of "attitude" resulting in the disciplinarian's

assuming that the student is "guilty" and deserves punish-

ment when involved in conflict.

Suspension Interview Four:
At 2:02 Ann C. a black student was called
from her class to the office. As she entered.
Mr. A. said, "There's our girl, Ann C."
Mr.

B. continued, "The sub was for Mr. N."
(Assuming Ann knew what she was in the office

for.

)

Ann:
Mr.

"Yes."

Ann:

"From another girl in art class."

Mr. B.
lie.

Ann:
Mr.

"Where did you get the clay?"

B.:

:

"When did you have art?"

B.

:

"Why did you throw the clay?"

"To throw it away.
hands."
B.

B.:

Ann:
Mr.

:

It was getting on my

"Where do you sit?"

"At the back of the first row."

Ann:
Mr.

a

"Yesterday."

Ann:

Mr.

(Implying

"You couldn't even see the basket."

"Yes,
B.

:

I

could."

"Aw, come on."

Mr. B. continued, "In the school handbook here,
it says 'physical assault on school employees;
proven, unprovoked insolence or creating a
safety hazard' all qualify for long-term susI
guess I have to give a long term
pension.
Particularly with the stuff on the
suspension.
card.

"Look at the back (of the anecdotal
Insolent and rude to Ms. P. and
record card).
recommend only
I
Ms. T. in less than a week.

Mr. A.

:
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five days." Mr. A. continued with a
lecture
on being funny and picking the
appropriate
time and place.
Mr.

B. hesitated, "She’s been in trouble
with T., P., C.
and now a substitute.
But I’ll go along." Mr. B. reached Ms. C.
(Ann’s mother) on the phone, "Ann is on a
five-day suspension.
She apparently threw
a piece of clay at the teacher.
,

Ann looked up the wall toward heaven and
shifted in her seat; acting the "I didn’t
throw it near him" part.
She acted very
calm, not fidgeting, and she looked older
and angry.
She wore a diamond engagement
ring and canvas tennis sneakers.
Mr.

B.
(hanging up the phone) said, "Your
mother doesn't think throwing clay is too
serious
.

Ann:

"I

didn't throw it

jit

him."

Mr. B.
"You denied it at first, so you know
it's serious." Mr. B. took Ann to the outer
office to have the suspension letter prepared.
Ann was still as she walked out. Not deferent,
:

but not openly defiant either.

commented, "She hangs around with a
bad crowd.
Her mother didn't know how close
she was to long term suspension."

Mr. A.

B.
"When we had the riots and the police
were in here with helmets the parents asked us
to clamp down.
Then, their own kids begin to
have problems and they squirm."
(In reference
to Ms. C.'s failure to take the clay throwing
seriously.

Mr.

:

Comment:

Ann was suspended for her "pattern" of being in trouble,
rather than for throwing clay at her substitute teacher.
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In this case,

pension.

m

there is no clear requirement for sus-

Mr. A.

five days.

suggested Ann could "learn

Although such

a

a

lesson"

"lesson" was the ostensible

reason for suspension, the investigator did not
sense the

disciplinarians expected it to work.

Suspension Interview Five

:

At 10:47 Ruth P., a black seventh grader,
was called to the office over the intercom.
The immediate cause of her being
summoned was a referral from Ms. P.
Mr. B. began:
"Last Thursday you asked
Ms. P. to go to the bathroom."

Ruth said, "I went to the bathroom with
the key.
Ms. G. gave it to me."
Mr.

B.:
"You went to the wrong bathroom,
and you must have been the one smoking
there.
It took you seven minutes.
(Pauses.)
You’ve been having a serious
problem since March (referring to her
discipline record card). Maybe this
is an out of control problem.
You didn't
return for detention."

Ruth said, "I forgot" with a sheepish
smile, not expecting to be believed.
Mr.

"You didn't do punishment

B.:

writing

.

.

."

Ruth:
"It's in my book," continuing to
look down contritely.
B.:
"You continued to disrupt Mr. Bark's
There are four different teachers
class.
here (waving card) over a two month period.
You report
This is definitely a pattern.
back to me at 2:25."

Mr.
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Ruth left and Mr. B. remarked, "I'm going
to send her 'home for parent.'"
(A suspension lasting until her parents come for
a conference.)

Comment

:

Ruth was as deferent and contrite as she could be.

However, Mr.

B.

decided this was an "out of control problem"

and a "pattern."

Thus,

like Ann, Ruth was suspended for

repeated conflict involvement.

In this case, Ruth had not

complied with teachers' disciplinarian actions, which was

unambiguously her responsibility.
been interactional

--

rude,

Ann's "offenses" had

insolent, etc.,

--

and less

obviously one way.

Suspension Interview Six

:

At 1:50 Bob, a white ninth grader, was
called to the office. Mr. A. read the
referral a teacher had sent.
Bob had
apparently called the teacher an asshole,
when the teacher gave him detention.
Bob was big for his age and attractive
looking.
He just stared at the floor.
Mr. A. asked, "What would happen if you
(No answer.)
did that in a hockey game?
What would happen if you did that in a
hockey game?"

Bob answered, "I'd get thrown out." He
shook his head and shrugged his shoulders.
Mr.

Bob,

B.

queried, "What's the problem?"

"I wrote the assignement and he gave me

Other guys didn’t write
was the only one who got detention."

detention anyway.
it.

I
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Mr A. began very reluctantly,
"Well, you
take it right out of our hands
when you
handle a situation like this.
(Pause.)
You take it out of our hands. (Pause.)
Out of our hands when you handle someln ?
this." Mr. A. shrugged his
^
shoulders, obviously unhappy with what
he was being forced to do.
He continued,
You tie our hands.
We have to give you
a three-day suspension.
Handle it by
talking to the teacher or to us here in
the office.
We can't guarantee results.
But try us."
Mr.

B.:
"What was so special about tonight.
(Apparently seeking motivation
for strong reaction to detention.)

Bob:

Mr.

now

"Nothing."
B.:

"O.K., you can go back to class

.

After Bob left the vice-principals discussed
his case.
Mr. B. began, "Father is perpetually drunk
he has a good brother
in X (an adjacent town), active in soccer
and hockey."
.

.

.

Mr. A.:

"He (Bob) could go either way.
The
brother kicks him in the fanny and keeps him
in line."

Mr.

B.:
"Big family; they raised themselves.
That's why teachers should take account (of
family situations) and try to use situations
(like this swearing incident) to build rapport."

Comment

:

Suspension for swearing at
automatic.

a

teacher is clearly

The disciplinarians in this case were forced

to do something they would rather not have to do because
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(a)

the cause of the detention seemed unjust,

"could go either way," and

(c)

(b)

the boy

the teacher should have

used the incident to "build rapport."

Suspension Interview Seven

:

11:20.
Mr. B. passed through the outer office
and saw Carlo and Roy, two white seventh- graders
on the waiting chairs.

Carlo said, "Mrs.
around.

G.

sent us down for fooling

Mrs. S. (the principal’s secretary) reported,
"Mrs. G. said they were throwing stuff at each
other and wouldn’t stop when asked."
B. decided, "Send 'em home for the day.
We can't babysit for them."

Mr.

Carlo comes in staring at
8:25 (next day).
the floor followed by his angry looking
father.
Mr. B. shakes hands with the
father, closes the door and gestures for
(During
them to sit in chairs near his desk.
all these interviews the investigator sat
at a table against the far wall taking
Rarely was I introduced or my presence
notes.
referred to by either the vice-principals,
parents, or students.)
begins, "Carlo seems to have gone
He hasn't done
a little too far this time.
We have to
this sort of thing before.
Do you
(To Carlo)
nip it in the bud.
now withclasses
your
attend
can
you
think
(he was
students
other
the
endangering
out
class)?"
art
in
things
accused of throwing

Mr.

B.

Carlo nods, "Uh-huh," still looking down.
Carlo's father speaks, looking at his son,
"I'd better not have to come down here again.
You're here to learn and behave, or I'll
make you wish you did."
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Mr.

B. to the father, "We appreciate
your
coming in with your son.
So many parents
don|t take the time.
(Getting up from his
chair.)
Thank you."

The father looks around the room, glares
at his son, gets up and says, "I have to
get to work, I'm docked an hour already."
He says, "I'll see you tonight" to his son
and goes out through the outer office.
Mr.

turning to the student, "OK, Carlo,
guess you know what is expected of you now.
huh?"
B.

I

Carlo beginning to cry nods and exits
looking at the floor.

Comment

:

This example of quick suspension was uncharacteristic
in the investigator's experience at Urban Junior High

School.

The suspension is illegal under the due process

guidelines required after Goss

v.

Lopez

.

95 s.

Ct.

729

(1975)

in that the students were offered no opportunity to tell

their side of the story.
Mr.

B.

implies Carlo has fooled around before ("gone

too far this time") and at the same time assures the father
this is Carlo's first serious offense which they wanted to

"nip in the bud."

This implies the decision to suspend

was carefully weighed and chosen as best for the student.

Suspension Interview Eight

:

At 8.55 Mr. T. stuck his head in
the office
door to report that a student in his
homeroom,
iJino G.
had been "shaken down for two lunch
tickets by Charles P.
Mr. T. also gave
the names of three other boys who had
been
with Dino
,

Mr. A.

had Charles, a black, large, mature
ninth grader summoned to the office. His
head was shaved close. At 9:06 Charles was
ushered in and Mr. B. told him to "Take
everything out of your pockets and put it
on the table."
Charles had a package of
Kools with a book of matches under the
cellophane, 15 cents, and a small pocket
knife.

Mr. A. asked, "Where did you go when school
was out yesterday?"

Charles described going to the bathroom,
then leaving.
He was evidently trying to
maintain his composure. He named three
black male students who would have seen
him and could vouch for his alibi.
At 9:13, Dino G., a small, immature, white
seventh grader came in. He was visibly
frightened.
He identified Charles as the
person who took his lunch tickets and
named the other students who had been with
him.
Charles shrugged and said, "It
wasn't me.
I didn't do that."
Mr.

A. (to Charles):
"O.K., just wait outside in the outer office."

At 9:50 all four of the young white students
were brought in.
One said to Dino, "Why
did you tell?" All four boys were scared,
shaking, smiling, and almost crying.

The vice-principal reviewed the boys names
and asked Mike W. to describe what happened.

ike said,

M

We were in the bathroom in the
downstairs hall right after the bell rang.
The guy (Charles) came in and told us
to
give him any money or tickets we had.
Then
he punched each one of us, and told us
he'd get us, if we told."
Mr.

B.:
"Were you afraid?"
(No reply.)
Were
you afraid?" The boys nodded. Mr. B.:
"Do
you know what a piranha is? All of you could
have stopped him.
Did you ever have a fight?"

Billy (shook his head):
Mr.

B.:

Billy:
Mr.

B.

"No."

"Did you ever kick someone?"
"No."

:

"Maybe you better practice."

At 10:03 the boys left through the hall door,
and Charles was brought back in.
He had
left the office waiting chairs for 20
minutes.
Mr. A. remarked he had probably
gone to "set up his alibi." Mr. A. went
over Charles’ story again with him.
Charles
did not fall into any inconsistencies in
the face of vigorous, skeptical questioning
by Mr. A.
At 10:06 the first witness Charles had named
came in and said Charles was not in the bathroom, as he claimed.
At 10:08 the second
witness said he had seen Charles in the bathroom, but he, the witness, had left immediately.
The second witness also knew the name of the
third person in the bathroom.
Charles was
sent back to the waiting area, his alibi having
been undermined.

At 10:45 the last witness was interviewed.
He said Charles was in the bathroom, but the
witness had only stayed one minute and could
Charles
not say what happened afterwards.
office.
was brought back into the
Mr.

B.:

after

a

"Henry
minute.

B.
I

says he saw you, but left
guess your story just

doesn't stand up." Charles just sat
and
looked around the room. Mr. B. continued,
"This has to be reported to the juvenile,
and I don't know what their parents
are
going to do."
Mr. A.:

"You punched these kids."

Charles:
"I didn't punch no little white
dudes.
What would I want to do that for?"

A phone call interrupted the interview. The
principal asked to speak with the investigator
about another matter, and seeing Charles in
the office commented:
"We should have gotten
rid of Charles last week.
His shaved head was
causing a continual uproar.
His brother
shaved his head to punish him for something."

Back in the office, Mr. A. continued, "You
keep denying what you did. You know that
just makes it harder on you."

Charles looked up, then looking at the wall,
he said, "You're the principal of the school;
so you can do what you want to."
Mr.

said forcefully, "We go by the facts."

B.

Charles went on.
"Ever since I came back from
a five-day suspension you've been on my back,
trying to kick me out of school.
(Pause.)
I had a pass to wear my hat
(to cover his
shaved head)
.

Mr.

B.

:

Charles:
today.

"In the corridor

.

"Dudes kept hitting me on the head

Mr. A. tried to reach phone number on record
card to tell Charles' mother that he was being
He dialed it several times.
suspended.

The district policy required contacting a
parent before a student could be sent home
Charles, realized what was
during the day.

aid>
° Ur P hone s not working
?
isn't
really busy.
You can
call the neighbor, and she'll
get my mother.”

U

aild

'

?+

Mr. A.

ignored Charles' suggestion and he
wrote out a pass for Charles to return
to
is class.
Charles repeated his statement
about how to reach his mother and was
agin
ignored.
He left with the pass to go back
to class.

After Charles left, Mr. A. commented, "This
will be a long-term suspension.
(Mr. A.
reviews the facts.)
Charles does everything
to get attention.
His brother was a bad one."
Mr. A. tapped his temple indicating
emotional
disturbances (apparently referring to Charles).
A few minutes later in the outer office the
secretary inquired, "What happened to Charles?"
Mr. A. replied, "I had to send him back to
class.
I
tried to call for 20 minutes (to
get permission to send him home)." Mr. A was
denying or had repressed Charles' clear,
repeated suggestion of an alternative way to
reach his parents, in order to be sent home.

At the close of school Charles went to his
locker and apparently discovered that some
candy he had been selling for his church had
been stolen from his locker.
Enraged, Charles
apparently kicked the boy closest to him in
the chest.
The boy, Johnnie W. staggered
into the office.
He had had a collapsed lung
before, and his father came immediately to
take him to the doctor.
Mr. A. broadcast on
the intercom.
"Charles P. leave the building
immediately." Mr. A. then called the police,
who arrived shortly.
They found Charles on
the second floor going through every open
locker "looking for the candy." The police
escorted him outside, and then released him to
walk home.
Charles received a long term suspension and never returned to Urban Junior High
School
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Comment
Charles was one of very few students who showed no

deference to the disciplinarians.

He was the only stu-

dent or parent ever observed to name the arbitrary power

possessed by the administrators;
of the school;

"You’re the principal

so you can do what you want to."

In the investigator’s opinion, the refusal to hear

Charles'

clear statement about how to reach his mother

by phone was a punishment for refusing to show deference
and for naming arbitrary power.

I

am not suggesting

that the punishment was consciously deliberate.

Suspension Decision Causes

:

"Offenses" or Norms ?
The high rate of suspensions at Urban Junior High

School are caused in the most immediate sense by the

decisions of the disciplinarians.
from their decisions.

Each suspension results

The question remains:

Does the high

rate of suspension decisions reflect a norm of ready sus-

pension (system-blame) or are these suspension decisions
"forced" on the disciplinarians by the nature of individual

student's misconducts (person-blame)?

Suspension decisions

seem forced on the disciplinarians when the misconducts were

both obvious and unequivocally forbidden, e.g., fighting or
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suspension without the teachers losing confidence in the
vice-principals.

In contrast,

failing to suspend

student for fighting or swearing at

resulted in

a

loss of confidence.

a

a

teacher would have

Thus, norms among

teachers require certain suspensions, and norms among the

disciplinarians require other types of suspensions.

Even

in the case of a student who apparently extorts money and

commits unprovoked attacks on other students (Interview
Eight), many school policies

norms

(no hats in class)

and

(deference is required in disciplinary interviews)

contributed to his behavior in ways that make it difficult
to argue he solely, unilaterally chose his fate.

Some suspensions are assigned in accord with norms

that could be changed without

whole school's social system.

a

radical change in the

Another junior high in

Urban Junior High School's district has

a no

suspension
How-

policy and has simply developed other alternatives.
ever,

the suspension decisions do seem inevitable and

necessary to Urban Junior High School's disciplinarians.
To an outsider, the suspension decisions are simply

a

unique feature of the Urban Junior High School social
system, while from inside that system the decisions often

seem "forced" by the behavior of students.

Because
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"pattern" and "simplification" suspension
decisions do
not usually seem forced, even from
inside
the system,

they may be the most easily altered.

Since seven of

the eight suspensions considered here
followed classroom

incidents, the causes of decisions by teachers
to send

students to the office are crucial to understanding
the
causes of the high rates of suspension.
2

.

Causes of Classroom Disciplinary Referrals to
the Front Office

Few misconduct offenses demand by their nature that
the involved students be sent to the front office for disci-

pline.

The high rate of referrals to the front office, it

may be argued, resulted from

a

low- threshold referral norm

among teachers or, alternatively, the normative classroom

instructional and interactional patterns may be leading to
a

high rate of conflict, with referrals being only

idiosyncratic, last-resort actions by teachers.

conducted

a

I

series of classroom observations in order to

explore the relative extent to which individual teachers
and students, as opposed to norms or practices of the

school, could be seen to have "caused" disciplinary referrals.
I

observed over 100 class periods and transcribed an entire

day of three different classes with slightly above average

records of discipline conflict.

I

will report on one
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day which was typical of those observed 1
and during which
one referral occurred, and then comment on the
pattern charac-

terizing these classroom interactions.
A Day with the 7J

'

Students at Urban Junior High School move in permanent
groups from class to class.

With few exceptions the same

students are together all day.

Transcripts of the first

two periods of one such group, the 7J’s, are presented in
full.

These observations are then analyzed to discover

the relative degree to which each teacher may be seen as

causing or "to blame" for real or potential discipline
conflicts.

Then, two more class periods, math and social

studies, are presented and the whole day analyzed to dis-

cover the relative degree to which individual students
among the 7J

conflicts.

'

s

may be seen as causing or "to blame" for

A clearer picture of the "causes" of front

office referrals emerges from these analyses, although only
one actual referral occurs.

The 7J’s start the day in English Class. Ms. B.
a young, white teacher, stands at her desk sorting
the students’ papers.

1

0ther studies confirm the typicality of these limited,
non- systematic observations of Urban Junior High School classSee in particular the over 200 similar obserroom interaction.
vations in Roberts (1968).
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8:40 " 8 :45
Students mill around talking
and laughing.
Two black female students
pass out books and paper.
The students are
mostly
desks, but are up and down.
‘

,

m

8:45 - 8:51.
Ms. B. says "Class!”
trying
to get their attention.
She suggests they
get a
treat" tomorrow if they are

good both today and tomorrow.
Monica, a
black, female student and her friend make
fun of Ms. B.’s suggestions.
They mimic
her statements and mock her tone of voice.
Ms.B. reminds Monica three times, twice
asking her to put a book away.
Another
student asks if Ms. B. and the investigator
are married.
8:51

-

8:54.

Ms.

B.

still trying to get

started with a review. Monica is the center
of attention.
Students are writing, looking
out the window, and withdrawing.
Thirteen
of 21 are not paying attention.
8:55.
Ms. B. asks for a summary of the story
so far.
Mark, a black, male student who has

been boisterous, volunteers. Monica makes
an inaudible joke.
Most of the class laughs.
8:56.

voices,

Ms.
I

B.
"Excuse me, all these little
can’t hear."

Vicky, a white student, explains what
"con artist" is.

a

8:58.
Ms. B. queries, "Dick (a white student)
could you hear Dorie (who had just responded)?"

Dick, "No."
Ms.

B.,

"Why?"

8.59.
Billy, a black, mature- looking
young
man, comes in.
He is returning from "opporT1 e Class studics Ms. B.
Y
and
?
Rniv
Billy.
All are silent.
Ms. B. says, "Sit
here, Billy", indicating a sent in
the
right front corner.
Billy looks at her coolly
and walks very slowly to the back of
the row
she indicated,
He picks up a chair and
brings it back to the front row place Ms. B.
indicated.
Ms. B. does not respond visibly
to his action, although the whole
class had
become silent, as if expecting a confrontation
over Billy's calculated challenge.

Discussion of story continues
® ^9 " 9:07.
with a wide participation and attention.
Donald, a black student who seems to be
respected by his fellow students, volunteers
and answers.
Mark draws a railroad trestle
on the board.
LaVerne, black, female student, spells a word.
Warren, the oldest,
most sophisticated looking black student
responds when Ms. B. calls on him by saying,
"I don't know."
Then, he gives the answer
quietly.
Finally on Ms. B.'s request, he
says it more loudly with obvious resentment
in his expression and voice tone.
;

Robert, a black student, and Mark argue about
how many ribs a horse has.
Darren and Danny,
a white student, continue to chat in low voices
by the window.
Mark is sucking his thumb.

Monica reads aloud.
Fourteen are not
attending.
They are talking, etc.
9:10.

9:12.
Ms. B. calls for quiet and again tries
to lead discussion about story.
A white female
student comes up and stands next to Ms. B.
After about three minutes Ms. B. realizes
she wants to go to the bathroom and gives her

permission.
asks Bonnie, a white student, a question
about the story:
"Would you please tell us?"
"Why not?"
Ms. B.
Bonnie shakes her head.
Bonnie does not respond.

Ms. B.

,

4

Ms

"

B>

Bill y- if you don't behave,
class won t get its treat." Donald
ca Is over, \ley Billy, when
you going back
to
Opportunity Class,' next week?"

?^
the

-

-

:

9.15.
Ms. B. calls on Patricia, a black
student who has been reading a fine
print
paperback, Teenage Love S tories, in her
* a P*
Patricia says, "Huh?” and looks
strai 8 ht
the eye with no pretense
j P
ofr deference.
9 :!6.
M S B. tries to catch student's interest
with discussion of an unusual barn in the
story.
At this point there is“general talking,
joking,
tapping, etc.
The focus has completely dissipated.
.

9:17.
Billy erases part of a white, male
student's drawing. Ms. B. corrects him with,
"Be good now, Billy."
9:19.
There is no instructional focus at all
now.
Ms. B. says to Billy, "Write a 200 word
composition on the situation." Billy, "Yeah,
sure." Ms. B. hands him the paper.
Monica
yells, "Be quiet!!" to the rest of the class.
9:21.
A black, female student moves into the
seat next to Monica.
Ms. B. sees her and sends
her back.

9:23.
Ms. B. calls on Patricia again.
She is
still reading Teenage Love Stories inside the
class book.
Ms"! fe. talks right on over several
conversations, and a purse being passed up the
row after being taken from its owner.
Ms. B.
pays attention to an almost behaving student
in the front row.

9:23 - 9:26.
Finally, Ms. B. announces, "Read
without talking for the rest of the period."
This instruction is ignored at first, but after
two minutes all the students quiet down.
Only
one is actual ly reading the assigned story.

9:26.
Ms. B. goes to Warren's desk
to
encourage him to read.
He looks around with
an embarrasse d expression at
his classmates,
then pretends to read the book.
Class
period ends.
9:33.
Class changes.
Ms. A. pulls the students from the hall.
The teacher is white
s mall
and lively.
She turns the lights out
and then back on.
The students take their
se ats on this signal.
Several students come
to Ms. A.'s desk to ask questions about
present problems.
She says firmly, "Everyone
sit down.
I
don't want to have to cancel
the experiment." Tamala and LaVerne whistle
and playfully shush the others until there is
quiet.
Ms. A. starts a question and answer session
on yesterday's test.
She marks each student's
participation in her grade book. She only
accepts right answers.
While conducting this
recitation she smiles and seems happy and
confident. Almost all the students seem
anxious to respond.
LaVerne kids Donald about
his answer, and Ms. A. calls on LaVerne for
the next question.

Dorie smiles and brags to Warren when she
answers "Centigrade" question correctly.
9:44.
The review is over.
Ms. A. reminds
them, "You can take the test over on Monday
night, if you want to raise your mark." She
passes back tests.
A general release of
conversation occurs. Ms. A. cautions Mark
for getting out of hand, "You have a hard
time sitting still."

9:46.
Ms. A., "Tamala, you'll have to do
something tonight or not at all (makeup work
due)." She smiles and speaks firmly.
9:47.
She turns out lights signaling for
Students quiet down after this three
quiet.
minute "break."

Mark is punched by a white female student
for something he said or did.
He smiles.
Ms. A. looks in their direction, and
they7
stop.

Monica starts to tell what the elements
are in the upcoming flame test experiment.
Ms. A. quickly covers them, smiling.
Monica
is very bright and alert.
9:51.
Ms. A. cuts off some lights for the
experiment on fire.
She proceeds as if
believing the students will be fascinated.
She speaks so fast that you have to pay
close attention to follow the points.

"What's the hottest part of the flame?"
Everyone tries to answer, but Dorie gets
it right.

At this point only two students, Donald and
Patricia, are not paying attention.

,

9:58.
The experiment calls for putting rod
in flame to make it glow.
Mark jokes, "Did
anyone ever hand you the wrong end of the
rod?"
Ms. A.
on.

smilingly accepts the joke and carries

10:00.
Teacher steps to lights, flips them
on and begins to hand out papers.
"This isn't
homework.
We have to write up our lab sheets
for tomorrow." The noise rises in the room.
"Ladies and gentlemen, we can still cancel it
(the students are to repeat the flame experi-

ment themselves tomorrow)."
Ms. A. has not looked at clock as far
10:02.
She now goes
as the investigator noticed.
through lab sheets step by step. Mark
volunteers, "Barrel has to be clean." Ms. A.
rejects this suggestion and one to turn the
gas off later.
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10:05.
Several students start convcrs
at ions
Ms A.
OK, we don't need the
talking
(Monica keeps talking).
Ms. A., with a calm
smile, says,
Monica, that's
.

,

»t

enough."

Monica retorts, "I'm thinking."
Ms. A.,

"With your mind or your mouth?"

The class breaks up with laughter,
a goodnatured sort of laugh, apparently
diffusing
some excess energy.
Monica's expression
indicates that she does not experience
this
laughter as derisive, or as an affront.
"
If y ° U Ve been thinki ng, what
goes
next?"’
'

Mark throws paper toward wastebasket,
then
goes to retrieve it.
Ms. A., "You missed,
uh?"
’

10:12.
Donald takes LaVerne's lab sheet.
She
raises her hand, "I want my paper back."
Donald hands it back saying he just "borrowed
it."
LaVerne says, "Storyteller." Ms. A.
smiles and shakes her head.
10.15.
Ms. A. collects the lab sheets in
groups.
Thus, the whole group has to have
finished their sheets before they can do the
experiment

10:17.
Lights are turned off again.
Students
may not leave until they are turned on.
Ms. A.
remarks, "If you don't know what the lights
mean today, what will you do tomorrow when I
have something important to say?"

Comment

:

The interactions in these two class periods never

escalated to the point of Ms.
dent to the front office.

B.

or Ms. A.

Yet, Ms.

sending

a stu-

B.'s class obviously
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has the greater
potential for such escalation;
to say
nothing of the apparently
reduced learning opportunities
in her class.
In fact, Ms. B. was
involved in 21 conflicts requiring front
office resolutions which led
to
six suspensions during
the Fall Semester of 1972,
while
Ms. A. was involved in
eight conflicts which required
such recourse and which led
to one suspension during
the
same period.
Ms.

B.

is,

in fact,

a

"kiHer" teacher,

in the sense

that more students get referred
and suspended from her
classes.
However, Ms. B. is not a deliberate
"killer."
She tries to teach and manage
the children, but fails.
The normative classroom learning
structure at Urban Junior
High School is whole group attention
to a single task and

recitation.
and Leacock
a

Bellack, Kliebard, Hyman, and Smith
(1966)
(1969),

among others, have confirmed this as

national pattemof typical classroom learning
structure.

Ms.

B.

cannot successfully perform in this typical
pattern.

However, the question remains:

Is

it the expected class-

room learning structure (and the accompanying narrow
rules
for successful teaching/managing) or the incompetence
of
Ms.

B.

in following the rules which causes the conflicts?

Typically, the teacher is held
accountable for not
managing successfully, but an alternative
perspective
involves examing what happens when
the demands
of the

learning structure, itself, are altered.
found one teacher in

a

Kuriloff

Philadelphia junior high referring

the most students to the front office.

During his study,

Kuriloff noticed that suddenly no more
students were
being referred by that teacher.

Investigating, he found

the principal had obtained some individualized
materials
at mid-year and convinced three teachers to
team up in

their use.

Ihc

killer" teacher in Philadelphia was

relieved of the responsibility of holding the silent attention
of 30 seventh graders for 50 minutes in recitation.

In

the new classroom learning structure she went from pupil
to pupil as they needed help with their work,

students talked quietly as they studied.

and the

The result was

no more discipline conflicts requiring front office attention

and more apparent learning.

The teacher's personality, or

even her management skills, had not improved.

conceptualizing the problem as

i_n

Therefore,

the teacher makes little

sense from this perspective.
The 7J

'

s

proceeded to math class.

10:21.
Mr. L., a white teacher in his middle
thirties, stands in the door of his math class.

Ushering the students in he says, "You
have to he in your seats when the bell
rings
0 7°j' re tardy."
The students sit down
and chat or stare into space as they
wait
for the class to start.
There are bright
flourescent lights in this room, light
green walls, and no decorations.
10:25.
"Open to page 240," Mr. L. orders.
Monica, 240.
Rama, do you have a book?
(Rama shakes her head, "No.")
Why didn’t
you ask for one?" Rama replies, "I thought
you weren’t going to call on me." Mr. L.
continues, "Patricia!
I
want you to throw
those papers away.
You want to keep 30
people waiting while you throw away those
papers?" Mr. L.'s voice is very low in
energy with an edge of scarcasm.
10:29.
Mr. L., "Monica, you have to move
away from Bobbie.
Sit anywhere but your
next move will be after school." Mr. L.
begins homework review.

10:38.
Thirteen students are not attending,
but they maintain enough alertness to respond
if called on.
10:39.
Bobbie says, "Donald, shut up."
Donald had been talking. Mr. L. says,
"Thank you, Bobbie."
10:40.
Mr. L. asks, "Write 56/100 as a
decimal (pause to look for hands)." Dorie
hesitates, and Mr. L. queries, "You didn't
have your hand up?
I'm sorry."

Tamala answers, and Dorie gets the next one
after hearing Tamala's response.
After
finishing homework, Mr. L. shifts to
recitation.
Handraising is loosely enforced.
He stays principally with volunteers, although
he does call on some students.
Monica anxiously volunteers for each
10:44.
She finally is called on and answers
question.
correctly after a hesitation.

10.46.
Mr. L. orders, "Bobbie, turn around."
She puts her head down on the desk and drifts
off.
10:48.
Donald answers again.
Each time he
dramatizes, as if he will not know the
answer, but always pops it out at the end.
Tamala has been working on a punishment
writing assignment since 10:20.

10:50.

Mr.

L.:
"Now, turn to page 343,
just
write the answers." Students
1;
get to work for the most part.
Five sharpen
pencils.
Billy gets more paper. Mr. L.
checks him, "Where are you going, Billy?"

Section

Donald and Billy do not work problems. The
rest appear to be working, except one other
black male student who just joined the class
this period.
Rama has book open, head down,
and seems to be working.
Several conversations begin. Mr. L.
Billy, Vicky, Dorie,
Danny, and three others are in active conversation.
JoAnne, another white female student
has fallen asleep.
Mr. L. orders and guides
Billy back to the desk.
He yells at Rama for
drawing keys rather than doing homework.
10:58.

is helping one student.

11:00.
Mr. L. asks Billy to move to the corner.
LaVerne, Danny, and Vicky continue playing and
Mr. L. responds to those who are
talking.
He ignores, thus implicitly allows,
working.
this little social hour.

Monica and Dorie start talking. Mr.
His voice tone is
makes Monica sit down.
Roger, a black student, has said
sarcastic.
or done nothing including math all period.
11:02.

Monica starts brushing white, female
student's hair, while general talking reigns.
11:05.

11:07.

Mr.

L.

dismisses the class.

L.

From 11:07 to 1:40 the 7J s went to
physical education, lunch, and reading
(where they took a standardized test).
This portion of their day is not reported.
'

1:40 - 1:45.
Class changes. The 7 J
move upstairs to social studies. Mr. J.,
a white teacher, waits at his desk as the
students pile into the room. The change
before this last period seems more
energized
*

1:47 - 1:51.
Students are playing around,
laughing, talking.
Only a few are quietly
seated.
After three minutes Mr. J. writes
a ”3" on the board.
He erases it after
four minutes of noise and writes a ”4.”
These are followed by a "7," "12, " and
finally "15" minutes after school.
The
students watch him do this and made sporadic
"shushes." To have done more would have
been to side with Mr. J. against one's classmates.
Mr. J., when the class finally quiets
down, orders several black female students
to move to the seats he wants them in.
Monica, LaVerne and Dorie move as slowly as
they possibly can without stopping. Mr. J.
is visibly frustrated and upset.

Second World
2:00 - 2:05.
A movie runs:
It is soldiers in action and all but
War.
Mr. J. takes Dorie
a few students watch.
out into the hall, as soon as the class
She stumbles and limps out laughing.
settles.
Dori,e
Mr. J. is visibly angry and upset.
to the
her
J.
sent
(Mr.
back.
come
does not
office for her "disrespect.)
The
reads announcements.
location of the dance draws the most comment.
2:15.

Mr.

J.

Mr. J. lectures, "Next time I pass out
2:17.
the papers, and you all act up like that, I'm
going to take 'em all back and give you an E."

gets angry, yells, and points at
Bonnie, "Now you're talking, see l"
2:20.

Mr.

J.
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2.21.
Mr. J., "Roger, sit down.
You've got
one minute of your own (to stay after school
even more than the whole class)." "Patricia,
turn around and be quiet."

2:22.

Mr.

J.

reviews quiz with

14

of 23

attending
2:24.
Roger continues to roam around the
class; now bothering Warren, not getting
paper, etc.

Billy is at the map to identify the
islands in the chapter.
He finds New Zealand,
but cannot find New Guinea.
The overall
level of noise is high.
Monica and Patricia
are wrestling by the door.
Mr. J. asks Rama
to sit down.
2:25.

2:31.
Mr. J. requires that the paper on the
floor be picked up.
Both Roger and Warren
continue to mock Mr. J. by their expressions
and walking.

The class falls into the
Bell rings.
(The time the class has to stay after
school will be on social studies detention
day which occurs once a week.)

2:32.
hall.

Comment

:

The disciplinarians suspended Dorie pending

a

parent

conference, because they believed her "disrespect" had

become

a

pattern, in as much as she had several other recent

visits to the front office.

Dorie's referral to the front

office illustrated several important points related to the

relative weight of person-blame versus system-blame causes
of Urban Junior High School's high rate of referrals:

1

(1)

9C

many other students behaved as badly or worse than

Dorie during the day and were not referred,

(2)

Dorie's

misconduct and "disrespect" did not appear to be stable
personal characteristics, because she had responded

constructively in Ms. B.'s class in turmoil, answered
two difficult questions during science and one during

math recitation.

Dorie was not corrected until Mr. J.'s

class which had been underway in chaos for 20 minutes,
and (3) Dorie seemed to be singled out more for her lack
of displayed deference than for her interference with

learning
If this

day of classroom interactions and this

referral are typical, as my observations and those of

Roberts (1968) and others suggest they are, then the high
rate of referrals at Urban Junior High School reflects

high rather than

a

low threshold norm for referrals.

a

The

referrals represent idiosyncratic teacher decisions

under the pressure of

a

very high level of referrable,

disruptive student behavior.
to be random,

These decisions do not appear

raising the question:

What norms or rules

govern the selection of students for referral?
case indicated one such rule governing referrals

rule requiring displaying deference.

Dorie's
--

the

Not only was Dorie's
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disruption, her slow walk, an open failure of deference,
but her demeanor in stumbling from the room, and
apparently,
in her hallway discussion with Mr. J.,

continued the pattern.

The disciplinarians often and forcefully communicated

their "rules" for referral to the teachers.

They ridiculed

teachers who were unable to manage their classes or subdue

individual children.

They encouraged dismissal of teachers

who could not handle the "ordinary" struggle for classroom
control.

Dorie as

Mr. A.
a

and Mr.

B.

would not have willingly accepted

problem for them to solve, if she had been

charged with being out of her seat (the original problem).
However, when she was charged with "disrespect," the disci-

plinarians were willing to accept her referral without

necessarily thinking poorly of Mr.
found she had been in the office

J.

Further, when they

frequently, "a "pattern,"

the disciplinarians were willing to suspend her.

Referral Decisions
Only

a

--

Some Conclusions

few of the many student "misconducts" during

classroom day were referred to the front office.
shaped the occurrence of referrals:

(1)

a

Two norms

the norm governing

what situations the disciplinarians would accept for resolution, and (2) the norm governing behavior in the classroom
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that resulted in referrals.

Teachers knew that they were

expected to be able to successfully conduct whole
class, single-focus recitation/lecture type

without disruption.

instruction

Thus, teachers rarely referred

students for talking in class, being out of their seats,
or failing to be involved in the lesson, because these

"offenses" would have been viewed as at least partially
the responsibility of the teacher.

On the other hand, stu-

dents could be referred for fighting without question.
The disciplinarians would willingly accept referrals
of students who either passively or actively refused to

cooperate or otherwise displayed what could be characterized
as

a

"bad attitude."

Thus, teachers more often sent stu-

dents to the office when the students failed to be deferent

either implicitly, by slow walking, stumbling, and limping
as Dorie did,

or explicitly, by refusing to comply with

instructions, as several students did with Ms.

B.

The

disciplinarians expected the teachers to refer only as

a

last resort, and discounted the referrals of those who sent

students too frequently.

Thus, teachers were encouraged

to send only those students with whom they had real difficulty.

Teachers'

referral decisions were heavily influenced

acceptable
by these disciplinarian norms of what constituted
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referrals, although at least one teacher ignored the
norms completely.

The decisions were not for the most

part forced by events.

For every student referred,

I

observed several of the same types of incidents, situations,
and often the same teachers ignore other students who

committed the same ’’offenses."

The apparently large

amount of discretionary judgment applied to these referral

decisions was of particular significance in light of the
fact that black students were referred at twice the rate,

proportionately, as white students.

3.

The "Causes” of the Disproportionately Higher Referral
and Suspension of Black Students

Much has already been written about individual deficits

black students bring to school
the most notorious.

--

Jensen (1969) being perhaps

Much as been written about how schooling

victimizes minority students:
being among the most articulate.

Ryan (1971) and Rist (1970)
The purpose of this

section is not to rehash these general arguments, but to
educe specific clues from specific examples in this specific

disproportionate
school setting regarding the causes of the
students at
number of referrals and suspensions of Black

Urban Junior High School.
(1)

Such clues can be sought

front office,
among the observed referrals to the

f

(2)

m

2C0

the classroom,

and (3) among the observed patterns of

interaction and norms of instruction.
A.

Black Students in the Front Office:

Guilty of

Choosing Conflict
Black students at Urban Junior High School arrived in
the front office for discipline approximately twice as

often, proportionately, as white students (see Table III).

Nonetheless, considering all those students who were sent
to the office,

Black students were not suspended at any

significantly greater rate than white students.

Thus,

the

disproportionate Black suspension rate cannot be accounted
for by the disciplinarians'

prejudice.

Nevertheless, one

could argue that the disciplinary practices employed by
the vice-principals tend to serve the purpose of confirming

the image of student who come to the office as a "trouble-

maker" as far as teachers, other students and the individual are all concerned.

Given that

a

greater number of

Black students than white students do arrive in the office,
this tends to reinforce the overall image of Black students

and/or the attitudes of Black students as "the problem."
In fact,
as

the disciplinarians explicitly spoke of their job

"shaping up" the troubling students.

In certain situations

disci
the methods employed by the vice-principals to solve the
of
pline problem actually seemed to increase the likelihood
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conflict and/or problems in the immediate future.

Such

an undesirable effect seemed obvious in the outcome from

Interview Eight.

Admittedly, it would be impossible to

establish causal links between the treatment Charles

received in the vice-principals’ office and his attack
on another student.

Nonetheless, the frustration and

anger that Charles displayed after the disciplinarian's

apparently punitive refusal to hear his plea to go home
(and the accompanying instructions about how to reach his

mother) could clearly have been read as
that Charles was at

a

a

statement

"breaking point" and would not cope

well with any further frustration that day.
seem more efficacious, if one's aim

problems, to allow such

a

is

It would

to avoid further

student to withdraw from the

school situation, than to punitively frustrate him further.
In a case such as Charles',

it might be possible to

posit that the disciplinarian, by virtue of his poor
judgment, was as responsible as Charles for the assault
that took place later in the day.

Thus, one could con-

ceivably shift the blame from one person to another.

In

may
this particular instance the person-blame explanation
be adequate.
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On the other hand, to take

a

system-blame approach,

one might wish to consider the transaction that took

place between the student and the disciplinarian in the
context of the rules and norms by which Urban Junior High

School is governed.

In the interview, Charles violated

the deference norm.

He named the fact that the disci-

plinarians would do whatever they chose to do, regardless
of his actual guilt or innocence.

Moreover, he indicated

that what he wanted to do was to go home.

To allow Charles

to do what he wanted to do would have been to break the

norm of control and absolute authority on the part of the

disciplinarian to determine punishment.

The punitive

nature of the vice-principal’s response to Charles’ refusal
to show deference was actually inappropriate to the explicit

goal of the vice-principal, which was to avoid violence.
Thus, at one level, it may be said that the very existence
of the deference norm,

as well as the pressure under which

the vice-principals operated to maintain the norm of

absolute authority, was responsible for the poor choice of

a

solution to the initial problem.
Urban Junior High School administrators made crucial

assumptions about the students arriving for discipline.

Students were assumed to be guilty of the offense charged and to
have deliberately chosen to do what they did.

Although the
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same assumptions were made about both
Black and white
front office arrivals, the functional
outcome of the

assumption was to confirm the guilt of the
disproportionate
number of Black arrivals and, therefore, increase
Black
students'

chances of discipline problem labels and

"careers" (Cicourel
For example,

5

Kitsuse, 1968).

in one case a Black, eighth grader

young man sat on the waiting chairs in the outer office.
A black woman teacher passing by said,
"What's wrong, Robert?"

Robert said, "This teacher's picking on
telling me what to do."

me,

The teacher said, "You're going to have
to work it out with him to stay out of
trouble."

The vice-principal, Mr. A., walked in,
saw the student and said, "What's the
matter?"
The student said, "Awh, this teacher
sent a referral on me."
To which the vice-principal replied
sarcastically, "And the teacher is the
bad guy, huh?"

This exchange reveals the teacher as more willing to

consider the problem

i_n

the relationship.

plinarian, on the other hand,
a

teacher might be at fault in

Mr. A.,

never allowed
a

conflict.

a

the disci-

student to suggest

Of course, the

teachers felt well supported by such practices.

Teachers,
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as

long as they did not send too many
students, knew that

those they did send would be dealt with according
to the
teachers'

assertions of "what happened."

An interview conducted by Urban Junior High School's

principal for the purpose of assigning

a

Black, male

seventh grader to "opportunity class"! provides

a

vivid

example of how the disproportionate numbers of Black
students who came to the front office for discipline were

coerced into acknowledging their personal responsibility
for their behavioral and academic failures.

view is further typical in that

This inter-

suspected denial of

a

personal responsibility is taken to be

a

lack of deference

by the principal.

^The principal described this special classroom to the
investigator as a:
(offering)
Behavioral intervention room
concentrated counseling, tutoring and a quiet
atmosphere for reflection on what got them into
trouble
(author’s emphasis) and as something
^used to break cycles of student misbehavior."
.

.

.

The room was in the basement, hot from the steam
pipes passing through and without natural light or
Students remained all day, while
an outside view.
teachers took turns one period at a time. No
talking or getting out of seats was allowed at any
The often heard
time without receiving permission.
threat, "Do you want to go (back) to "opportunity
class," made it clear that the purpose of the
"opportunity class" was to domesticate troubling
s tudents
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The investigator was transcribing
records at a table
the principal's office, when a
white teacher brought
the student to the office.

m

The teacher in charge of "opportunity
class"
and the Black, male seventh grader entered
the principal's office and sat down.
The
young man stared at the floor.
The principal reviewed each of the student's teacher's
reports of the student's behavior in class.
The reports all indicated disrupting, troubling
behavior.
After each the principal paused and
asked, rhetorically, if the student thought
such behavior was appropriate.
The young man
did not look up.
Then, the principal asked,
"Do you think you're passing your classes?"

The student replied, "Uh-huh, all but maybe
social studies; I have to do a report or
something
.

The principal then reviewed the projected
grades for the student, his teachers having
reported them on the same form. Almost all
were failing grades.
The student said
nothing and did not look up.
The principal said, "I know you' 11 agree after
hearing these (holding up misconduct reports
from his teachers) that you need some help
in Room X (the "opportunity class").
You can
make up your work and perhaps not fail all
your classes this marking period. You'll
be given an extra two weeks to do the work."

The student shook his head, "no" slightly,
and stared at the desk top.
The principal quickly and gruffly said,
"Don't you want to make up the work"
(as if the principal suspected the stu
dent of a lack of deference, because of
the negative shake of his head).

Th e St dent paused a long time; and
then
said, M It's no good. I ... I can't read
the stuff." He spoke very softly; looking
at the floor and beginning to cry.

Saying nothing to and ignoring the student, the principal and teacher began a
two minute discussion on the remedial
reading program.
The discussion ended
with the principal saying, "(to the teacher)
Now we've known that (the student) could
not read sinece September."
The teacher replied, "Oh yes, everything's
been done-- testing, remedial reading,
time in the reading lab -- he's (author's
emphasis) not making it though.

Then the principal said to the student,
"Do you read at home? Do you have books
or magazines at home?"
(The student made
no visible response.)
The principal, fingering the teachers'
misconduct reports, said, "You've been
causing problems in shop class, too. No
reading there. You just work with your
hands.
How do you explain that?"
(The
student shrugs his shoulders and continues
to look down.)

The principal then launched into a five
minute anecdote about a Black student at
Urban Junior High School who became a first
string tackle on a high school championship team (The student being interviewed
was big for his age and had athletic
potential.)
The football player had not
been able to read either, but the princiHe listened
pal got him a tape recorder.
over and over to tapes of himself and
He
others reading the same material.
taught himself to read and stayed out of
trouble (author's emphasis).
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Then the principal said, "Down in Room X
you can work by yourself with a tape recorder
and try to improve your reading.
You’ll
get extra help.
If you behave and improve,
you'll return to regular class.
Otherwise,
you're heading for suspension, understand?"
The student nodded, but said nothing. The
student's counselor had already called the
young man's mother for permission to assign
him to "opportunity class." He was given
the permission slip to take home for her to
sign and ushered out the door.
An interview like this one would make it painfully

clear to most students
escape for the student.

(and observers)

that there is no

The student is misbehaving in

classes in which he is behind and cannot read.

The

alternatives offered to him are either to teach himself
to read in the "opportunity class," which will enable him
to return to those classes in which he "got himself in

trouble" originally, or suspension.
his inability to read,

It

is

assumed that

like his "getting in trouble," is

clearly his own fault ("he's not making it though").
At the least, the assumption of student guilt and

choice of misbehavior insures that the disciplinarians
will seek no changes in the social organization or

practices of the school to eliminate the injustice of

disproportionate numbers of black discipline conflicts and
suspensions

Given the disciplinarians' operating
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assumptions of guilt and choice, the problem

is

simply

that Black students were unilaterally
choosing to become

involved in more conflicts (or even worse, that
Black
students were unable to avoid conflict due to low

intelligence or social incompetence rather than
flaw).

a

moral

Since the problem was seen as in the Black stu-

dents, the only solutions the administrators typically

conceptualize involve changing these students (or their
families).

For example, one day after observing several

shop, and home economics classes in which he

art,

criticized the high level of movement and talking, one of
the disciplinarians commented

"What the Black kids need, if they're
going to make progress in education,
is preschool work.
They come here so
far behind.
Their parents need training,
We see the Blacks on the playtoo.
ground.
They are louder, more aggressive.
Sometimes I wonder how much we're doing
is educational, and how much is custodial."

Similarly, when the principal was asked to describe the
solutions to the discipline problem he had implemented, all
but two were student- change solutions.

A1

the solutions

were explained and justified in student- or teacher-blaming
terms

Observing Black students being disciplined in the
front office led this investigator to three supportable
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conclusions:

(1)

the disciplinary interviews can occa-

sionally be directly linked to further conflict,
thus

perpetuating disproportionate Black involvement,

(2)

the

virtually automatic assumption of student guilt, choice
of involvment in conflict,

and belief in the innate

"aggressiveness” of Blacks can be argued to result in

a

sense of hopelessness among Black students for whom there
is no escape from a system which is not working for them,

and (3) the assumption that the problem is in the Black

students who become involved in disproportionate numbers
of conflicts makes it unlikely that the disciplinarians,

who are also the school's educational leaders, will lead

systemic changes in the inappropriate educational experiences being provided to Black students

(and many white

students)

B.

Black Students in the Classroom:

Inter-cultural

Conflict
The higher levels of conflict observed between Black

students and their teachers are predictable when one
considers the cultural differences in communication, movement, and strategies for status attainment, which often
seem to place educators at odds with their lower-class

Black students.

Recent works (Hannerz, 1969; Young, 1970,

Suttles, 1968) have begun to demonstrate

a

distinct cultural
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grouping among rural and ghettoized
Blacks.

Gay and

Abrahams (1972) and Whaley (1974), among
others have
analyzed the implications of these cultural
differences
for providing effective learning environments
for stu-

dents from both the Anglo-American, middle-class
culture
and the post- agrari an Black,

lower-class cultures.

The

purpose of this section is to identify examples of how
Black students are more likely to become involved in

discipline conflicts in the classroom due to the lack of
cultural synchronization between the normative Anglo-

American, middle-class interaction, communication, and

instruction patterns of Urban Junior High School classrooms,
on the one hand,

and the different, often opposite

cultural patterns of many Black students attending Urban

Junior High School, on the other hand.
Two cautions are necessary at this point.

First,

the patterns identified with Black culture in this section

cannot be expected of all Black children.

Establishing the

existence of cultural patterns should not lead one to the
trap of stereotyping.

Second, the Black cultural patterns

are not simply the cultural characteristics of all lower-

class peoples.

Gay and Abrahams

(1972)

observe that

some of the traits are observable in other
types of lower-class enclavements but
,

.

.

.

the total pattern of (Black) culture
differs considerably (70).

Based on the work of Young (1970) and others,
Gay
and Abrahams

(1972) hypothesize the following growth

and socialization pattern among lower-class Blacks

through junior high school age and beyond.
Stage One:
"Lap Baby"- - Inf ancy; the child
given a great deal of attention by his mother
(or mother-surrogate); he is seldom out of
someone’s arms except while asleep. The
first motor activities and first language
learning are carred on in adult-infant interaction.
Stage Two:
"Knee Baby"--When the child
learns to walk, he or she is gradually placed
in the charge of older children.
Peer-grouping extends to the toddler stage.
The older
child takes over most interactional and educational roles, and communication becomes
very restricted between adults and children
at this point.
Peer language, with many
stigmatized features, is the variety of
language which is learned and used.
Concepts
of work, responsibility, and household
cooperation are learned from older children.
Girls tend to be entrusted with more responsibilities than boys, though both learn a wide
range of procedures (running errands, tending
other children, washing, ironing, food preparation)
.

Older childhood- - the child is
Stage Three:
entrusted with great responsibility within the
home, especially if he is the oldest child.
He teaches others how to live on the streets,
how to socialize successfully, how to cooperate,
(This is the time when absence from
etc.
school often occurs because of the need to care
for younger children.)
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Stage Four:

Early adolescence- - around age
b ° yS
later for irls
there
heaiT^i-^k
begins to he an expectation that 8
the child
1
8e r Cap ble of acting responsibly
?
within ?I!
the household
system,
lie enters the
ree time of life, with its attendant
very
strong peer-group orientation.
Playful
competition aimed at group entertainment
becomes the primary mode of interaction
especially with the boys, but the play is
extremely formulaic, repetitive, and
imitative of the older adolescents and the
young adult swingers.
Sexual contacts begin;
girls are just as aggressive as boys in these
encounters
f°r

’

»

™

l

Stage Five:
Later adolescence and young
adulthood--here being M hip" takes over;
style is emphasized for the purpose of
managing one's image, reputation.
High
value is placed on performance invention,
improvisation, as a means of establishing
one's style, but not just in talk and music
but in clothing, walk, athletics, etc.
Hip
talk and jive walk become the marks of peergroup exclusiveness, exclusion being aimed at all
of the "square” world, the young, the old, the
white, etc.
Sexual contacts produce children,
but do not lead to the establishment of a household.

Stage Six:
Adulthood--a limited range of
alternative life-styles now come into play,
and the individual is generally called upon to
make a choice between setting up a household
or continuing the peer-group oriented street
life.
Women, with the birth of a number of
children, gravitate toward establishing households earlier than men.
Two types of such
households occur, those which approximate the
middle-class model, with a resident male
(generally father to most or all the children
and husband to the female household head) and
This is
those with no continuing man present.
the period, then, in which there develops a
very strong male-female split, with household
values associated with women.
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This socialization pattern suggests two fundamental

sources of conflict between Black students who have been
so socialized and their teachers

were socialized in
(1)

a

(Black or white) who

middle-class, Anglo-American pattern:

their teaching/learning styles and strategies may be

contradictory, and

(2)

Blacks utilize performance, personal

versatility, and interpersonal adeptness to acquire status
in contradiction to their teachers'

needs for quiet, order and

the acknowledgement of their legitimate, institutional

authority.

Lower-class, Black learning style conflicts with

Urban Junior High School's normative instructional pattern.
Black children^ reaching junior high school have been

teaching and learning from their peers for years.

They

have been given substantial responsibilities for child-

rearing and other home management tasks
credit with grocers).

In general,

(e.g.,

negotiating

among middle-class

people, these tasks are reserved for adults.

Yet at school,

these Black children have been treated as if they lacked
the competence to follow through on responsibilities.

The

^For the remainder of this section "Black children
refers to members of the distinct lower-class Black
cultural grouping.
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home and street learning pattern for these children
has

emphasized peer teaching, learning by trying and receiving
correction, and rarely displaying new skills or learnings
to adults until a certain level of mastery was achieved.

The adult as teacher/helper is

a

relative rarity in these

children's experiences in their neighborhoods.
Therefore, it is illuminating that the class periods

presented in this chapter revealed only one example of
peer learning and no important responsibility entrusted
to any student.

Permission was required for virtually

all movement or talking.

required all students in

In the only exception, Ms. A.
a

group to complete their lab

sheets before doing an experiment, which had the effect
of promoting peer teaching/learning with that small group.

The behavior defined as expected and appropriate
in Urban Junior High School classrooms was in conflict

with the Black children's culture in several other important ways.
I-

For example, the "I - talk-you- lis ten-you- talk-

listen" communication pattern which dominates Urban

Junior High School's classroom verbal interactions

is

in

opposition to and in conflict with the Black pattern of
speaking on top of and overlapping with other voices.
fact

when someone speaks well (in the Black
culture) she/he expects the overlap of

In

other voices because that generally means
the others are listening and reacting to
what she/he is saying (Gay 5 Abrahams, 1972:76).
The middle-class teacher often construed such
overlapping

talking as rudeness, lack of self-control, or

provocation.

When Ms.

B.

,

a

the English teacher,

Excuse me, all these little voices,

deliberate
said,

can't hear," one

1

%

way of understanding the problem to which she was responding
was as a cultural conflict in communication styles.

Ms. A.,

in contrast, managed to hold the focus of the class with

her lively, breakneck pacing.

She controlled the over-

lapping problem by her "performance"

--

a

strategy con-

gruent with the lower-class Black communication patterns
she had to negotiate.

A similar source of conflict from cultural communication

patterns arises from differences in paying attention

.

The school definition of paying attention includes silence,
eye contact,

and physical stillness.

culture members operate on
opposite.

In particular,

a

Black lower-class

pattern almost directly the

the habits of directing one's

gaze make Black children appear distracted to persons who
are not sensitive to these cultural patterns.

Also, Black

children are not quiet and still when paying attention.
Stimulating presentation results in vocal
and physical involvement, if only murmuring
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and moving about in one's seat.

Whereas

Complete silence is
From which

a

a

sure sign of boredom.

teacher should get the message

You're not making any contacts at all
(Gay S Abrahams, 1972:77).
Ms.

B. 's

class was an example of almost no paying

attention with the exception of
period.

a

five minute recitation

Neither Blacks nor whites attended to learning

and the talking, movement, and lack of eye contact by

Blacks did not mean involvement.

In Ms.

A.'s class there

were several moments of the movement and murmuring indicating heightened attention.
is

When Ms.

A.

asked, "What

the hottest part of the flame?" almost everyone in the

class responded.

With these brief exceptions the teachers

struggled to maintain attention to learning by imposing
stillness and silence.

This is not to argue that stillness

and silence are never needed for effective teaching and

learning.

However, the widespread struggle toward this

type of paying attention was seen by the whole staff as

self-evident "good" and

a

a

prerequisite to "education."

A cultural analysis indicates such

a

definition of paying

attention cannot be taken for granted, because its pursuit

would result in defeating one's learning goals with Black
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lower-class children and lead teachers into unnecessary,

unfruitful conflict with these same children.
By seventh grade the Black children at Urban Junior

High School have experienced over 6,000 hours of classroom instruction modeled on middle-class teaching/learning

strategies.

Thus, the children expect to be treated as

irresponsible and immature.

They expect little emphasis

on the peer teaching/ learning of their neighborhoods.

They expect to be forced into an "i - talk-you- lis ten-youtalk-

I -

lis ten"pattern of verbal communication that they

only use in classrooms, and they expect to have their non-

involvement or boredom mistaken for paying attention.
Given these expectations, it is not surprising to find Black

youth tending to react, in classrooms, either as if they
were in "enemy territory" or to completely withdraw.
continue to play
a

a

Why

game if the rules are set up in such

way that you can’t possibly win the game?

As an alter-

native to seeking traditional academic rewards, Black youth
use the classroom as an arena to practice the "playful

competition aimed at group entertainment" which Young (1970)
and Gay and Abrahams

(1972:74) found characterized the

early adolescent (junior high) period.

Using the classroom in this way
is quite consistent
with the age-appropriate norms
of Black lower-class
culture

Many conflicts in which Black
children become involved
can be more easily understood, when
one understands

certain

culturally shaped patterns of social
interaction occurring
frequently in the classroom.
Leadership and status within
the Black lower-class culture depends
on one’s ability
to influence and control others with
skill and subtlety,

depending heavily on the use of language.

Many of the

interactions leading Black children into conflict in the

classroom stem from the students testing each others’
ability to maintain their cool (either to build status of
for the entertainment of the class) or testing the teacher's

ability to maintain composure and earn the right to leadership in the class.

Of course, the teacher often stereo-

types the participating children as ’’troublemakers” or

worse, because the teacher does not understand the play.

Abrahams and Gay (1972) have identified several frequent
"moves” in Black students testing, playing interaction which
are often misinterpreted by middle-class teachers and which

lead to conflict.

Following are definitions of those "moves,”

and examples of how interactions involving those led to
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conflicts between teachers and students
"Sounding" is
to insult.

a

verbal exchange designed

It may be nothing more than a

word game designed to test the attitude
or disposition of another person
or it can be a prelude to a physical
encounter ... (A sound's) effectiveness depends largely on the listener's
reactions and encouragements
(or)
whether it can be countered with a quick
answer ( 204 ).
.

.

.

.

.

.

One example of "sounding" during the day of transcribed
classes was in Ms. B.'s class when
the room, "Hey Billy,

a

student yelled across

are you going back to opportunity

class next week?", after Billy was reprimanded by Ms.

B.

for talking.

Since "sounding" is often

a

play to be "one-up,"

teachers who do not understand and cannot use quick, mildly

insulting comebacks have more difficulty keeping their
status in tact among their Black students.

provided an example of how
as

a

Ms. A., however,

teacher might use a "sound"

one way of maintaining her position of authority and

leadership in the classroom.

When, at one point during the

class period, Monica was talking, Ms. A. admonished,

"Monica, that’s enough."
Ms. A.

Monica retorted, "I'm thinking."

came right back, "With your mind or your mouth?"

The

class broke up laughing, and Monica's expression indicated
"O.K.

you win."

Ms. A.'s response was a type of "sounding."

2

It was

quick, unexpected response with

a

a
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slightly

insulting quality designed to leave her one-up in the
interaction.

The class obviously appreciated Ms. A.'s

performance.

More importantly, Ms. A. maintained her

leadership in

a

dent

way that was understandable to that stu-

.

Referring agin to the interaction between Monica
and Ms. A., Monica's initial retort, "I'm thinking" pro-

vides an example of a second common "move":

"shucking."

Abrahams and Gay (1972) identified "shucking" and "copping

a

plea" as two techniques commonly used by lower-class

Black youngsters to manipulate their teachers (or other
agents of the dominant culture) when they are caught in

compromising situations.

"Shucking" is an indirect approach

in which the student

uses whatever devices in his repertory
necessary ... to create a false impression
(e.g.) "give me
of co-operativeness
another chance," "Ah, I was just fooling
hurt, indignation, anger or
around"
total withdrawal (Abrahams § Gay, 1972:203).
.

.

.

.

.

"Copping

.

a

.

.

.

plea" is a direct appeal for mercy which

acknowledges the power of the teacher or vice-principal.
However,

whether this appeal is authentic or
merely a play on one's sympathies and ego
.

.

.
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is virtually impossible to determine
among
one who is unfamiliar with the styles of
verbal behavior prevalent among American
Blacks (Abrahams $ Gay, 1972:204).

Suspension Interview Five provides another clear
example of "shucking."

In this case the student lost the

battle and was suspended anyway because of the repeated
offenses.

If she had been more frightened of suspension,

she might have "copped a plea" and begged for mercy.
a plea,'

"Copping

in that situation, whether or not authentic, might

have been

a

more furitful strategy for that young woman,

in that "copping a plea" would have played into the disci-

plinarians’

demand for deference.

In this situation, the

inability of the student to assess the game in terms of
the rules and norms employed by the white, middle-class

Anglo-American disciplinarians may be seen

as

a

contributory

factor in her eventual suspension.

Given the testing function of the above named "moves,"
and their relationship to the acquisition of status within
the lower-class Black culture, it would seem that the key to

educators’ maintenance of leadership and authority

would be the ability to "keep their cool" and not to be
manipulated.

When educators are unable to do so, the

situation often escalates into
flict.

a

full-blown discipline con-

Viewed from this perspective, many of the discipline
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conflicts in Urban Junior High School may be
characterized
as

resulting from

a

lack of understanding, on the part of

both teachers and students, of different cultural
styles
of interaction.

From the point of view of the lower-class

Black student, the teacher who cannot "keep his or her cool"
does not deserve status or respect.

From the point of

view of most of the teachers, their status and leadership
should be guaranteed by their occupation of the institutional role, "teacher," as would be consistent with their

middle-class cultural norms.

Consequently, Black, lower-

class students testing behavior, designed to determine

whether

a

teacher deserves to be accorded respect and

leadership, is often misinterpreted from

a

middle-class

perspective as simple misbehavior, viciousness, or stupidity.
"Shucking" and "copping a plea" are reactive "moves,"
almost always employed by students as

a

defensive strategy,

or as an attempt to manipulate a teacher when one is

"caught."

Other conflicts result from students testing

teachers’ ability to "keep their cool" under circumstances
in which the student chooses the battlefield, strategy, and

weapons.

One of the most common of these "moves" is the

"slow walk."

The teacher gives the student an order and

the student complies, but very slowly.

From the student's

perspective, the student wins if the teacher becomes angry,
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,

because the student has caused the teacher to lose his
or her cool.

If the teacher ignores the play,

has, also, won by "gaming on" the teacher in

a

the student

way for

which she/he had no response.
Billy "slow walked" Ms.

B.

in the first period when

he went slowly all the way to the back of the room to

pick up
Ms.

B.

a

chair after being ordered to sit in the front.

did not respond, but Billy clearly won as the

whole class silently and expectantly watched the whole
drama.

Later in the day, Mr.

and upset" by

women.
a

a

J.

was "visibly frustrated

similar drama involving three Black young

He "lost his cool" and was one-down in the game as

result.

Dorie's (one of the Black students) subsequent

referral and suspension for "disrespect" following this

"slow walking" incident was simply

a

further loss of face

for Mr. J., from the perspective of his lower-class Black

students.

From the Black cultural perspective sending

a

student from class is losing the game for two reasons:
First, Black youth learns at a very early
Second,
age, to handle his own problems.
one’s maturity is questionable if he cannot
take care of himself alone (Gay § Abrahams,
1972 80 )
:

Thus, Mr. J. may feel he has won the battle by getting

Dorie suspended, but, in fact, he has probably ensured more
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classes full of challenges like the one reported
here.

At the same time the students may feel they have

won and, in fact, may well play to see how often they
can force Mr. J. to resort to relying on help from the

disciplinarians.

In this case,

the conflicting per-

ceptions of the game and the rules of the game, as
well as the conflicting perceptions of "who won"

almost certainly ensures continuing conflict.
it seems clear that no one has "won."

level,

dents will probably continue to test Mr.

which will undermind his effectiveness as

J.
a

At one

The stuin ways

teacher and

which will cost him emotionally and professionally.
Mr.

J.

will probably continue to resort to punishments

and referrals which will lead to automatic suspensions

and loss of learning time for his lower-class Black stu-

dents

.

In attempting to understand such a vicious cycle,
is

possible to

(1)

it

blame the students for their continual

"testing" behaviors,

(2)

blame Mr. J.

for his inability

to read the "testing" as just that, maintain his "cool,"

the
and put an end to the testing, or (3) to understand
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continuing conflict as the result of conflicting
cultural
norms for classroom behavior, as well as conflicting
norms
for the acquisition of status and attribution of
leader-

ship and authority.

The work of Gay and Abrahams (1972) would
tend to lend

credence to the third explanation.

In summary,

the learning

styles, status acquisition and cultural communication

patterns, characteristic of Black, lower-class culture program

children from this cultural background into discipline
conflicts in schools,

such as Urban Junior High School,

dominated by middle- class

,

Anglo-American norms.

Although

none of these patterns of learning, status acquisition or

communication are uniquely Black or lower-class when considered singly, taken together it may be argued that these

cultural patterns have the effect of making Black lowerclass children more likely to become involved in school

discipline conflicts.
This is not to imply that there is anything intrinsically

wrong with either Black lower-class students, or with the

characteristics of their culture.

It is at the interface

of the two cultures that problems emerge.

when the norms and practices of

a

Conflict results

given culture collide with

the norms and practices of another culture.

What often
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happens in situations of cultural conflict,

is

that the

behavior patterns of the weaker, subordinated group are
labeled ingorant, deviant, or immoral by the dominant
group (Scott, 1972).

Urban Junior High School classrooms

are arenas of cultural conflict.

Moreover, the behavior

patterns of members of the subordinated group (lower-class
Black youngsters), which are appropriate and lead to success

within their own milieu, are seen as ignorant, deviant,
or immoral by the members of the dominant group, as well as
by members of the subordinated group who have internalized

the oppressors'

image of themselves.

Given that the whole

school functions entirely in accordance with the norms and

practices of that dominant group, the fact that Black,
lower-class children become involved in frequent discipline conflicts is not at all surprising. The lack of
cultural synchronization which is built into the school's
norms, policies and practices results in large measure in the

Black students experiencing double the conflict and suspension
rates of their classmates.

Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to explore through

detailed ethnographic observations the relative adequacy
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of person-blame versus system-blame
explanations of the

major statistical findings of this study:
1.

The high suspension rate

2.

The high referral rate

3.

The disproportionately high rate of referral
and suspension of Black students.

The high rate of suspensions observed to result from

disciplinary interviews (one in three students interviewed
was suspended) contrasts with another school from an only

slightly higher class attendance area in the same city

which had

"no suspension" policy in spite of district

a

regulations.

Thus, the high suspension rate (and resultant

loss of 10% of the instructional time for 16% of the student

body) was

a

result of school policy.

In addition,

low- threshold norm for suspension existed;

those cases in which

a

a

especially in

"pattern" of misconduct was established

or the time pressures of the situation forced a "simplifying"

suspension in which

a

student was arbitrarily sent home

when the disciplinarians had no time to do anything else.
The largest category of suspensions, for fighting, were also
the most "automatic" in the sense that the disciplinarians

followed
a

a

norm of "if you fought except in defense from

clearly unprovoked attack, you are suspended."

*
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The high rate of discipline referrals to
the front

office did not reflect
among the teachers.

a low-

threshold referral norm

In fact, as is the case in most schools,

the Urban Junior High School teachers with the highest

status among their peers refer the fewest students for

discipline conflict.

The observations revealed that many

teachers experienced many discipline conflicts which they
did not report.

The unreferred discipline conflicts

were often even more serious from an outsider's point of
view than the conflicts which reached the front office.
Thus, the high rate of classroom referrals are actually

only the tip of

a

discipline conflict iceberg, and the

referrals which do occur are typically idiosyncratic,

last-resort actions by teachers.
The disproportionately high rate of referral and sus-

pension of Black students do not typically result from the
personal racism of the teachers or disciplinarians at
Urban Junior High School or from the intrinisic troublesomeness of Black students.

The racially disproportionate

referrals and suspensions are apparently the result of

institutionalized racism in three different forms.

First,

conflicts in the classroom between Black students and
teachers result from cultural differences in the means used
in acquiring status and leadership and in the meanings

assigned to verbal and non-verbal

M

perf ormances" in

Black lower-class culture, as opposed
to Anglo-American,

middle-class culture.

Second, the typical classroom

learning structure at Urban Junior High School,
as

inappropriate as it may be for all students, virtually
guarantees disproportionate Black discipline conflict,
because it conflicts with the reality of lower-class,
Black socialization, learning, and communication patterns.
The typical communication and instructional patterns

invalidate the strengths of Black cultural learning styles
and result in the underestimation and misunderstanding
of the Black children's responses.

plinarians operate on

a

Third, the disci-

working assumption that students

who arrive in the front office are guilty as charged and
in some sense chose to misbehave.

Further, the students

are required to behave as if they believe they are to blame
for the conflict.

Otherwise, the students are punished

for their lack of deference.

As a result,

the conflicts

for which the Black students are programmed by the cultural

conflicts of communication, leadership, and learning style

become transformed into problems in the students for which
they deserve punishment.

The disciplinarians do not

intentionally suspend twice as many Black children.

On
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the contrary, the disciplinarians are simply conforming
to institutional norms that have the effect of victimizing

Black children.

This is institutionalized racism of

a

particularly destructive type, because the disciplinary
process encourages the Black children to internalize the

belief in their own deviance.

CHAPTER V
AN HISTORICAL SKETCH OF BLAMING-THE-VICTIM

DISCIPLINARY PRACTICES:
IN WHOSE INTEREST?

Given the viability of both system-blame
and personblame explanations of school discipline conflict;
why

is

the person-blame explanation so overwhelmingly
preferred

and acted upon?

The preceding chapters document an

institutionalized level of discipline conflict of such

a

magnitude that it is fair to characterize all the participants at Urban Junior High School

--

the students,

teachers, and administrators

--

those discipline conflicts.

Since person-blame explanations

as being

victimized by

of these conflicts lead them to no fundamental solutions
to the present,

untenable reality, there must be some

reason why the educators at Urban Junior High School, and

many schools like it, hold fast to these person-blaming
explanations.

Freire (1970) suggests that an ahistorical

perspective is one factor which keeps persons so ’’immersed
in their reality” that they cannot conceive of changing the

fundamental premises of their lives and actions.
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Accordingly, an explanation of the
persistent
dominance of person-blame explanations
of discipline
conflict should include an historical
perspective on
the development of the normative
goals and patterns of

instruction in United States' education
which are

presently observable at Urban Junior High
School.
The magnitude of discipline conflicts, the
emphasis
on pupil control,

and predominance of person-blaming

explanations of such conflicts reported by this study
and the literature are not new phenomena in United
States

schooling.

A review of n,
jT he discipline
research demonstrated

that a focus on

.

a

single confrontation between

a

student

and teacher typically leads to a person-blaming
under-

standing of that conflict.
one school's conflict over

Similarily,
a

a

focus on

short time may lead to an

erroneous belief that all these conflicts, the emphasis on
pupil control and the person-blaming explanations for their

occurrence, are unique to this historical situation and
moment.

The fact that students and educators cannot

typically identify whose interests are served by the

person-blame explanations and reactions to discipline
conflict which victimize them both may be the most
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damaging aspect of their ahistorical
"immersion in
reality.
A review of the development of
United States edu-

cation clarifies whose interests have
been and are
served by the consistently person-blaming
explanations
of discipline conflict and by the
emergence of pupil

control and socialization as educational goals.

This

review is designed to account for part of the strength
with which the person-blame explanations are held and
defended.
In this chapter,

I

sketch the historical roots of

discipline conflict, the emphasis on pupil control
an educational goal,

as

and the person-blaming inter-

pretation of children's miscreancy.
ments that high levels of conflict,

This sketch docua

dominant emphasis

on obedience and docility as educational goals, and

a

predominant use of person-blame explanations of discipline
conflicts and other social problems were progressively

institutionalized due to many historical factors.

In

addition, the historical sketch suggests how

trends

such

had the effect of serving and continuing to serve powerful
class interests.

One important advantage of the historical

perspective is the clarification of patterns which in the
short-run appear to be caused by individuals, but which in
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the long run are seen to be caused by systemic
forces

beyond individual's control.

In addition,

the historical

perspective allows one to identify in whose interest long
range patterns, such as those identified by this study, are

operating, although without suggesting

a

conscious con-

spiracy by those who are benefiting.
A New Goal for Education:

Domesticating

The Immigrant, Urban Poor

The pre- indust rial United States, tight-knit, small communities that shared religion and language, could rely on "moral

character" developing from the relative certainty of sanctions for

deviance from the family and neighbors.

Shared values and ex-

pectations, combined with prompt, certain punishment for deviance
from such patterns, made it unnecessary to depend on schools to

socialize the community's children.

As industrialization,

massive immigration and urbanization spread in Massachusetts
and the Northeast during the mid-nineteenth
a

century, however,

new goal for schooling emerged providing one of the central

bases for present urban school discipline conflict.

persons and community leaders agreed that

(1)

School

the growth of

cities and factories fostered familial and social decay which
had pernicious effects on children's personalities;

(2)

the

educational process should counteract these effects through
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inculcation of restraint as
1971b: 116).

a trait of

character (Katz,

Although urban educators differed heatedly
on

the means to instill such restraint, in
the mid-nineteenth

century they were unanimous in identifying
"self-restraint"
as

their overriding educational goal.

In practice,

this

goal implied making the children of the urban
poor orderly,

industrious, law-abiding, and respectuful of authority.
The new goal was a person-blame solution to

generated problem.
of society,

a

system-

Basic structural and economic features

especially capitalism and exploitive immigration

policies, resulted in an environment of urban poverty that,
indeed, had "pernicious effects" of poor children.

Rather

than tinker with the basic structures or economics of the

situation, education was assigned the task of solving the

problems of poverty by treating the attitudes of the children
of the poor.

Katz

(1971a;

1971b) notes that one effect of

this person- blaming "solution" to the effects of urban poverty
(i.e,, domesticating the children of the poor) was to socialize

future industrial workers toward the docility and obedience

factory owners desired.
The Boston school masters in 1844 clearly articulated
the new goal of schooling in response to Horace Mann's urging
of a softer educational approach.

Upon what shall school discipline be based? We
(the Boston school masters) answer unhesitatingly,
upon authority as a starting point ....
implicit obedience to rightful authority must
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be inculcated and enforced upon
children
as the very germ of all good
order in
tuture society (Katz, 1971a:142).
(Anyone) who permitted any deviation from
docility or obedience was a "disorganizer
weakening and dissolving the primal
bond of civil society; and sapping the
foundations of social order" (143).
•

.

.

By implication, any student who would not
be docile

and obedient was also a threat to social order.

By

such reasoning schools, particularly those for the
poor, became arenas of attitude training designed to

protect the social order, and the original system- causes
of the "problem" were lost and only the person-blame,

person- change solution remained.
The "solution" had legal authority.

For example,

In 1849 Commonwealth v. S. M, Cook
the judge ruled it the "' imperative
duty " of the teacher to "secure proper
subordination in all
members" in
the face of a parents' suit against a
teacher who beat their son. The judge
emphasized that the boy had "assumed
at the outset an attitude of defiance;
and through the whole manifested a
spirit of rebellion against the authority
of the master, by open and violent acts
of resistance, and most insolent and
profane language" (Katz, 1971a: 129).
,

.

.

.

The purpose of school, in practice

,

was to create a

citizenry that was not defiant, rebellious to authority,
violent, insolent or profane.

These objectives were of

crucial importance to the established middle and upper
classes, who feared social chaos resulting from
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immigration and urbanization.

In addition,

the objectives

were of crucial importance to educators in
legitimizing

harshly punitive means of pupil control, as well as

rationalizing their failure to actually teach the
children of the poor.
Parents were blamed then as now for the discipline
I**

problems in schools.

In 1848 parents were taken to

task for inadequately socializing their children in an

article in the Massachusetts Teacher

.

The article

asserted children are taught disrespect for school

authority at home, and
if parents were sufficiently faithful
in home preparation, the necessity of
stringent discipline would be greatly

diminished, and the moral influence of
the teacher
greatly enhanced (Katz,
.

.

.

1971a: 155)

The same parent-blame premise provided the rationale
for the first public reform school in the United States
in 1847.

The school's chaplain wrote that

a

"family

whose parental instructors are ignorant, inefficient, and
Ir

•

immoral is quite sure to make
ones committed to its care"

a

disaster of the little

(Katz,

1971a: 174).

By this

argument there was nothing basically wrong with the
children; they simply lacked what education could give

them

--

the attitudes of docility and obedience that

would make them constructive (untroubling) members of
society

2
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By I860 it was becoming
apparent to the most ardent
believers in education
as the solution to the
social
problems of the urban poor that
the institution was not
up to the task.
At this time there occurred
one of the

periodic shifts

i

rom blaming environment to blaming

heredity for the crime and poverty of
the urban centers.
The Second Report of the Massachusetts
Board of State

Charities left no doubt concerning this
change in the
causal explanation of crime, poverty, etc.
The causes of evil ("the existence
of a large portion of dependent and
destructive members in our community")
are manifold, but
the chief cause
is inherited organic imperfection, vitiated
constitution, or poor stock (Katz, 1971a).
.

.

.

The Board used burial statistics indicating twice the

childhood mortality rate tor Catholics (Irish immigrants)
as

for Protestants to conclude that the Irish suffered

hereditary weakness.

The Board believed, however,

that

these disabilities need not be permanent and recommended
that while the

intemperate and vicidus classes do tend
to point in the wrong direction
they are still susceptible to the influences
of education
and these should be
brought to bear on them (Katz, 1971a: 183).
.

.

In retrospect,

.

.

.

.

the system-blame alternative

explanation of the differences

in

childhood mortality rates
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highly persuasive, i.e., the lack of
medical care,
inadequate diet, and overcrowded living
conditions,
is

made inevitable by poverty stemming from
an exploitive

economic structure caused the deaths.

At the time,

however, whether it was fashionable to blame
"ignorant

parents" or "weak stock" for

a

continued lack of urban

social cohesion, the school continued to consolidate
its

new purpose as an instrument for domestication of the
poor.

According, in 1873 an influential credo was published
under the leadership of William Torrey Harris and widely
taken to be the official theory of United States education.

Entitled Statement of Theory of Education this credo put
forward as

a

principal goal of education

to train the pupil in the habits of prompt
obedience to his teachers and the practice
of self-control in its various forms, in
order to be prepared for a life where there
is little police-restraint on the part of the
constituted authorities (in Katz, 1971b: 94)

The goal of obedience, prompt and unquestioning, was justi-

9
fied as

a

means of protecting the social order.

Obedience

was not required to allow learning, but for its own sake and
for the good of society.

The system causes and cures of

urban social disorientation was ignored by educators with the
effect that schooling remained the chosen cure for the diseases

attendant to poverty and economic subordination.
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This role for schooling was
apparently so important to the educational community
that when one of their
most respected members, Richard
Grant White, attacked
the basic assumptions of the
person-blame educational
cure for poverty and vice, he was
violently attacked
(Katz,

1971b 92- 94)
:

.

White wrote in 1870 that the

basic premise on which the expansion of
schooling was
based had been thoroughly disproved. Education
had not

brought about

a

social ills.

White argued that, since ignorance and

decrease in crime, immorality and other

vice so often occurred together, people assumed
ignorance

caused vice.

This was an example of the confusion of

correlation with cause that still plagues correct understanding of social problems.
asserted,

In reality, White

"ignorance and vice are both products of the

same underlying problem:

poverty."

White hit a vital

nerve, and the whole of the educational establishment
rose up to attack and discredit him.

However, none of the

attacks addressed the fundamental issue of the relationship between ignorance, vice, and poverty.

The Triumph of Bureaucratic

Organization of Schooling
The concentration of population in urban industrial

centers combined with the passage of compulsory schooling
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laws brought unprecedented

numbers of children to

school in the last half of the nineteenth
century.
Up until the 1840's all schools had
been controlled
and paid for by those in the small areas

they served.

From 1840 until 1870 an essentially political,
ideological

struggle was fought to determine how schooling would
be organized.

Katz (1971b: 55) demonstrates that

a

bureaucratic form of organization triumphed not through
intrinsic superiority or because of the sheer pressure
of numbers,

but because those supporting other forms

lost the political struggle.

For example, "community

control" movement resembling that of the 1960's in
New York occurred during the 1840's and 1850's around
Boston.

Though the community control advocates

hierarchical lost, Katz (1971b) argues that bureaucracy
in schooling

was inevitable only if social complexity
was approached with certain particular
values and priorities.
If order,
efficiency, and uniformity were preferred
to responsiveness, variety, and flexibility, then, indeed, bureaucracy was
inevitable (104)
As we have seen,

these values and priorities charac-

terizing bureaucracy, in particular control and uniformity had, in practice, been generally adopted as
goals of education.

Thus, the triumph of

a

bureaucratic
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organizational form for schools was,
at least partially,
an expression of the domesticating
goals reflecting the
person-blame, person- change thinking
of the reformers
and educators of the period.
One result of the bureaucratization
was the

separation of the consumers of the products
of school
from those who control and direct it.
In practical
terms,

were

alter the bureaucracy triumphed, urban
educators
freed

of schooling.

goals

ol

from interference with their conduct
As a result,

they could pursue their

promoting docility and obedience without

threat of interference from the families of children

who were being so "educated."

The triumph of bureaucracy

also marked the institutionalization of person-blame

explanations for any failure of the school system.
is,

That

blame for discipline problems or failing to success-

fully teach poor children was displaced to the families
and character of these children who had little recourse,

because educators were no longer accountable to their

immediate community.
The powerful and educators had parallel interests

which led to the bureaucracy, according to Katz (1971b).
For example, the wide spread establishment of public

high schools during the later part of the nineteenth
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century was both an instrument in the
educators' struggle
to create city-wide and state-wide school
bureaucracy
and a means through which the children of
the more

well-to-do could move to different occupations in the
society still congruent with their parents' status
(Katz,

1971b: 91).

Sons of

artisans

and farmers attending

high school in Massachusetts from 1856

-

1860 became

businessmen, apprentices and clerks; ensuring their

middle-class status at a time when "mechanization" made
their fathers' occupations less secure.
the middle- class

,

Young women of

who had to work, used the high school

training to become teachers.

Under 201 of those eligible

actually attended high school in Massachusetts in 1860.

Those who did attend were children of the middle- and

upper-classes (professionals, merchants, owners,
artesians, farmers, master mariners, etc.), while in the
late 1850's and early 1860's n£ operatives, no laborers,

and no Irish sent children to high school in Chelsea or

Somerville, Massachusetts, although they comprised 40 to
50% of the population

(Katz,

1971a:40).

In Beverly,

Massachusetts, lower-class voters demonstrated their

understanding of who high schools were really for by
abolishing two year old Beverly High School in 1860.
The well-to-do were almost unanimously in favor of the
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high school

(272-279).

In addition,

the establishing of high schools
comprised

an heavy blow to the maintenance
of local, democratic

control of schools.

High schools required the merging

of attendance areas.

Between 1850 and 1876 in Boston

the number of high schools grew from two
to nine.

During

the same period the Boston schools went
from having no

full-time professional supervision to having

a

intendent, six supervisors and 48 principals.

governance of the schools shifted from

a

super-

The

large (97

member) primary school committee with persons elected
from each ward, to

a

smaller (24 member) school board

elected from the community at large.

The number of

teachers employed between 1850 and 1876 increased four
times to 1,294.
art,

In 1850 there were no special

(music,

foreign language, sewing, etc.) instructors, but

by 1876,

total

there were 64 such instructors
1971b 70- 71)

(Katz,

:

.

(5%

of the

This movement toward

centralization of control and supervision and differentiation of function characterized the emerging school
bureaucracy, as did the establishment of entry criteria
for various jobs and the emphasis on behaviors of

objectivity, precision and consistency, and discretion
(Katz,

1971b 59)
:
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dwell on the emergence of bureaucracy,
because
the forms established by 1876 in
Boston seem to have
changed little in the 100 years until
this study was
I

conducted at Urban Junior High School.

Given the edu-

cational goal of "improving" children by
training them
for docility and obedience, and the
hierarchical

bureaucracy charged with accomplishing this goal
with
order, efficiency and uniformity, neither discipline

conflicts of Urban Junior High School nor the person-

blame interpretations of those conflicts are surprising.
Nor is the stability of the goal of domestication
and bureaucratic form of organization surprising, when

one considers whose interests they serve.

The edu-

cators remain apparently immune to attack within their

bureaucratic hierarchy, and the economic elites continue
to deflect attention from the economic cause of social

problems through supporting person-blaming "educational"
efforts to "cure" the poor.

Developments in education

during the last 100 years reflect this partnership.
1870's to the 1970*5:

Business As Usual

Urban educators responded as expected to the huge
influx of foreign-born children between 1870 and 1910
(by 1909

57% of the pupils in 37 largest cities had

foreign-born parents)

(Cremin,

1964).

The superintendent

of the Boston schools
articulated a needed redefinition
Of equal opportunity for the
now more diverse school

populations
Until very recently (the schools)
have
equal opportunity to receive one k ind offered
of education, but what will make them democratic
is
to provide opportunity for all to
receive such
education as will fit them equally well for
their particular life work iGreer, 1977).
Thus, the partnership between educators and
economic elites

had another purpose:

to program children for social status

congruent with their parents by

a

differentiated curriculum.

Educators could keep children in school longer without
training them for higher status jobs.

The bureaucracy was

elaborated, and no change in the basic social- economic

structures was required.

Lazerson (1971) notes that by 1915 the educational goal
of domesticating the immigrant, urban poor had resolved it-

self into two themes:

poor
(2)

.

.

.

(by)

(1)

the schools should ’’uplift the

teach(ing) traditional moral values,” and

’’fitting the individual into the economy by teaching

.

.

specific skills and behavior patterns .”
Since certain groupings of children were bound, then as
now,

for low status slots in the industrial economy roughly

congruent with those

of.

their parents,

a

differentiated
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educational program, which segregated
the poor and ethnically undesirable into a special
curriculum, needed to
be developed.
The educational innovations developed
to implement
this perspective are still familiar.

Intelligence testing

began in earnest, as the scientific rationale
for

a

differentiated curriculum (Cubberly, 1916) and as the
means
to accomplish the social-class sorting.

Junior high schools

were created to introduce vocational alternatives.

Guidance

and counseling services were implemented to channel stu-

dents into the programs to "fit them for their particular
life work."

These "innovations" were aimed at the immigrant

children who began to come to school in overwhelming numbers.
I.Q.

testing, vocational education, and guidance counselors

all had the effect of confirming the existing social status
of students.

Test scores provided scientific methods of

blaming students for their own failure.
In the first decades of the century schools continued
,

to vigorously pursue the educational goals of prompt obedi-

ence and docility.

Such goals were legally upheld by the

courts, according to Mandel (1974).
One of the legitimate educational purposes
which justified control and punishment of
students was the inculcation of discipline
and respect for authority.
These were
regarded as important educational goals
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justifying the regulation of student
behavior.
(For example - State ex rel
jjresser v District Board oT 'SchnnT
.

^LL__i,
Wooster

lib KI.W.232 [Wis.,

Sunderland.
T^aTnTT T?l 5 ] ) (330)
v.

14fi.
’

1908Joco

n
P

.

According to Greer (1973), the proportion
of urban
students entering secondary schools
increased steadily
between 1920 and 1940. The problems of
funding and overcrowding followed, and the number of
vocational high
schools increased.

The children of marginal, excluded

groups participated longer in schooling "only
to be

officially informed of their failure at higher grades
in
school."

Since 1940 in New York City a constant 50% of

ninth graders have failed to graduate from high school
(Greer,

1973:113).

Many who did graduate could not read,

write, and compute well enough to compete with middle-class

students in junior colleges.

Simultaneously, entry require-

ments for middle-class occupations almost all came to include
at least some college.

The result of this continuing increase

in the time all students spend in school is that little

change in the relative social status of persons has occurred
as a result of public schooling.

The belief that school

was an avenue for social mobility, although widely held and

promoted by educators, was an illusion if one accepts
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Greer's (1973) evidence and
arguments.

belief provided
poor existed.

a

However, the

person-blame explanation for why the

If the poor did not apply
themselves

school, they deserved their lower status.

in

In order for

this person-blame explanation for social
problems to work

effectively, the children of the poor had to end
up

believing they could have made it, if only they had
done
well in school.

Carnoy (1974) argues "the key to mass

schoolings actual functioning among the poor and ignorant

.

.

.

(is

the students') acceptance of responsibility

for occupying a low status social role"

(345).

Therefore,

blaming students, who are at least partially victims of

discipline conflicts, has the effect Ryan (1971) predicted
for the blaming the victim ideology, "the status quo of
the relatively advantaged social class group" is maintained

The school is organized in

a

way that students are

blamed for academic failure and failures of docility or
obedience.

For example, tracking has the effect of

programming failure and students' responsibility for that
failure.

Originally justified as

a

means of promoting demo

cratic equal opportunity- - equality of access to education

"fitting each person equally well for his or her life's

work" - - the tracking system or
other aspects of differentiated curricular experiences have not
demonstrated
their worth. In 1967 Hobson v. Hansen l
held tracking
as

practiced in the District of Columbia should
"simply

be abolished."

The court reasoned that the tracking was

done to group students according to their ability
to learn,
but that the defendants could not demonstrate the
I.Q.

scores used in testing in fact discriminated such an
ability.

The practice had, of course, resulted in more

black children being placed in the slowest programs, and
the court ruled that lack of a racially motivated dis-

criminatory intention was no defense, because "the
arbitrary quality of thoughtlessness can be as disastrous
and unfair to private rights and the public interest as the

perversity of

a

willful scheme." 2

This decision had little

effect, as on appeal the court ruled that the specific

tracking practices of the District of Columbia schools

were illegal, but that grouping by ability was specifically
allowed.

A more severe test was applied by the court in

1

2

(D.D.C., 1967).

269 F. Supp.

401

269 F. Supp.

401 at 513.
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Larry

P.

v.

Riles ,

3

when the burden was placed on
the

school to show how classification
and placement served
a substantia] education
purpose -- provided real benefits
to the students.

School officials would have

difficult
time demonstrating such benefits from
tracking, which
a

actually serves teachers’ and school
bureaucrats' needs.
Thus, it is not surprising that in the
face of evidence
that whatever benefits tracking has for
students
are

slight and favor the brighter students (Findley
Borg,

1971,

5

Bryan,

1966) only 18% of teachers reported they

would prefer to teach randomly grouped classes (N.E.A.
1968).

In addition,

the silent partners of the educational

bureaucracy, the economic elites, continue to benefit
from the person-blaming educational solution to economic

subordination which, on examination of the record of 100
years, is no solution at all.

The economic elites benefit

from the support schools give, through preachment and

structure, to the idea that through schooling everyone has an
equal chance at the status and rewards this society has to
offer.

Simply stated, schooling promotes the inter-

ternali zation by lower-class and Black students of
in their own

3

343

F.

i

a

belief

ntrinsic lack of deservingness of the better

Supp.

1306

(N.D.

Calif., 1972).
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life, because of their own
choice (sic) not to behave
and work hard to succeed
in school.
If the subordinated
believe they des erve their lower
status, they are much
less likely to revolt or
interfere with the existing

inequitable distribution of privilege
based on past
exploitation of workers.
The role of discipline conflict
in schooling has
remained similar over the last 100
years.
On the one hand,
such conflicts provided opportunities
to teach the students
docility, obedience, and respect for authority.
On the

other hand, such conflicts provided
opportunities to

reinforce the hold of the bureaucratic form of
organization
on schooling,

as

the only way to control the children.

This

later was paradoxical, in light of the fact that the

bureaucratic form of schooling (in concert with the goal
of domestication)

actually resulted in many of the conflicts.

The educational goal of discipline for its own sake has now

been ruled unconstitutional.

Mandel notes

the inculcation of discipline and respect
for authority can never in themselves
justify the control or punishment of
students by school officials, e.g.,
Tinker v. Dcs Moines Independent Community
School District , 303 U.S. 503 fl060).

However, the widespread belief in the validity of the goal
among educators and the general public (Harris, 1969) raises
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doubt this ruling will have much
effect.

Even if it

does have the effect intended by the
Supreme Court, the
consistency of the historical pattern
sketched have,
and the power of the interests served
by the patterns
makes rapid change in the unjust, ineffective
person-

blaming explanations and solutions of discipline
conflicts
as

unlikely as it is urgent.
The reasons for the overwhelming preference for

person-blaming explanations of discipline conflict by
educators and others are clarified by outlining the

historical background of school discipline conflict.

Al-

though the system-blame explanations and solutions have

been present and potentially viable (e.g.,

R.

W.

White in

1870), the person-blame position has prevailed, at least
in part,

because it functioned to secure the social class

status quo, protect the interests of the economically

powerful, and justify the expansion of an educational

bureaucracy.

The continued operation of urban secondary

schools for the poor which are, in fact, battlegrounds
serves to educate the poor to their deserved socio-economic

marginality

M
(

We don't need students like you

,

in our

school"), while simultaneously demonstrating the need for

more resources to be funneled through the same bureaucracy
to "save our children."

CHAPTER VI

EXPLAINING DISCIPLINE CONFLICT:

CONCLUSIONS

OF THE STUDY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR

SYSTEM-CHANGE SOLUTIONS
The human distress revealed by the statistics and

observations of discipline conflicts at Urban Junior High
School provides sufficient motivation for urgent change.
In addition to this immediate felt distress, personal and

social costs of the conflict at Urban Junior High School
are measurable in other ways.

Learning time is sharply

decreased by discipline conflicts, e.g.,

(1)

spent 50% of the time "on-task," and

over 1,000 stu-

(2)

few classes

dent visits to the front office for discipline were

required per semester resulting in over 1,800 student days
of instruction being lost by suspensions each semester.

Students vandalize their own school at

a

rate requiring mo

money to be spent on vandalism repairs than on textbooks.

Administrators spent most of their time (58%) resolving
discipline conflicts at
with

a

a cost

of $15,000 per year and

crippling effect on potential administrative leader

ship for instructional improvement.

Finally, the most

from a lack of cultural
synchronization between Urban
Junior High School's middle-class,
Anglo-American norms,

assumptions and accompanying practices,
and lower-class,
Black cultural patterns.
Urban Junior High School’s
normative instructional pattern (single-focus,
whole-group,
teacher- dominated) clashed with lower-class,
Black

cultural patterns of socialization and learning.

Other

mismatches in cultural styles of communication and
status
acquisition aggravated the problem.

It is doubly unjust

to punish the Black students for these mismatches,
when

many of their present cultural patterns evolved as

necessary and successful adaptations to 400 years of
white oppression.
These are important examples of systemic causes of
conflict for which students, alone, are punished unjustly.
A system-blame approach seems supported by the statistical

findings and imposes an ethical responsibility on educators
to discontinue the unjust punishment of students, particularly

Black students, for their involvement in conflicts.

The

system causes need to be identified and resolved.
This ethical responsibility became

a

legal responsi-

bility recently for the Dallas, Texas, public schools when
the court ruled in Hawkins v. Coleman that the schools’
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compelling cost from the point of
view of justice is the
referral and suspension of Black
students at twice the

proportionately expected rate.

More than one-third of

the Black students lose an average
10% of each semester’s

classes on suspension.

The learning deficits and "delin-

quent identities" created for Black students
by these
rates contribute to their failure to graduate
from high
school ("pushed out") at

a

averaging $73,000 each.

These are staggering costs.

lifetime individual cost

Both person-blame and system-blame explanations
for discipline conflicts are plausible.

However, since

no comprehensive, thoroughly system-blame based attempt
to solve the discipline problem has ever been documented,
in this chapter

approach.
(1)

I

present

a

brief for

a

system-blame

This brief will identify the implications for

educators' ethical conduct,

(2)

students'

socialization

for citizenship, and (3) schooling's efficiency in pursuit
of its learning goals.
a

Based on this case,

I

will draw

number of conclusions and make recommendations for

research, educator training, and school policy and practice.
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The Brief for a System-blame
Approach
to Reducing Discipline Conflict

Educato rs

'

Ethical Responsibilities and rnnH,,.,

Person-blaming explanations of conflict,
such as those
typically used by Urban Junior High
School’s disciplinarians
result in one party to a conflict being
punished.

It

is

not fair, just, or ethical to punish
persons for "offenses"
for which they are not responsible.
Our whole legal system
is based on the premise that only those
found responsible

’beyond reasonable doubt" for a crime may be
punished.

Students at Urban Junior High School are deprived of
"due

process" by the disciplinarians’ presumption of student
guilt.

The person-blame approach to discipline conflict at

Urban Junior High School repeatedly resulted in students
being punished for conflicts resulting not from their personal, immoral choices, but from conflict producing system

norms, policies, and practices.
(1)

Here are three examples:

over 100 fewer discipline referrals resutling from

teacher-student conflicts over tardiness to class occurred
in the Fall semester of 1972 than during the same period
in 1971.

The reduction in such conflicts resulted from

a
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change in the school's "tardy
to class" policy, which
the previous year had thrown
people into conflict situations.
No one sought to rectify the
unjust punishments
students suffered during 1971 due
to an essentially
conflict-producing school policy.
(2) Similarly, 88 students were suspended for "confronting"
and "complying"
conflicts during the Fall semester, 1972.
The students
were the ones punished, despite the fact
that
the first

year teachers were significantly more involved
in such
conflicts.
Of course, punishing the first year

teachers

is not politically feasible or appropriate.

Even from

a

person-blame perspective, suspending these students
because of their teachers' incompetence, is unfair.

How-

ever, from a system-blame perspective, punishing either

would simply be wrong, because the assignment of blame
to any single party to conflict ignores the influence of

the norms, policies and practices programming persons into

that conflict.

year teachers'

Rather than making students pay for first
inexperience, systematic attention could

be given to all first year teachers'
as

classes.

(3)

Twice

many Black students were referred and suspended,

proportionately, as white students.

because

a

This was inequitable,

substantial portion of these conflicts resulted
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suspension of

a

disproportionate number of its Black

pupils indicated white institutionalized
racism.
The
court directed the Dallas schools
to implement '’structural-

changes to eliminate this injustice.

The racial dis-

proportion of suspension was not as great
in the Dallas
schools as it was at Urban Junior High
School.

Edu-

cators at Urban Junior High School, and
other schools

with similar patterns of disproportionate
Black suspension,
now face a dilemma similar to that which faced
segregated
school systems in the 1960's.
now,

Should they obey the law

although not yet forced through ligation to do so?

Or should they wait until forced to correct this pattern
of unjust,

unethical punishment of all students, which

falls twice as heavily on Black and lower-class students?

Socialization for Democratic Citizenship
What happens to children in school socializes them for

future participatory or non- participatory roles in society,
as well as promoting the internalization of an image of

their "appropriate" future power and status in society.

Schools and school classrooms are prototypes of society,
and as such, tend toward either fundamental democracy or

toward totalitarianism.

The dominance of person-blame
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versus system-blame explanations
for discipline conflict
and other types of school
success and failure play a

part

in shaping the likelihood
of children's future
effective

citizenship.
Paolo Freire (1970, 1972) whose
original vision of the
possibility of liberating education
inspired this project,
suggested students develop two fundamentally
different
social perspectives as a result of
educational environments
which they are either primarily subjects
or

m

objects.

These two perspectives are characterized
by fundamentally
different ways of naming or understanding the
causes of

problems and of attempting to solve them.

Freire identifies

the person-blame perspective as naive and
reformist,

because it simplistically assumes problems can be solved

when one determines who caused them and solved when the

problem-causer

is

reformed.

In contrast,

Freire identifies

the system-blame perspective as critical and transf ormist

The system-blame approach is based on the assumption that

problems result from the patterned interactions of persons and
those rules, roles, norms, policies, and practices charac-

terizing their interactions.

Problems are solved by

critically renaming and analyzing the system causes and

consequences of such patterns, and collaboratively transforming
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the rules, roles, policies
and practices which
are causing
the problems.

Where

a

person-blame, naive, reformist
perspective is
acted upon, children are more
likely to internalize an
image of themselves as inferior,
as things, to be decided
for, taught and led.
In addition, the children
are likely
to internalize the myth that
humans, in principle equal,
are in fact unequal in their
ability and
right to deter-

mine the world.

While some small number of decisions

protecting health and safety may need
to be reserved to
adults, youngsters from 12 to 15 years
old must participate
in authentic collaborative decision
making processes
(and live with the results)

participation in

a

in order to prepare for

democracy.

If junior high schools are

not arenas where such authentic collaboration
predominates,

then the image of themselves that youngsters
internalize
is

more likely

a

program for totalitarian than for demo-

cratic citizenship.
In contrast, where a system-blame perspective is

predominately acted upon, children are more likely to internalize an image of themselves as subjects, rather than
objects, with the power to collaboratively see, name, reflect
on,

and act to transform their own reality both in school
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and out, now and as adults.

If collaborative,

continuing
transformation of the school as
a social environment
became the center of the
educational enterprise, the

process of schooling would accomplish
the teaching of
democracy which the civics and
history classes have failed
to do to date.
In contrast to the negative
effects of person-blame

socialization, this section contains an
explanation of
how the system-blame, critical- transformist
alternative

approach has correspondingly positive effects.

This

explanation identifies the differences between these
two
fundamentally different approaches to school discipline
conflict in terms of

(1)

Naming:

Are things as they should be?
things as they are?

(2)

What is the problem?
Reflecting:

Who/what is to blame?, and

Why are
(3)

Acting

What can be done to change things?
1

.

Naming

Discipline conflict has

a

different name

,

literal sense, depending on the predominance of

blame or system-blame social perspective.
the conflicts are named symptoms.

From

a

in the
a

person-

In both cases,

person-blame

perspective conflicts are symptoms of person(s) deviating
from their ideal roles as teachers, administrators, or
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students.

From a system-blame perspective conflicts
are

symptoms of problematic rules, norms, policies, or

practices.

Of course, naming conflicts as symptoms of

fundamentally different problems requires the implementation
of fundamentally different solutions.

Person-blame solutions require enforcing compliance
with ideal teacher and student rules.

The student role

requires behaviors of deference, docility, and work to
avoid conflict.

In addition,

the ideal student role

requires dress, expressive style, and parental support
of educators typical of middle-class whites.

Since stu-

dents avoid conflict when they more or less conform to
this ideal role, and since students become involved in

conflicts and are punished when they deviate, the solution

indicated by this way of naming the problem

is

to improve

the efficiency with which students are forced to conform
to their ideal role.

Essentially the same person-blame solution is applied
to teachers who "cause" conflicts by deviating from ideal

role behavior.

rules

Teachers who deviate by violating explicit

(e.g., not standing in the doorway during passing,

"jacking kids up," or readily allowing students to leave
the classroom), or by violating norms and procedures,
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(e.g., belittling students,
allowing overt withdrawal,

being unable to maintain order,
or allowing direct
refusals to comply) arc the targets
of solutions designed
to shape these teachers'
behavior toward consistency
with the idea] teachers' role.
The socialization effects resulting
from naming the
problem of discipline conflict as the
deviance of indi-

viduals from ideal roles are obvious.

Persons in conflict

are deviants to be controlled, but nothing
is believed
to be essentially wrong with the system.

Persons are

objects to be punished for their failures of self-control
(students) or competence (teachers).

System-blame naming of the problem of discipline
conflict does not ignore the possibility of individual,
random conflicts resulting from either teacher or student
behavior.

However, the sy s tem-b 1 ame perspective names

conflicts as in the system when patterns of conflict are

identifiable which can be linked to the norms, roles,
rules, policies or practices of the school.

When it is

observed that first year teachers are involved in more

"confronting" conflicts than experienced teachers, the
problem is named*
teachers'

"How is the school organized so that new

conflicts escalate into confrontations?" as
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opposed to, "What’s wrong with these
young teachers
the colleges are sending us?"
Conflicts are viewed as
natural phenomena, useful as clues to
needed changes in

oppressive procedures, not oppressive people.

When it

is observed that Black students become
involved in more

conflicts, the classroom instructional and leadership
norms leading to these conflicts are collaboratively
changed, rather than attempting to break Black students'

spirits

Collaborative action is often required to interpret
the clues offered by patterns of conflict or to implement

changes in conflict-producing features of the school's

social system.

By naming conflicts as symptoms of

system dysfunction, teachers and students are led by

necessity to collaborate to change their social relationships.
is being

2

.

Each is a subject in this collaboration.

Each

socialized for real democratic participation.

Reflecting

Characteristic patterns of reflecting on discipline
conflicts also differ, depending on the relative dominance
of a person-blame or system-blame perspective.

reflecting from

a

Typically,

person-blame perspective involves asking
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Why do students/educators deviate from
their ideal
roles and cause conflicts?

The answers which typically

emerge for this question involve the familiar "blaming
the victim

procedure.

That is, one identifies how those

in conflict are different

etc.)

(poor,

Black, inexperienced,

and assuming the difference or its assumed

correlates

(immorality, stupidity, poor "upbringing,"

etc.) cause the conflicts.

Because of the pervasiveness

of this type of "explanation" and the power with which it
is

enforced, even those groups most victimized by conflict

internalize something of these "blaming the victim"
reflections.

Black students may come to believe some-

thing is wrong with them (if just

a

that they are fated for trouble)

as

,

reality-based sense
a

result of these

pervasive person-blame explanations of discipline conflicts.
Members of groups not often involved in conflicts (white
pupils and experienced teachers) see these "different,

conflict-prone" persons as flawed by their differences.
The most destructive belief of this type may be that those
in conflict have chosen it out of immorality, indifference,

or incompetence.

The role of the individual is seen to be

simply behaving appropriately and taking the rewards, or

behaving incorrectly and suffering the sanctions.
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In contrast,

reflecting on discipline conflict from

the system-blame perspective centers
on the question,
M

Why have these conflict-producing
patterns of social

relations developed in our classroom or school?"

For

example, reflecting on the pattern of frequent
"con-

fronting" and "complying" conflicts between Black
students
and first year teachers, one can see clearly from this

system-blame perspective that both students and teachers
are pursuing legitimate needs.

However, the students'

pursuit of status, entertainment, and

a test of the

teachers' right to leadership are in direct opposition
to a new teacher's need for order and calm within which

she/he might begin "teaching" (within Urban Junior High

School's norms for "appropriate" instruction).

Both

parties' needs are legitimate and not intrinsicly

conflict producing until the two come together in

a

Urban

Junior High School classroom in which the normative
instruction practice guarantees only one party can get
their needs met at

a time.

System-blame reflecting on

these patterns of conflict reveals systemic blocks to

mutual need fulfillment.

Clearly, reflecting on such

systemic causes of conflict must involve the collaboration
of as many of the participants as possible, because
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perceptions of others’ needs and
priorities may he faulty.
Some conflict producing policies
(no
hats) can simply

be abandoned with no one's
interests being compromised.

However, other norms

(single- focus

,

whole-group

instruction) will be difficult to change,
because individuals' perceived interests are threatened.

Truly, indi-

vidualized, active learning environments require
deal of additional time from teachers.

a

great

Administrators

may feel pressure to "keep the lid on" from
community
leaders.

Students may feel threatened by the increased

personal involvement required by changed teaching/learning
norms.

Unless all can be involved in reflecting on the

problems together

,

then overlapping areas of self-interest

often remain invisible.
One can reasonably assume the following socialization

results from these alternative modes of reflecting on the
causes and solutions to school conflicts.

Students in

person-blame dominated environments will internalize even
more firmly the blaming- thc-victim ideology that makes
certain persons objects to be acted upon.
students will internalize

a

In addition,

hierarchy of human worth

based on the success and failure of individuals, remaining blind to how the norms, policies,

roles, practices,
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etc., are rigged to shape
such success and failure.
On the other hand, students
in system-blame dominated

environments internalize even more
firmly

a belief in
the necessity of their own
personal involvement in

collaborativcly figuring out how social
systems can be
structured to meet all persons' needs.
These students
internalize no hierarchy of relative human
worth, but

rather understand patterns of conflict
as victimizing all
participants.
Evidence that a particular group
is

disproportionately in conflict is evidence of institutional
injustices not genetic flaws.
3.

Acting
Discipline conflicts call forth fundamentally different

actions in schools in which person-blame or system-blame

perspectives predominate.

The actions taken to solve

discipline conflicts result in predictably different

socialization effects on students.
Actions based on the person-blame perspective can be
taken unilaterally by teachers or administrators, because
the assumption of this perspective is that something

i_n

the persons in conflict needs to be changed or controlled.

However, the action taken, e.g., suspension, is not required
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to be effective in changing or controlling
the person who
is

causing" trouble.

The ineffectiveness of the action

taken is not understood as evidence that the problem
is

named incorrectly, but rather that the person who

is

causing the problem is either unwilling to change (thus
immoral) or has

diagnosed.

a

problem more serious than originally

Students learn from such person-blame actions

to control conflict that

control,

(2)

punishment

(1)

is

a

they are objects who need

legitimate tool of control,

not to change deviants' behavior (because it does not)
but to control the possible deviance of those not now in

conflict, and

(3)

certain persons deserve failure, because

they do not or will not behave correctly even after

"correction.

Behavioral effects of the person-blame perspective
in action often include efforts by teachers and students
to manage their identities so as not to appear as if

they are conflict producers.

For example. Black students

may have to mute their normal expressive style toward

greater conformity with white standards in order to feel
safe from the assumption they are troublemakers.

Similarly,

middle class students often support their self-esteem by

paternalistic attitudes and behaviors toward their lower-
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class and Black fellow students.

The middle-class

students complain about how the school is
operated,
but experience themselves as impotent to
change it.

They

are at least grateful for the daily, visible
evidence that

lower-class and Black students are faring even more
poorly.

Actions to solve problems of discipline conflict

based on the system-blame perspective can be taken unilaterally, but only when the problem rests in

a

policy,

practice, or norm supported only by authority.

conflict results from

a

If a

system characteristic that has

the effect of benefiting those who have the power to

decide, then the persons in power have to choose between

maintaining the conflict or collaborating with all
participants to transform the system.

When students and

teachers collaborate to transform their classroom system,
e.g., by agreeing to outlaw the milling game at the

beginning of class in exchange for

a

brief "free conver-

sation" period in the middle of the hour, they are being

socialized for

a

fundamentally different role from that

supported by the person-blame perspective:

a

role of

democratic participation among persons of equal worth.
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Students and teachers struggling to transform the

conflict-producing aspects of their classrooms and school
do not need to pretend to be someone they are not.

They

need not mask their own ethnic or racial characteristics,
nor denigrate anyone else's.

Person-blame conflict

solutions are characterized by communication that is
polemical, i.e., monologues and lectures.

solutions require dialogue and

a

System- focused

scientific approach that

includes continually gathering information, making

hypotheses, acting, and assessing results.

All participants

)

in such a process are trusted for their collective ability
to be subjects who,

in dialogue with others,

can transform

the situation.

Learning that one is

a

subject who decides, rather

than an object who is decided for, is the crucial social-

ization effect of approaching discipline conflicts from
a

person-blame versus

a

system-blame perspective.

Indi-

viduals holding institutional power in schools can use

system-change strategies to unilaterally reduce school
discipline conflicts or make the disciplinary process
more just.

However, to achieve the education for democracy

suggested here requires that the power to decide rest in
the hands of those most directly effected.

If all those
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with

a

personal stake in the school

(teachers, administrators,

parents, and students) shared equally in making
the

explicit and implicit rules by which rewards and
responsi-

bilities were distributed, then the educational
context

would consist of the practice of freedom.

This process might

not be as efficient as unilateral change- strategies
ever,

if schooling is to begin making

a

.

How-

contribution to

the creation of democratic life, the first requirement is

struggle toward putting in place

a

process of schooling

which is, in fact, the practice of freedom.

Present

schooling practices are useful primarily as examples of
what has not worked, of what has tended to domestication
rather than liberation, and as

a

model for teaching young

people to accept totalitarian rule.
Reducing Discipline Conflict:

Efficiency

and Effectiveness

The discipline conflict battles absorb and waste an

enormous amount of time, human resources, and money.

The

system-blame explanations and solutions for discipline
conflict promise to be more efficient than person-blame
approaches, because they emphasize prevention as opposed
to treatment.

Typhoid Fever victims can be treated ever
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more effectively, but closing the infected
water source
solves the problem and eliminates the need
for

treatment

of future victims.

Systematic primary prevention of disci-

pline conflicts, as opposed to taking remedial action
after the conflict occurs, is possible at three levels

within Urban Junior High School

--

the classroom, and the school.

At each level,

the interpersonal,

instead

of continuing to respond to each problem after it occurs,
it is possible to identify basic causes that,

if changed,

will eliminate future conflicts with similar causes.
For example, at the school-wide level the change of

Urban Junior High School's "tardy to class" policy reduced
the number of "sick" students needing treatment by the

disciplinarians each semester by about 100.

This meant

approximately an additional 2,200 minutes of administrator's
time per semester (22 minutes per incident) could be

spent on instructional improvement or other conflict

prevention measures.

In the classrooms,

it meant approxi-

mately four additional minutes of learning time was available
per incident which for 100 incidents and 25 students per
class meant an additional 10,000 minutes of potential stu-

dent learning time per semester.
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Of course,

in

institutional environments there arc

some participant behaviors which must
be controlled or

punished directly and after the fact on an
individual
"treatment" basis, such as unprovoked, violent
assaults.
The possibilities for more effective, lasting
solutions
based on

a

system-blame perspective are just beginning to

be recognized.

Some require no fundamental threats to

anyone's self-interest.

For example, at Urban Junior High

School after this study was completed

a

large number of

students were getting in trouble in the halls right after
school.

A teacher observed that some children had only

four minutes to get on their buses after the final bell.

The students ran, bumped, and fights or student- teacher

shouting matches often followed.

If the bus

schedules

had been changed, and the buses delayed an additional
five minutes,

a

notable decrease in the after school hall-

way conflicts might have occurred.
The classroom level provides similar opportunities
for primary prevention of conflicts through systemic

changes.

For example,

the findings of this study indicate

that the dominant Urban Junior High School instructional

norm of whole-group,

s

ingle- focus

,

teacher- directed

instruction contributes to conflict and fails to engage

a
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majority of the students in learning
portion of the time.

Changes in such

significant

a
a

norm would require

the educators and students to col labora t ively
name that

norm as

a

problem, and to act together to transform it.

If a system-blame primary prevention approach
led to

changing this instructional norm, the result would

apparently be doubly efficient and effective in that it

would reduce conflict, and also increase time attending
to learning.

But the shift to individualization, multi-

group, multi-focus collaboratively run classrooms may
not increase teachers'

initial happiness.

Primary

prevention at the classroom level requires support on
the school-wide level to make such efforts safe to try

and even fail.

The elimination of whole group, single- focus

,

teacher-

directed instruction as the school norm may also reduce the

number of Black students becoming involved in conflict.
If the structure of the classroom did not challenge stu-

dents to be controlled, thus provoking challenges to the

teacher in response, then Black students might not become

involved in so many more teacher- student conflicts
involving non- complying or directly confronting.
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The interpersonal level of understanding and
pre-

venting conflicts is also useful in the case of Black
students cont ronting and complying problems with teachers.
Both teachers and students could be trained to understand
the cultural meaning and function of behavior patterns

which often led students and teachers into conflict.
Both students and teachers could practice how to play the
others'

interpersonal games, or at least name them.

Such

training, by acknowledging the systemic nature of the

cultural conflict, would be more efficient and effective
than continuing to simply punish the Black students after

conflicts occurred, on the demonstrably false hope that
these "deviant" children would "see the light" and reform.
This study documents a rate of discipline conflict and

suspension which is unacceptably high and stable over
several years.

Given essentially the same students and

educators, and given the continued dominance of

a

person-

blame perspective, the present level of conflicts, suspensions, and the unjust selection of Black students will

probably continue.

The person-blame solutions that

now being employed are inefficacious.

arc

Therefore, system-

blame solutions not only seem more effective, efficient
means of reducing conflict through prevention rather than
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treatment, but system-blame solutions seem the only
ones
capable of breaking the deadlocked stability of the
present

unacceptably high unjust levels of conflict.
The brief for

a

thoroughly system-blame approach to

the problem of school discipline conflict rests primarily
on the arguments that a system-blame approach

ethically more sound,

(2)

(1)

is

socializes students and edu-

cators more consistently with authentic democratic values
by engaging them in education as the practice of freedom,

and (3) is more efficient and effective through its

emphasis on the prevention rather than treatment of

discipline conflicts.

Developments in both research and practice are needed
to support the argument for a system-blame approach to

more just, efficient means of coping with discipline
conflicts.

However,

I

believe deep political and socio-

economic changes are involved in attempts to change the

basic pattern of person-blame socialization characteristic
at Urban Junior High School and elsewhere.

The next

section outlines suggestions for developments in research
and practice aimed a greater justice and efficiency
in coping with conflicts,

and indicates some tentative

steps toward altering the basic socialization pattern of
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school.

These suggestions are offered with

a

full aware-

ness that the existing patterns of schooling
serve powerful class interests, are deeply imbedded in
the operating

definition of schooling, and are unlikely to yield to
tinkering

Implementing

a

System-blame Perspective on

Discipline Conflict!

Needed Developments

in Research and Practice

Research
The basic findings of this study need research con-

firmation in order to build the empirical case that

(1)

magnitude of conflict in urban secondary schools

higher

is

the

than admitted or imagined by anyone not working with these

schools,

(2)

the magnitude of suspensions and official

and unofficial exclusions of children from school is

larger than most imagine, and the most important symptom
of urban secondary schools'

failure, and (3) Black children

and children from other subordinated groups are involved
in conflicts and suspensions at a much greater rate than

However, such confirmation of the extent

white children.

of the problem will only support existing person-blame

biases without

a

widespread attempt to research the systemic
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causes of discipline conflicts in the norms,
policies,

practices, and procedures of schooling.
The present study has illustrated in its review of

research and with its own data that only in rare instances
can a discipline conflict be unequivocably tagged as

person- or sys

tern-

caused.

Consequently, the research

strategies needed to establish the sys tem- causes of
conflict require the collection and analysis of evidence

surrounding occurrences of such conflict which cummulatively
indicate and support (if they do not prove) what systemic
factors are involved.

Three such research strategies

seem most likely to contribute to this effort:

(1)

quanti-

tative analysis of conflict and participant characteristics
as

markers of systemic dysfunctions to be confirmed by

observations

(as

in the present study),

(2)

strictly

quantitative analysis of conflict- related variables in
schools in which the data is gathered and analyzed in

a

manner making system-blame conclusions at least possible
(Rogeness, et al., 1974), and (3) strictly ethnographic

studies of life in schools which inevitably contain evidence
for a system-blame understanding of discipline conflict.

The first strategy remains preferable to the other two for
the reasons outlined in Chapter II

ethnographic studies
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may reveal a systemic cause of conflict but not reveal
the relative priority that systemic cause should be
given,

whereas strictly quantitative studies may reveal patterns
of system-conflict causes without providing the specific

details concerning how participants arc interacting in
the identified systemic context resulting in conflict.

Additionally, specific research

is

needed on three

aspects of the discipline conflict problem which emerged
in this study:

(1)

To what extent does the classroom

learning structure, e.g., single- focus
tion, "cause" discipline conflicts?

are disciplinarians'

,

(2)

whole-group instrucTo what extent

interviews with students "in trouble"

similar to those reported here (assuming guilt, demanding
deference, and attempting to identify the presence of

absence of

a

pattern of conflict

i_n

the student)?

What

are the effects of these assumptions on the future conflict

involvement of students so "disciplined"?, and

(3)

To

what extent are the distinct cultural patterns of lower-class

students misinterpreted and stigmatized in general?

To

what extent do these cultural patterns conflict with the

Anglo-American, middle-class norms, of most schools?

To

what extent can conflict between Black students and their
teachers be identified as cultural conflict:

lo what
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extent can Black children be described as
selected for
conflict, by virtue of the school’s rigid
adherence
to Ang 1 o - Aiuer i can

,

mi ddle- class norms?

System-blame research will continue to be handicapped
by the

person-blame ideology dominating educational

practice and research on education.

Furthermore, the

findings of the system-blame research are by their nature

more complex and abstract.

Educators do not read ethno-

graphic studies, but have historically latched on to
single variable explanations for their discipline problems,
e.g.,

the recent wave of discoveries of hyperkinetic

chi ldren, leading to the solution "drug them."

A final important problem to be overcome in pro-

moting and disseminating needed system-blame research
involves methodology.

As

I

pointed out in the review

of the literature, packaged computer programs
types of options

for analyzing conflict incidents in terms

of participant characteristics.
the conclusions.

limit

In addition,

Thus, the tools shape

system-blame analyses and

observations, such as the present study attempts, are

potential political dynamite.

Whenever

a

single public,

social service organization is studied intensely, the

findings inevitably will help or hurt someone’s interests
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within that organization.

Some of the administrators and

teachers of Urban Junior High School,
on reading this
study, will undoubtedly wish I had
ground my systemblame ax elsewhere.
Some studies resolve this difficulty
through simulation (Zimbardo, 1972), others
through

deliberate deception (Rosenhan, 1972).

In the present

study the Urban Junior High School administration
felt
that the problem was important enough and the investi-

gators/colleagues trustworthy enough to justify allowing
this intense scrutiny.

From the beginning, we worked

at Urban Junior High School to collaboratively name,

reflect on, and act to solve problems together, and this
study grew to be an exceptionally elaborate diagnosis in
the service of such collaborative efforts to improve the

school.

Perhaps, a key methodological solution to the

political problem of system-blame education research
rests in an authentic commitment by the

M

researchers" not

to take the data and run, but to stay and help solve the

identified problems.
Practice
The findings of this study point to needed changes in

school policies and practices related to the prevention and
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resolution of discipline conflicts.

These changes

require new roles for teachers, administrators, and
students.

This section begins with

description of

a

both pre-service and in-service educational activities
from which educators might benefit in preparing to assume

more collaborative, sys tern- transforming roles in their
schools.

The section concludes with,

a

representative list

of system-change solutions to discipline conflict which

might be collaboratively identified and implemented by

a

school community.

Pre-service teacher education
First year teachers are particularly prone to conflict
at urban schools

like Urban Junior High School.

The

narrow range of normatively acceptable, effective behavior
for teachers at Urban Junior High School is simply not in
the repertoire of many who are hired.

They must either

acquire such school- specif ic coping skills or be forced
out.

Since Black, lower-class youngsters are the prime

victims of first year teachers' inability to perform the

specific control behaviors demanded by the situation, more
must be done to ensure new teachers acquire these easily
identified, required behaviors before beginning teaching.
The strength training model developed by Weinstein and
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others
1969)

(Ungerleider

,

Nessen, Kearney, Samuels,

an example of the kind of intense,

is

training required.

5

Weinstein,

individual

Simultaneously, teachers in training

must increase their social literacy:

their ability to

collaborat ively name, analyze, and transform problematic
patterns of social relationship in classrooms and schools.

Pre-service teachers deserve help

in

learning to manage

students within existing norms and help in learning to

understand how conflicts are generated by system

as well

as person causes.

Following are three examples of means by which

pre-service teachers' social literacy can be increased.
One group of specific strategies for use in increasing the

social literacy of teachers was identified by Alschuler,

Atkins, Irons, and Wolpow

suggested

is

(in press).

the development of

a

Among the strategies

guide naming the explicit and

implicit rules for teachers and students to avoid conflicts
in a school, which could be developed by a group of

teacher trainees through observations and interviews.
Secondly, a measure of mutually agreed upon learning time
(MALT)

could be used by trainees to identify what percentage

of time a class spent 'bn task" and what system factors
(PA announcements)

disrupted learning.

Finally,

they
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describe

The Discipline Game,"

a

simulation, which

involves participants in taking roles and negotiating

solutions to over 100 frequently occurring classroom
conflicts.

The negotiations focus on transforming class-

room practices and rules.

A second group of strategies focuses on providing

practice in identifying and resolving conflicts resulting
from cultural mismatches of communication, status

acquisition, and learning styles such as those identified
by Gay and Abrahams

(1972)

and Whaley (1974).

Teacher

trainees can become students of cultures other than their
own.

They should become able to identify the meaning and

purpose of behavior from their potential students'
culture from within that cultural frame of reference (e.g.,

silence and stillness does not mean attentiveness to

instruction among many lower-class Blacks, and not responding to a question does not mean a Navaho student does not

know the answer).

Teacher trainees should practice planning

learning environments to engage children from different

cultures effectively while avoiding conflict.

Trainees

should receive experiential practice (e.g., micro- teaching)
in responding effectively to potentially conflict-producing

cultural clashes

(e.g., "slow walking" or

sounding

).
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A third group of strategies involves the case study

approach in which teacher trainees explore successful
past attempts to reduce discipline conflicts and

increase learning through system-change strategies.

Such

familarity with successes may provide an antidote to

pessimism about the mutability of present forms of
schooling.

Schmuck and Miles (1971) provide the type of

materials that could be useful to trainees, if translated
into concrete prob lem- f ocused terms.

A recent Teacher

Corps training workshop (Pasternak, 1975) was so successful
in involving the beginning teachers in the success of

sys tern- change approaches to modifying schools that the

trainees were able to organize to transform the second
half of their own training, much to the apparent chagrin
of such nationally known educational experts as Professor

Joyce and his Teachers’ College Columbia colleagues.
Perhaps the most compelling argument for these pre-

service training approaches is that such training might
reduce the likelihood new teachers would internalize the

person-blame ideology of the school they enter.

Moreover,

it would enable them to avoid the pitfalls that generally

interfere with the functioning of first year teachers.
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ln-scrvicc education for administrators, teachers, and
students
In-service training for liberating education by

definition would involve all the participants in

a

given

Some of the goals and processes of such training

school.

include those outlined for pre-service teacher education.

However, the overriding purpose of such training would
be the promotion of collaborative attempts to name, analyze,
and transform difficult, problematic aspects of the

school.

The planning of such training should take into

account that all school participants do not share the
same values or perceived self-interest.

As a result,

sub-groups drawing their membership from across student,
teacher, and administrator roles, may organize to pursue

their values and self-interest within
is no

more

a

a

The school

school.

"natural" grouping than African national

boundaries are "natural," but to recognize and publicly
name this obvious fact is often perceived as

a

threat by

the educational bureaucracy.

Often there are opportunities to train groups of
administrators, teachers, or students separately.

It

is

possible to teach aspects of "social literacy" (Alschuler,
et al.'s

[

1975 ] term for being able to apply the system-
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blame perspective), as isolated skills or techniques.
However,
(1970)

a

basic change in ideology toward what Freire

calls cr i t i ca 1 - t r ans f ormi s t consciousness cannot

be developed as a skill.

Only by collaborating to

rename, reflect on, and act to transform the social

setting where one lives and works does one transform one's

basic consciousness.

Short of such collaborative activity

there are system-blaming techniques which promise to make

certain aspects of schooling more pleasant, just, and
efficient, even though not making them less fundamentally

domesticating

Disciplinarians
Training for disciplinarians needs to be focused on
the development of their role as primary preventers of

discipline conflicts as opposed to judges and punishers.
More than anyone, junior high disciplinarians are in

a

position to know what aspects of the school social system
are bringing children to their office for discipline.
ever,

How-

the disciplinarians are also often the persons most

submerged in
conflict.

a

person-blame perspective of the causes of

In almost every conflict situation it is possible

to see how one party could have unilaterally avoided it.
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Presently, the disciplinarian's job is to sanction those
who do not make the required, unilateral, conflict-

avoiding move.

However, the disciplinarians could look

for patterns of conflict in the school with the vigor

they use to discover such patterns in students.

They

could lead the collaborative efforts to eliminate or

transform these system causes.
I

hasten to add that

a

disciplinarian with the best

intentions, with the data from this study, and with

a

determination to pursue the system-blame approach

single-mindedly could not unilaterally change classroom
learning structure or short circuit the conflicts stemming
from

a

And if

lack of cultural synchronization in the classroom.
a

disciplinarian unilaterally stopped suspending

Black students, because of the inequitable rates at which
they were selected for conflict, the disciplinarian

probably would be replaced.

The disciplinarian role

currently requires behaving entirely on person-blame
assumptions.

Any attempt to point to system causes for

conflict are heard as indictments of the educators involved
in those conflicts.

I

elaborate on these role constraints

collaboration in
in order to emphasize the requirement for

transforming oppressive systems.

In order for the
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disciplinarians to escape trom their role required
student-blame behaviors (which they typically believe
are
the only possible responses to the situations they
face),
the teachers, principal,

students, and parents must all

change their role expectations.

Unilateral changes

toward naming the causes of conflict in relationships

probably would be seen as betrayal by teachers, weakness
by students, and incompetence by the principal.
if all had agreed that
a

However,

the disciplinarians should lead

search for primary prevention of conflict through

system changes, the same behaviors would stand

a

better

chance of being understood, supported, and of achieving
their intended effects.

Teachers and students
Two strategies for training of teachers alone, or

together with their students, have shown initial promise
in increasing social

literacy, while transforming the

classrooms and schools where the training occurs.
first strategy could be called
course.

a

The

social literacy mini-

Students and their classroom teachers are

involved in simulations, role plays and observation

techniques designed to

2P2

(1) teach everyone
that the system
ot social relations can he seen as a game,
(2) name the basic moves, rules, cycles,
and payoffs ot the social games in the
.

.

.

classroom, and (3) to transform the discipline (conflict) games into the discipline of learning (Alschuler, Pacos,
Atkins, 1975:51)
i',

Such training sessions result in teachers and students

understanding and transforming social games like the one
called "milling."

This game involves students circulating

around the teacher's desk making apparently legitimate

requests while the teacher

is

trying to begin class.

Students, by delaying the opening of class, meet their
needs for being part of

a

team, beating the system, and

getting attention from both the teacher and their peers.
The teachers, by getting the class started, feel competent,
have the students'

respect, and help the students learn.

These needs are normal, human, and not

a

problem except

in

situations like the classroom where the game may result
in

escalating conflicts and student suspensions.

Social

literacy training with an existing classroom group can
be put to work

that classroom.

immediately to transform social liie in
For example, the teacher and students

might agree to begin each class with
in which

a

team math contest

learning would begin immediately (satistying the

teacher's needs) and the students could enjoy team
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membership and attention in the course of the game
(satisfying their needs).
A strategy to train only teachers has involved the

establishment of teacher support groups organized around
the principle of collaborative transformation of their

oppressed situation.

These groups have used the strategies

described in the previous section for developing systemchange sophistication,
to be useful.

and in addition found two others

’’Stress analysis" involves the regular

daily recording of answers to
as "What

is

that day?"

a

series of questions, such

the most emotionally draining activity of

The cummulative answers of the group point

to the system changes needed to improve working condi-

tions.

For example, one such group identified the frequent

PA announcements as a problem after everyone noted it on

their stress forms.

The principal was impressed enough

by this form of feedback to limit future PA announcements
to one daily period.

A second useful method support groups have learned to
transform oppressive aspects of their school social relationships is a simulation called "Tame it" in which the support

group
role plays a specific instance of a
problem they have identified; (2) given
(1)
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this shared experiential "feel” for the
problem, the group attempts to name and
analyze the possible system causes of the
problem; then (3) the group creates role
play situations in which they can practice
negotiating mutually- enhancing solutions
with people play-acting other roles
(Alschuler et al., 1975).
,

If teachers remain at the level of using "Tame it" to

discover and practice better interpersonal control
strategies, the method

is

defeated.

However, teachers

using these and similar methods have organized themselves
and then developed collaborative relationships with other

educators and students to help resolve issues such as the

policy that all teachers must stand in the hallway to
prevent conflict during class changes.

This policy was

ineffective and had the effect of providing no breathing
space for teachers to change gears for the next group of
students.

Teacher support groups, struggling to find

solutions to this problem, generated

a

variety of possible

alternative strategies for dealing with the time between
class changes.

For example, student leaders might be

utilized as hall monitors.

For example, classes might be

paired across the hall from each other, with teachers
deciding when to have the classes switch.

For example,

class-change schedules could be staggered by grade-level
a third.
so that congestion and hall traffic would be cut by
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For example,

classes might be assigned to one classroom,

with teachers rotating from room to room.
In-service training for teachers and students

designed to increase their social literacy can be evaluated
by the extent to which groups within or across roles

actually engage

collaborat i vely attempting to rename,

reflect on, and transform their situations.

One payoff

of such training is in the increased justice and efficiency
of methods such as those described in the preceding

"Tame it" example.

However, an even more powerful pay-

off may be the sense among those who participated in

transforming their school that such transformation

possible and that they have

a

is

role to play in it.

Recommendations for school policies and practices
Changes in policy and practice which reduce disci-

pline conflict are sys tern- change solutions by definition.
To the extent that such changes prevent conflicts for

which individuals are punished, they are more efficient
and just than after-the-fact responses.

To the extent that

such changes occur through authentic collaboration, as

opposed to being imposed from the top, the process of
change will also be socialization for the practice
dom.

oi

free-

This section outlines recommended changes in school
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policy and practice which might evolve from the

collaboration of educators, students, and others at

Urban Junior High School.

These recommendations are

meant to be only examples of what might be done by

Urban Junior High School participants.

These recommenda-

tions, and this whole study, are designed to provide

provocation for processes of transformation that ultimately
must be the responsibility of those involved.

Three important needed changes in policy and practice
requiring more fundamental shifts in perspective by educators are followed by a longer list of more specific,

easily accomplished transformations.

The fundamental

changes are;
1.

Discontinue the use of suspension and
expulsion except in cases involving violence
against person and property (suspensions

pending parent conferences are included in this

recommendation)

.

No more than 30 of the more

than 300 suspensions at Urban Junior High School
each semester would meet this criteria.

Fights

among students should not automatically lead to

suspension under this recommendation (see the
specific recommendation related to fighting).
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Suspension is

a

completely illogical

response to tardiness and truancy.

pension

is

a

Sus-

frequently unjust response

to conflicts among students and teachers

which have important causes in the school's
norms, practices, and policies.
2.

Tracking should be discontinued.
assignment of students to tracks

The
is

based

primarily on standardized I.Q. and achievement tests which are demonstrably culturally
and racially biased.

The supposedly more

able students do not benefit substantially,
but the supposedly less able,

in fact,

achieve less by virtue of tracking.

In

addition, it is no accident that 41% of the

conflicts requiring disciplinarian attention
involve students assigned to the 12 lowest
track classes at Urban Junior High School.

One begins to wonder if tracking is
of conflict.

ways, "He's

a

cause

By labeling students in these
(I'm)

a 7J,"

the teachers and

students may be simply playing out their

expectations for each other.
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3.

Attendance conflicts are the most
frequent single type at Urban Junior

High School and many other schools.

Disciplinarians, truant officers, and the
courts have not found effective means of

forcing attendance.

There is some evidence

that they have stopped trying with poor,

Black students at Urban Junior High School
and elsewhere.

New assumptions about the

causes of non- attending lead to new

solutions.

It

is

a

plausible assumption

that most youngsters ages 11

-

15 want to

be with their peers, and therefore want to
be in school,
are.

if that is where their peers

Accordingly, students who do not attend

may be assumed to have special educational
needs.

Children who cannot speak English,

who do not have acceptable clothing, who

must assume child care or economic family
responsibilities, and who find the regular
school emotionally punishing for many reasons

must be provided guidance and alternative
programs rather than being either ignored or
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punished.

At Urban Junior High School students

who are often truant should receive diagnostic

attention to determine the causes of their
truancy.

Alternative individual and group

programs both in and out of school may help
reduce the present abandonment of students who
cannot or will not participate in the regular

program
Specific, limited system-change recommendations, such
as

the following,

are meant to be examples of the kinds of

changes that might be suggested as

a

result of collaborative

action to resolve the conflict problems identified by this
study:
1.

Establish several alternatives for teachers
and students in response to students fighting
(a)

if the fight was a temporary flareup

which will not continue, allow the
incident to conclude with separating
the combatants,
(b)

provide cooling off rooms in which students can calm down until they can sort
out their differences,

(c)

if a student is

assaulted with no pro-

vocation, refer the attacker to the

disciplinarian for suspension or legal
action, and
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(d)

provide an opportunity for the students to box or wrestle in the gym

with supervision.

In addition,

a

committee of students, teachers,
and disciplinarians can study the

occurrences of fighting and identify

primary prevention strategies based
on observed patterns, e.g., establish
a

rumor center that will receive

warnings of fights and bring students
together to negotiate, alter classchanging policies to reduce press of
students in the halls, or introduce

"rainy day" calisthentics:

beginning

each class with in-place exercise for
five minutes on those rainy Fridays when

most fights occur.
2.

Negotiate classroom learning structures which do
and
not require whole-group attention, quiet,

teacher control

a

majority of the time, rather

resulting
than punishing students for conflicts
needs to
from their acting on their legitimate
and
socialize, avoid boredom, be recognized,
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be a member of a team.

Alschuler (1973)

describes several such successful examples of
such restructurings of the classroom which

emphasized student pursuit of individually

negotiated learning contracts.
and peer teaching/ learning

Group contracts

(Gartner, Kohler,

$

Reissman) are other proven methods
for maximizing learning and reducing conflict

through modifying the classroom learning

structure to avoid the need for continual

whole group control by the teacher.
3.

Establish

a

"bust-off" room and

a

quiet room

where students could check in for 15 minutes
on their own either to work off energy

(punching bag, weights, mats for pushups, etc.)
or withdraw (private booths, comfortable chairs,
and a window),

rather than punishing students

for disrupting classes, being tardy, or unwilling
to participate in class.

The rooms could be

staffed by parents, counselors, and university
interns
4.

Establish teacher- student assist teams who have
been especially trained in identifying conflicts
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resulting from lack of cultural synchronization.
These teams would visit all classes in the
school,
(e.g.,

identify potential conflict causes
teacher calling one student's name

when several Black students are disturbing
a

class or

a

teacher failing to use peer

teaching resources).

The team would act as

a

consultant to classes in their attempts to

systematically prevent such conflicts.

In

addition, they could be called upon by teachers
or students to arbitrate an escalated conflict

which either party thought was

cultural clash.

a

result of

a

This group could help distinguish

when accusations of prejudice were tactical ploys
and when they seemed warranted.

5.

Eliminate the eight five-minute periods per day
when all students and teachers are in the halls,
in a hurry,

and released temporarily from the

constraint of the classroom, rather than punishing
students for the fights and student- teacher

confrontations occurring during these periods of

programmed conflict.

This can be accomplished by
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(a)

staggering class changes by grade
level

(b)

pairing teachers next to each other,
who could exchange students at their
own pace during a double period,

(c)

implement

(d)

replace teachers with student and parent

a

modular, flexible schedule, and

monitors in the halls.
6.

Assign first year teachers to teams of
experienced, effective teachers in order to
help them learn to avoid conflicts through

observing models and allow them to make an
immediate contribution if only in working with

individual students and small groups.

This

procedure might prevent many students (mostly
lower-class or Black) being punished for their
part in the conflicts which predictably occur

when first year teachers are left to their
own devices.
7.

Each heterogeneously grouped class might establish
targets for class conflict rates and attention
to learning

(MALT)

rates which when accomplished

would result in agreed upon rewards or privileges
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for the whole class

(e.g.,

field trips,

special project participation, Friday

afternoon athletic and learning fair

participation, etc.)*

The class would

col laborat ve ly agree with their teacher
i

on how to accomplish such rates.

cases,

In some

school-wide targets might he

established.

In any case,

the whole class

would be punished for failing to accomplish
its goals,

but individuals would not be

singled out for delinquent careers by this
process
8.

Teachers might agree to send 50% fewer
referrals to the disciplinarian than the

previous year in exchange for 50% of the

disciplinarians’ time being spent in classrooms and the school at large working to

prevent the occurrence of conflicts.

It

seems probable this would reduce conflicts by

simply requiring the student and teacher
to find a way to negotiate their differences,
as well

as,

bringing additional skilled

resources to bear on the prevention of conflicts

with the effects being cummulative.
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9.

Nine mini-schools with four teachers (English,
math, social studies, and science) and 130

students occupying four or five rooms clustered

together might be established.

The faculty

and students would have relative autonomy in

planning their program.

Each mini-school

could negotiate for use of the special subject

facilities and faculty (PE, Industrial Arts,
home economics, art, foreign languages, and
library).

Administrators and counselors would

provide administrative and technical support.

Mini-school staff and students would negotiate
their own solutions to conflict situations,

involving the school administration only as
last resort.

Barker and Gump's

(1964)

a

study

of the effect of school size on involvement
and deviance indicate this structure would

generate many fewer conflicts escalating to
suspension, exclusion, or dropping out (sic),
than the present structure generates.
10.

Establish the average cost of repairing

vandalism in the school and arrange with the
school board that when less than average
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amounts are required for vandalism repair,
the money be channeled to the individual

classes or mini - schools

,

in which there

was no vandalism, for their educational

use
11.

Pair classes which have successfully reduced

their conflict rate and increased their MALT
scores with classes which have not been successful in doing so.

The members of those classes

which have been successful could train the

members of the other classes to transform their
own relationships and learning environment.

These eleven specific suggestions are examples of

a

system- change approach to reducing discipline conflict.
This list is by no means exhaustive, but it does provide
at least one possible solution to each of the major systemic

causes of conflict identified in this study.

Taken with

the three fundamental recommendations listed first, these

specific strategies comprise

a

direction for beginning

to create a more just and effective learning environment
at Urban Junior High School which may by its processes

socialize students more for liberation than domestication.
Responses to conflict presently function to provide opportunities to promote the "blaming- the- victim" ideology.
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These suggestions indicate how conflicts could, instead,
be seen as indicators of systemic dysfunction and
provide

occasions

i

or an education in collaborative system

transformation, with the accompanying benefits in justice
and socialization for democratic citizenship.

Discipline Conflict and the
Future of Schooling

I

have argued that discipline conflict can be explained

from a system-blame perspective, and that such

a

perspective

might have more just, effective, and democratic results.
The persistence of the person-blame approach,

I

argued, had

its historic roots in the goal of domesticating the urban

poor for docile cooperation in their subordinate socioeconomic position.

This goal fits conveniently with the

self-interests of educators anxious to expand the bureaucracy

which was beginning to evolve to manage schooling.

De-

segregation in the 1960’s put this historic pattern under
increased stress.

This study has documented the untenability

of continuing to operate institutions like Urban Junior High

School with their present characteristics and defending them
as

the best we can do for children.

The shift in perspective

and action implied by the person-blame versus system-blame
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distinction provides

a

.

thin ray of hope that our free,

compulsory public schools might eventually fulfill their
original promise and escape

their present patterns of

institutionalized racism, classism, and domestication.
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Table A
Time Spent by the Vice-Principals on

Discipline During One Week

Minutes
Minutes of
Monitoring Disciplinary
Lunch
Interviews
Periods
and
Bus Loading Paperwork

Day

Total
T ime

Spent On
Discipline

Monday

100

93

193

Tuesday

100

185

285

Wednesday

100

37

137

Thursday

100

132

232

Friday

100

73

173

Weekly Total

500

520

Daily Average

100

104

1

0 20

a

204

vice-principal spent 18.7 of 32 potential
student-contact hours per week in processing and preventing discipline incidents. Total working time (time
spent on all school tasks) during this week amounted
to 1750 minutes.
a Each
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Table

B

Comparison of Number Discipline Conflicts Observed To Be
Handled by Administrators During One Week with the
Number of Conflicts Recorded in the Anecdotal

Record by Race of Student

Observed and
3
Recorded
Percent
N

Students

Observed and
Not Recorded
N
Percent

N

Total
Percent

Blacks

16

53

14

61

30

57

Whites

14

47

_9

39

2_3

43

Total

30

100

23

100

53

100

^ive

of the incidents recorded in the anecdotal

record for black students were not directly observed
by the investigator, because they were recorded by the

principal while

I

was observing the vice principals.

I
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Table C

Categories of "offenses" used to code data from disciplinarian's
anecdotal records (taken from coding teams'
written instructions).

ATTENDING CONFLICTS:
Not showing up for detention.
Cutting class.
3. Cutting several classes.
4. Tardy to school.
5. Truant: observed somewhere off campus.
6. Truant: absent without being able to produce a written excuse.

1.
2.

FIGHTING

:

Fighting: pushing and/or hitting, initiator.
Fighting: kicking, slugging, clubs, etc., initiator.
3. Fighting: pushing, hitting, responder.
4. Fighting: kicking, slugging, clubs, etc., responder.
5. Fighting: pushing, no initiator named.
6. Participant: group assault.
7. Fighting: kicking, etc., no initiator named.

•1.

2.

PEER ENCOUNTERS
NOT FIGHTING:
Bothering other students verbally (name-calling, teasing, etc.).
2. Bothering other students physically (hair-pulling, poking, etc.).
3. Throwing things: an annoyance, not a danger.
4. Molesting girls.
5. Starting fights between others.
6. Hit or kicked, no response.
7. Threatening another student.

1.

EDUCATOR-STUDENT ENCOUNTERS:
COMPLYING:
Throwing things: potential or actual damage.
materials.
2. Unprepared for class, failed to bring
assignment.
bring
to
failed
class,
for
3. Unprepared
test.
or
seat-work
4. Not working,
5. Unable to pay attention.
6. Sleeping.
unrelated to classwork.
7. Reading or looking at material
teacher.
toward
8. Obscenity: verbal, not
teacher.
9. Obscenity: gesture, not toward
1.

10. Lying.
11. Not returning forms.
12. Generally disruptive.

Table C

(

continued

EDUCATOR-STUDENT ENCOUNTERS
CONFRONTING:
Detention: refusal to come, verbally directed toward teacher.
Refusing to follow instructions, schoolwork.
3. Refusing to follow instructions, other than schoolwork.
4. Refusal to sit down.
5. Refusal to work: seat, work or test.
6. Refusal to attend: deliberately not paying attention.
7. Disrespectful or rude to teacher: verbal, private.
8. Disrespectful or rude to teacher: verbal, public.
9. Disrespee tfu
or rude to teacher: obscenity directed toward teacher.
10. Disrespect, ful or rude to teacher: hand or facial gesture.
11. Disrespectful or rude to teacher: behavior unspecified.
12. Assault on teacher.
1.
2.

1

GROUP MANAGING CONFLICTS:
CLASSROOM:
Cutting part of class.
Tardy to class.
3. Talking when silence is expected by the teacher.
4. Repeatedly talking after correction.
5. vShouting (where noise is the issue).
6. Shouting out: interrupting, disrupting class.
7. Shouting repeatedly.
8. Not following understood classroom routine: assigned seats,
signing out, etc.
1.

2.

GROUP MANAGING CONFLICTS:
OUTSIDE Cl ASSR00M:
control: no pass, wrong pass, too long in transit.
vandalism.
rowdiness.
(the disciplinarians' word for many inappropriate out
of class behaviors).
5. Wrong bus.
6. Disturbance participant, on bus.
7. Not returning excuses.
8. Running around.
9. Forging hall passes, excuses, etc.
10. At school when on suspension.
classroom.
11. Vandalism, other than hallway, but not

Hallway
2. Hallway
3. Hallway
4. FOOLING
1.
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Table C (continued)

RULE ENFORCING:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6

.

7.

8.

9
10

.

11

.

12

.

.

Breaking rules: Clothing (hats, coats, etc.).
Breaking rules: Cards (possession or play).
Breaking rules: Weapons (possession or display).
Breaking rules: Cigarettes (possession or display).
Breaking rules: Grooming (combing hair, applying cosmetics, etc.).
Smoking.
Cheating on schoolwork.
Cheating on tests.
Bought or sold lunch tickets.
Possession or use of marijuana.
Sale of marijuana..
Playing radio, record player, tape recorder, except with permission.

OTHER:

Self-inflicted wounds.
Victim: group assault.
3. Emotional display (quotation).
4. None listed (an entry with a name, date and sometimes another
student's name, but no description of an "offense" or event).

1.

2.

28

3

T able D

Frequency

ol

Type of Student Suspensions at

Urban .Junior High School Fall, 1971,
and Fall

,

1972

Fall.

Fall,

a

97

1

197

2

Percent
Change

Sent home pending

parent conference

147
(

n

.

a

.

t

)

9b

128
(172)

(n. a.

138
(157)

(-

9)

(+

2)

-

Short-term suspension
(one to five

days)

145
(166)

9

-

Long-term suspension:
over five days

63
(57)

66
(64)

(

Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of
suspension letters in the Urban .Junior High School
in each category, and the percentage change.

6)

a

^Not available for 1971.

I

i

1*

•
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Tabic

Li

The Percent Distribution ol Students by Race and Socio-eco
nomic Status Among the Three Tracks at Urban

Junior High School

.

Black students
(it

Race

=

Lower

status

Lower
T rack

12.0

(>0.9

27.1

37.7

5

2.5

9.8

10.9

60.9

28.2

37.9

52.8

9.4

vs

(n

nomic

Middle
T rack

399)

White students

Socio-eco-

Upper
T rack

=

766)

=

386)

SF.S

(n

vs

Higher STS
(n

=

779)
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Table

F

Comparison of the Frequency of Types of Serious

Discipline Incidents for Students' First
Conflict Involvements and Students'

Subsequent Conflict Involvements, Fall,

1972

First
N

Conflicts
Percent

Subsequent
Conflicts
Percent
N

Attending

89

26.5

153

23.2

Fighting

57

17.1

79

12.0

Complying

29

8.7

98

14.8

Confronting

32

9.7

84

12.7

classroom

32

9.7

75

11.3

Peer conflict

31

9.2

52

7.9

21

6.3

56

8.5

Rule enforcing

25

7.4

34

5.2

Other

18

5.4

29

4.4

Total

334

100.0

660

100.0

Group managing:

Group managing:

outside class

x

2

=

15.92, d.f.=8, n.s.
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Total

Days of School Missed on Suspension
By Race

Students

,

Fall, 1972

Percentage
of Student Body

School Days
Missed
Percent
N

Black

34.3

1231

65.4

White

6

5.7

652

34.6

Days missed based on school records of the
The averdate of return for each type of suspension.
_
ages were
Average Number of
Days Missed
Type of Suspension
Note:

,

Home pending parent conference
One day suspension
Three day suspension
Five day suspension
Long-term suspension

Returning to Urban Junior High
School 15.7 days
Assigned to special ’’suspension
school 22.1 days

